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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

URS is a period when everything is being called in

question, and the quietest home cannot escape this

influence. Many a mother feels it, but has not leisure

to plunge into discussions, or to work out for herself

the set of things that should be said or done with children, to accord

with the views of life arrived at by herself and her husband. Some

mothers wish to take no step with children that is not in harmony

with these parental beliefs ; other mothers feel vaguely that the

education of little children ought to be able to go on quietly, apart

from the storms or compromises into which grown-up people may get

drawn.

Women are expected to pour new wine into old bottles ;
to rear

children in an atmosphere of peace and love, willing to help and to

be helped, to learn and to teach, to share and share alike,
—for all

this is thought charming in children,
—and then these children are

expected to enjoy and to succeed in the various ferocities and

rapacities of the world, first encountered at school and college.

Women are expected to make bricks without straw; without

disturbing the sleepy surface of domesticity, they are expected to

rear children to suit the new time.

In the past twenty years, moreover, not only has the religious and

moral life of the nation been undergoing great change, but its

intellectual life has grown more exacting, and now its spiritual life is

demanding the first place. Every art and science has been extending

and asserting its claims. " A good all round man," as the Americans

express it,, may be our ideal, yet we feel the old maxim is true—
"Not many things, but much."

How are we to secure for a child a mind open to many kinds of

knowledge, and yet neither dissipate his forces, by interesting him in
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Preface to First Edition.

too many subjects, nor stupefy him with information he does not

desire, or for which he is not ready ? How are we to give him a firm

will ? For a will is formed by experience, and it takes time to gain

experience ;
and meanwhile the child must progress in his school

studies, or he will be behindhand. And so the sacred quiet of home

is invaded by the ruthless pressure of the outside world. Yet some

parents are saddened by the failure of even this plan ; they had the

child most elaborately taught, and yet he is a failure
;
he can get

through his examinations, but no one will employ him; he has neither

will nor common sense, nor power to deal with his fellow-creatures.

On every hand, parents are asking whether the training of character

really must be sacrificed in this way, and hence no wonder the despair-

ing question arises—"Is Life worth living?" Women need a book

to help in this transition period of our national life and education.

Women need all the help that can be given them, and the truths

they will find in Frobel's Mother s Songs seem to me even more

likely to be valued now than during any time since the book was

. first published in 1843.

I Every one likes to see children happy, and feels outraged on

hearing of cruelty to children
; yet {^tw^ are willing to study how to

make them happy. Want of appreciation, or dislike for any attempt

to ascertain the philosophy of childhood, is often due to the beUef

that its happiness is a kind of peach bloom, whose charm will not

reveal itself to any mere analysis. If you were happy yourself, would

you not wish to make children as happy as you used to be? But

you cannot have back the old apparatus, the house and garden, the

dog, the set of duties, and the sequence of events, and you know

that you cannot ;
or perhaps you have all these and yet seem to fail.

You are sure to ask yourself why. But to ask why is to arrive at the

philosophy of childhood. Again, you were unhappy, and long to

avoid repeating the torments you suffered. Yet you find yourself

doing so. Your agony of mind seems suitable to a criminal, yet your

intentions were the purest and best.

If you have already arrived at the conclusion that you would

gladly read a book, let us hope Frobel may prove to you the friend

he wished to be.

Among those who are likely to read this book will be some very

easily defined persons.

xiv
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Preface to First Edition.

Is

"itjat'fs 'uenveen the covers of the booV, her heart must Kuv'e''a?:'Mc;a

many a time to think how few women did know it all
;
and if she

only fancied she knew, there is much she will read with a disciple's

humility.

The Mother w/io huows nothing about it.—If she has the seeing eye

and the hearing ear, she will welcome it as a kind of revelation of

the world that lies in simple things.

Ttie Cottage Mother in the country will see that the book was

written in the country, and is easier to realise there than anywhere.

The Rich Mother will feel surprised to see how little wealth has to

do with amusing children ; and she will feel able to give or lend the

book to her less wealthy friends without feeling there is any mockery

involved in the gift or its suggestions.

Unmarried Women are people from whom much is often expected

in the way of general usefulness, good sense and virtue, unrewarded

by any cheering recognition of silent services. Anything that can

help them to steer amid the families where they visit or teach

they ought to have. This book may explain to them how far

there is any remedy at all for things that grieve them in the

management of children, and may save their energy for due

interference on suitable occasions.

Religious People.
—Some will measure the book by the extent of

its religious teaching. Some few will know that all religious forms

never were more than steps towards the knowledge of infinite good,

and arrest the soul's deepest yearnings, at least as often as they

seem to satisfy them. Such readers will hardly disapprove Frobel's

gentle recognition of a child's yearnings.

The Materialist.—The materialist is a person who thinks that

religion is a relic of earlier stages of man's life, and also thinks that

all such are likely to reappear in a child—would agree that they

should be treated very tenderly ; as, even if incorrect, inheritance

may have interwoven them very closely with the child's nature;

and that if the religious feeling is clearly there, it must be dealt

with in whatever way will least wound him by a violent extirpation,

or least wrap round him. a web of untruth he may afterwards

outgrow. The materialist will take real pleasure in all the rest of the

book, believing that nothing is in the intellect that was not first in the

XV
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bodily growth.

The over-anxious among all parties, who often show themselves

narrow and unprogressive, might learn from this little book so much

about our human nature as would prevent their uttering many
crude and unwise sayings. For human nature is neither so easy

to make or spoil, nor is it so easy to know as they seem to fancy.

"In all early education, we must follow and not lead," says Frobel

in his Education of Man. When we are sure of our ground, we

lead
;
when we think we have something to learn, we follow. It is

the child's unfolding which should lead us.

University Professors, learned Men and IVomen, and the academic

mind generally.
—Many a one, simple as a little child, will come under

the charm of this book.

Others, good and kind, but more sophisticated, will demand from

it qualities which it does not pretend to, which are even of debatable

importance, and which many of its admirers think it possesses.

They may say, "It has no literary style; Frbbel was not a poet;

the pictures are defective
;
the information is not correct

;
it does

not fit in with this or that school of philosophy." As a literary

product it should be regarded as a suggestion, a sample. It was

the first book of the kind, and since its publication in 1S43 '^^ book- ; /

maker has ever hit upon the same lines, or has imitated this book.

It may, therefore, well be called original. Conscientious persons,
~

English and German alike, feel this so deeply that there is a

consensus of opinion against interfering with the book's complete-

ness. The temptation is strong to omit some sentence here or

there, or some song, or some motto, or to explain away things. But

the conviction recurs that, with all its defects, the book is a whole

and is quite unique. Constantly, in the current literature of the day,

poems are published so exquisite, or stories about or for children

are written that are so deeply true, one cannot but fancy that were

such writers to be enlisted, a book might be produced far superior in

every way to Frobel's. Then memory revives the story of Apelles,

who failed in his effort to paint a perfect face by selecting the best

features from many faces. Familiarity with Frobel's book, moreover,

brings home the conviction that though he admits he only collected

popular songs, o ; only made his original ones as occasion suggested

xvi



Preface to First Edition.

during many years, the book has unity, and sprang from a single

mind ;
no loosely coherent collection could achieve the same result

as this.

That women and children have a life that needs a literature of its

own is recognised by the stream of hooks that pour forth every year.

The genius of Miss Greenaway and Mr. Caldecott is retained to draw

for the young. Surprise is sometimes expressed at aN this. There

is no room for surprise ;
women and children make up the majority of

mankind. Have these books no real merit ? Why do not they become

permanent favourites ?—for nursery life is very conservative, and the

younger children are more likely to cling to the books on the shelf

than to imagine they need new ones. Yet the books that last, like

Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales or Kingsley's Heroes are few. No

book exists on the philosophy of children's books, or on the life to

which they appeal. Frobel's S(>fii;s, Games and Stories, appears to

me to be full of example and precept on the philosophy of childhood.

It will help a mother to test the books that make up this stream of

literature
; and, rejecting what is unsuitable, to demand something

that is suitable. ^\'ise mnthers usually keep a scrap-book for

cuttings or manuscript treasures likely to prove useful with tlie

children. Many a scrap sounds captivating, but will not bear the test

of being taken out some weeks later, and being seriously taught to

the children. But many mothers have not the discriminative faculty,

and use a "
poetry book " which on the whole they like and approve.

My hope is that Frobel's book will stimulate mothers to gather

treasures, and to test them by such simple tests as Frobel's philosophy

will give them. Is there anything in the poem the child can do?

Is it the kind of action I wish him_to do ? (killing and stealing are not

good to play at). Is it the kind of story that has no meaning beyond

the bare letter, or one whose meaning can recur with even greater

force as a symbol in later life? (Kingsley's Heroes and Hans

Andersen's Fairy Tales.) Does it involve a long historical or other

explanation {Che7y Chase), or ethical ideas one cannot defend {Lord
UllirCs Daughter), or a single idea, and that deep sorrow? {Mother's

Last Words, by Mrs. Sewell, or Tennyson's Queen of the May.) In

short, is the poem suitable for my purpose ?

Moreover, some of the sweetest little poems on children are meant

not for them, but for us grown-up people ;
and some of the jingles

b xvi:



Preface to First Edition.

that children love best seem to us to have little poetic merit. This

should encourage you to make little rhyming couplets when you are

telling stories
; you will get all a poet's sweetest and deepest joy as

you feel that, to the children at any rate, you are a poet.

And what conclusion will such a mother probably arrive at?

Children's love of story and game is endless, but the right way to

meet it is not by a stream of books directed at the children, but by

a stream of active good-will to discover the basis of this love, and to

foster it. Now the basis of this love of story and play is the deep

strong life-feeling in the child. It is full of life, and Avants to express

life in as many ways as possible, ^\hat you have to do is to supply it

with ways of expression
—

bricks, clay, little sticks, material capable of

being formed to illustrate ideas
;
in short, obedient matter

;
or to go

half-way to meet its own attempts, by playing with it and teaching it

little games. The life and ideas which you rouse and cultivate by

stories and songs, you should give the child means of expressing.

^^hat then should become of the energy now expended in writing

children's books ? Could Ithuriel come and touch all such writers

with his spear, a large percentage would have to stand up and confess

they had no business to write books at all for anyone whatever ;
a

further percentage would own they greatly prefer writing for grown-up

people ;
the remainder would stand up as true lovers of children, and

as ready to see the truth as anyone can be. Some of these true

lovers of children would be most welcome, if they would actually go

and play with children.*

Children who go to Board Schools have no idea of playing as

children play who have a nursery and a kind nurse and merry, clever

parents. The infant mistresses in a Board School are often distressed

to find how long it takes to get the little ones into the spirit of a game,

and to see what a listless, brutalised, neglected home-life it points to.

Girls who live in towns should try to arrange with the Board or

National Schools in their neighbourhood to go and play games.

The teachers are too busy to put the requisite energy into it, though

they would enjoy to take part; and the children should be taught a new

game in small groups
—five or ten at a time

;
it promotes friendliness

and fun
;
when all know the game they can join in larger groups.

* The Metropolitan Playgrounds Association—Lord Brabazon, Chairman, or

the Kyrlc Society would be f^lad of help.
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Preface to First Edition.

Many a young, strong girl could give an hour or two a week to

playing with children. She might either appear for the recreation

half-hour within school hours, or might arrange to take charge of

the playground out of school. If play were thus cultivated, clumsy

games, like "Kissing in the Ring," would disappear; the masses of

children would want to play better games, and would be manageable

enough to admit of their doing so. If kind grown-up people will

thus help children in games that need regularity and care, it is

amazing how much more sensible and pretty those little games and

plays will be that children play when left to themselves.

The real reason why children quarrel so much in play is because their

instincts of order are not formed enough to establish the order that

they actually desire. Play is the school of action. Children reared

to read books, instead of playing, will talk about duty, and not do it.

A book is often given avowedly to keep the child quiet, when he is four

years old, by a mother who would think it wTong to give his baby-

brother laudanum during teething. In giving the book in this spirit,

she gives an opiate, and considers it a less evil than that the child

should race about the house until he is over-excited and naughty.

Her only idea of the child is that, when his evolving energy gets

to a troublesome point, she can give it an opiate. Has she no idea

how to get on to friendly terms with this energy ? no idea of the harm

she is working by not knowing this part of her mother's business?

No wonder she finds the burden of life heavy ! She is canning it,

instead of making it carr)- her. She is groaning under the weight of

a child who seems made of sand and lead, when she might ride as

a queen in a chariot, drawn by the electric currents of the child's

happy being.

Frobel's Afother's Songs deals with the whole round of a little

child's life. Each moment selected as the topic of a song or story

is sure to occur and recur.

Children generally like the illustrations very much. Mr. Welch's

republication of Goody Two Shoes (Griffith & Farran) is popular for

the same reason—viz., children like the rough, simple drawing.

Frederick Unger, the artist who drew these pictures under Frobel's

directions, wisely dressed his figures in old German mediaeval cos-

tume
;
thus they are never out of fashion.

The presence of the songs in very small German type in each page
xix



Preface to First Edition.

is due to the fact that the pictures are reduced electrotypes, and it

was better to leave the German rhymes than to leave a blank space

in the picture ;
some people, moreover, will feel interested to possess

part of the original German.

Frobel also thought that a picture-book for family use ought to be

so constructed as to contain something refreshing for the grown-up

person who kindly sits down I'or a few minutes to show the child the

pictures. There are, therefore, many thoughts or features in each

picture, and the mind will find them out and dwell on them according

to its mood.

For such as wish to master th6 book I have ventured to add a few

Notes, in the hope they may prove useful.

Robert Kohl, under Frobel's directions, wrote Tunes to the Songs ;

he harmonised them for two voices only, and WTOte accompaniments

to the first song only. The keys he chose were beyond the compass

of children's voices. Songs without a piano accompaniment are

unlikely to be tried or learnt in any home. I have therefore trans-

posed all songs that were too high, and written accompaniments to

all
;

this part of the work has been revised by two professional

musicians, Mrs. Flora Stark giving me several artistic suggestions.

Friiulein Eleonore Heerwart's preface should be valued by us all,

as she represents the old Frobel traditions
;
she knows how this book

grew, and how the men and women thought and worked who lived

with and round Frobel
;
what he hoped, what he entrusted to their

loving loyalty, aiid how they carried out his wishes and aims.

Brief A^ote on. Fricdrich Frobel. (1782-1852.)

Clergyman's son; tutor; worked under Pestalozzi, 1 808-1 1
; fought

in Germany's war of freedom against Napoleon, 1813; had a boy's

school, 1816-36 [Fducation ofMan, published 1S26) ; 1S36-52 v^^orked

at the education of women and little children, because his twenty

years' work as a schoolmaster made him feel the supreme importance
XX
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of getting early education on to the right footing ;
the name Kinder-

garten (garden of children) occurred to him in 1840; he published

this book of Mother s Songs, Games and Stories, 1843 ! h's wife, who

died 1839, had been helping for years to collect them
;
died 1S52.

The best Life of him is by Alex. Hanschmann.

Frances Lord.

June 18 85.
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PREFACE TO REVISED EDITION

5^HE increasing sale wliich this book continues to have

in England and America seems less due to its merits,

as a practical hand-book—a function it was never

intended to fulfil—than to the fact that its spiritual

value is felt more and more, as it is read and studied. In it,

Frobel speaks as a friend, and the friend of everybody ;
he is

not the philosopher discoursing learnedly, but the lover of children

who tells you just what he thinks about them. Yet everything he says

in this familiar and easy way would be called profound philosophy

if it were said in the style usually deemed appropriate thereto. Frobel

himself always laid more stress on his principles being understood,

and on the heart being rightly set to the task of training children,

than to any other aspect of preparation. His Mothers Songs are

an expression of all he attached most importance to.

But it would appear that even so small a fact as the increasing

desire in the world of Educationists to understand Frobel's principles

better, ought not to be regarded as isolated, but as a sign that the

claims of man's spiritual nature are being better understood, and the

yearning for nobler and better things is passing into a profound con-

viction that they lie nearer to each of us than we usually think they

do. Frobel provides for the little child precisely that recognition

of God-given power within, about which eager, weary hearts all the

v/orld over are saying, "If it be true, then we have a power able to

change the world.'' It is true
;

it becomes evident on our recog-

nising it
;

it grows by our use of it
;

it teaches all we fain would

learn
;
and this is equally true of all, however varying be the mani-

festation of it in different people. A little child who starts in life

with this sense of Divine Self as the true self, is safe indeed. "But

these are high thoughts," it will be said,
"
too high for simple mothers,
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Preface to Revised Editioii.

and young girls who want to become Kindergarten teachers
;
and

only desire to know what will fit them to manage it nicely."

The high thoughts are wrapped up in Frobel's simple plans, and

will come stealing in upon their hearts and minds as they do their

daily work, not as burdens to carry, but wings to lift them on

high.

The growing recognition of this work of Frobel's is due to the

evolution of spiritual life in all lands. Lovers of physical science have

favoured Frobel's Kindergarten method.s, because they accustomed

the child to deal with things instead of words ; and such supporters

have often been startled on learning, as from any book written by Frobel

himself, that his aim in setting the child to work on things (the "occupa-

tions ") was not to tie the child down to mere matter, but to put him

at once in the right relation to matter, that of a commander, creator,

dictator ; and not a servant to or even an investigator of the material

world. To bring about this correct relation, Frobel gave the child

matter to deal with that was exactly fit to tempt him to use it, small,

light, easy to use. The fingers learned skill, the eyes learned to see

colour and form correctly ; in short, the senses were pleasantly and

skilfully trained.

The charm of Frobel's plan is that one i)erson can see one set of

advantages in it and one another. And an appeal is constantly made
to " Frobel's principles," by those who see in Slojd (pronounced

Sloyd) the Swedish handicraft training, just what should replace the

Kindergarten, when children have grown too old for it.

The Swedes for some years taught the elements of trades to

school children, but, finding that unsatisfactory, devised a simple

system of carpentry, involving a graduated use of tools, and the

perfecting of each article by the child who makes it.*

What Frobel himself most insists on is that his plans train the

child spiritually ;
but when he proceeds to explain how, it often

happens that the materialist impatiently tosses him aside as a crude

theorist, and the religious people call hi.m fantastic, and are a little

shocked.

Frobel says that you must accustom a child to see all the life and

power in itself, other people, and the natural world around, as ex-

* For full particulars of the method and list of tools required, see the pamphlet

by Emily M. J. Lord. Cassell & Co., iS88. Price Sixpence.
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pressions of the life of God, the Universal Life and Love. The

materialist is indifferent to this, or hostile
;

the religious minded

think it is not sufficient, and that hymns and verses of Scripture

should also be taught at set times
;
and they assume that Frobel's

objection to this practice was due to unfriendly feeling towards those

things, whereas it is really due to his principle of teaching everything

in strict connection with what actually happens or arises as a part of

lite or conversation. Whatever grown people may see fit to do, who

can perceive the connection between things more easily, Frobel

insists that with little children we ought to keep the rule as sacred of

only talking of all things in their natural connection. In accord-

ance with this, he interweaves religious teaching with everything ;

but places the song,
" The Church Window "

rather late in the work
;

holding up the occasion of going to church as something to be

looked forward to, when the child is old enough.

Every year makes Frobel less liable to misunderstanding in this

and every other particular, as people grow more intelligent, tolerant,

and anxious about the essentials of true life and living. Meanwhile,

the one who doubts whether there be any spiritual life in man, and

the one who can only perceive it when presented in a form, and that

form a familiar one, always have been and always will be bewildered

by earnest expressions of spiritual life, whenever brought face to face

with it. Frobel had a good deal of it in himself. The church in

Germany was, in his time, a very poor exponent of spiritual things.

He scarcely seems to have felt this
;

at any rate, not only was he

never a rebel to the Lutheranism in which he was brought up, but he

was always a devout church-goer, and wondered whenever the church

he fancied he so entirely endorsed was indifferent or unfriendly to

his plans. But there was enough spiritual life in Frobel to carry him

into the spiritual recognition of a child's nature and to provide food

for it, regardless of nationality or creed. This recognition is what

has given Frobel his hold over the heart of childhood in all countries.

Yet those who spread him most are by no means those who are

extremely spiritual in quality or aware of its existence in him. People

of the external sort do external work, such as spreading new doctrines

in a superficial and imperfect way. In Frobel's case this matters

very little
;

for the essence of his merit lies in his having embodied

his spiritual thought and his provision for it in forms which tell their
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own story and do their own work as they go along, however unsatis-

factory be the person who uses them.

But let a person who is spiritually awakened study FriJbel, or let

an old student of Frobel study spiritual science, and the wonderful

efficacy of his provisions will appear. He provides for the silence in

which we come to
"
know," and the activity by which we express our

knowledge. He provides for the universal Law of Symbolization, by

which everything stands for some idea, and small things acquire im-

portance and sanctity ;
for the immense rapidity with which this

operates, so that the block of wood which stands for a brick now will

be called a mountain or a dog, a book or a tree, the next minute, and

yet satisfy the symbology of the occasion and the child's fancy.

Frobel insists on the great spiritual law that we can only see

what our eyes are ready to see, can only know what we are ready to

know, only do what we put our will into. If this be accepted and

held to, it brushes aside all early teaching of facts to children.

Frobel constantly asserts that our aim is to have life and to have it

more abundantly ;
a new life, a better life is the burden of his song ;

the life to be had by living, by freedom, by seizing whatever is around

us and insisting it shall bring us good and respond to our command- .

ing, as masters of our own life.

Sayings like this have been for so long current among persons

who like moral and pious thinking, that they seem threadbare, and

are almost ceasing to carry even hopefulness to the indifferent

reader. But to the student of spiritual science such words give not

merely an acceptable hopefulness but state a creed that amounts to

absolute control over self, and life and its affairs. This creed is

as easy for a child as for a grown person ;
and herein, also, does

Frobel show himself a true guide and master in spiritual things.

The truth of life must be something so simple that it is true for all

persons, in all countries, from the cradle omvards. So Frobel, in his

little songs, gives truths which will never need to be left behind or

unlearned, and possess what we have fallen into calling, far too

lightly, magical power. But the ]iower of words is no light matter
;

it is the greatest reality in the universe. The power of evil or in-

ferior words, only exists for those who believe in evil's power. The

power of good words carrying good intention or stating pure truth is

to bring good to pass upon the person who says them. If, then, a
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great truth be put into words so simple that they abide upon the lips

of a little child, are hummed by the child in its games, acted in the

little dramas that make up nursery play, and altogether interwoven

with ch Idhood's happy hours, that truth contains potency to sur-

round the child with protection. That truth will envelope the child

so that it is hard, if not impossible, for its tender growth to be as-

saulted or interfered with. That truth will play the part of a loving and

watchful presence, alert to ward off harmful things. A dim percep-
tion of this prompts the teaching of poetry, hymns and Bible verses.

If they are beyond the child's capacity, the vexation associated with

learning them will probably neutralize any good they may do. For

vexation is a kind of fear, and on fear no soul can live.

A carefully brought up child is one on whose behalf every advan-

tage has been seized by intelligent and loving grown-up people; not

a child whose activity and experience have been narrowed by stupid
and ignorant fear. One advantage that may be seized is the child's

love of doing, and of picking up words that it will repeat and make
do duty in a dozen games, each game being some spiritual expres-

sion of growing thought. Seize this advantage and play with the

child
;
see how much there is in a child's play ; help it to utter the

life within
; help it to form the ideas with which it is struggling.

You can guide the romp or the wild story so that good is victorious,

meanness is conquered, courage holds out, love is the prompter when

anger seems rising, and life yields wholesome lessons, social culture,

joyful song and beautiful art. All these are products of the spirit's

life, and where it lives and is not stifled, they will appear ;
whether

it be in the drawing and mats and bricks, the games and singing, the

friendships and courtesies of the Kindergarten and the nursery, or in

the splendid paintings, carpets and architecture of some great artist,

or the great social progress that true hearts seek and are longing for.

Let us in conclusion repeat our first statement : Frobel is begin-

ning to be understood, because spiritual life is beginning to be recog-

nised. A child is not merely a being who has to be fed, clothed,

put to school and then into business or marriage ; our own deep

suffering as grown people is teaching us this, and our own deep joy
in finding that it is spiritual power which can alone give us control

and happiness is leading us to see that the same is true for a child,

and that whoever has seen this, and in the light of it has devised
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educational plans, is on the right path. Frobel saw this and planned

accordingly.

It is all so simple that everyone wonders it was not thought of

before. It marks an effort of the spirit to get free, and thus do all

such efforts appear when looked at with the loving eyes of all who,

as children of the century, have come into the wide and sunlit space

cleared for them by the groping and striving of those who have

passed on.

June iSSS.
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introduction;"
BY ELEONORE HEERWART.

jpS it necessary to write a Preface to a Book which

^^" contains Mottoes, Verses, Pictures and Explanations

\^ that should speak for themselves? There is however

a "
deep meaning in Children's Play," and though

this is the subject of the Book, its meaning may not be so apparent

as the name might lead us to expect.

Frdbel's head and heart were full of what he wished to say, but he

was not always successful in interpreting his thoughts, so that it may
not be superfluous to make some explanatory remarks.

Frobel's wife, who suggested many ideas that are embodied here,,

said of this book—
Ein leichter Sinn, der fasst es nicht.

Ein leiser Sinn, der hasst es nicht.

Ein lauter Sinn verspottet's nur.

Ein tiefer folgt allein der Spur.

(A superficial mind does not grasp it.

A gentle mind does not hate it.

A coarse mind makes fun of it.

A thoughtful mind alone tries to get at its meaning.)

It is to mothers Frobel addresses himself;
—and the tone and

meaning of a mother's talk to, and her play with, the baby are

just what it is not easy to express
—

they can only be felt. We
therefore appeal to the motherly hearts that are to be found in

all countries, when we say :

" Here is a book, specially written and

*
Allusion is made in this Introduction to Dr. Lange's Preface of the German

Edition of 1S65. Passages are taken from my Lecture published by Sonnenschein,

1880. We also refer the reader to the explanations of several Kindergarten

games in "Music for the Kindergarten," published by P>oosey & Co., and to.

"Child and Child-Nature
"
by Frau von Marenholz-Biilovv, translated by Misa

Christie. (Sonnenschein.)
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now translated for you ;
it contains hints to guide your words and

movements, your play and influence—in fact, your whole treatment of

the little child. Frame words and songs, and choose pictures that

are more congenial to your country and circumstances, but let them

be penetrated by the spirit that pervades this book." It gives a

scientific basis to the education of the human being, because it

embraces the treatment of all the powers that slumber and must be

developed. The child is here understood according to its compli-

cated nature, and with this understanding only can early education

be successful.

If medical science be required to keep the child's body in good

health, no less is it important to know how to guide the Will, the

Heart and Intellect. At first it is an easy task to train the child, but

later it is difficult to bend or force back the crooked branches of

moral, emotional and intellectual powers.

In the hands of Women lies the power of steering the future weal

or woe (and it is to women, to mothers, that Frobel speaks) ;
and

he reminds them of their mission in raising family-life, so that it may
be a preparation for Heavenly Life—nay, even that there may be a

paradise on earth in the lowliest home.

THE MOTHER.

Frobel considers it his duty to picture the home as it ought
to be—not by writing a book of theories and of rules which

are easily forgotten, but by accompanying a mother in her daily

rounds through house, garden and field
;
and by following her to

workshop, market and church. He does not represent a woman of

fashion, but prefers one of humbler station, whom he clothes in the

old German housewife style ;
it may be a small sphere she occujiies,

but there she is the centre and she completely fills her place. She

rejoices in the dignity of her position
—that is, of an educator of a

human being whom she has to bring into harmony with God, nature

and man. She thinks nothing too trifling that concerns her child
;

she watches, clothes, feeds, and trains it in good habits, and when

her darling is asleep, her prayers finish the day. She may not have

read much about education, but her sympathy with the child sug-

gests means of doing her duty. Love has made her inventive
;
she
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discovers means for amusement, for play ;
she talks and sings, some-

times in poetry and sometimes in prose. From mothers in his circle

of relations and friends Frobel has learned what a mother can do ;

and although he had no children of his own, his heart vibrated

instinctively with the feelings of a mother's joy, hope and fear. He

did not care about the scorn of others, when he felt he must speak

with an almost womanly heart to a mother. His own loss of a

mother's tender care made him the more appreciate the importance

of a mother's love in early infancy.

The mother in his book makes use of all the impressions, influ-

ences and agencies with which the child comes in contact; she

protects from evil
;
she stimulates for good ;

she places the child in

direct communication with nature, because she herself admires its

beauties; she has a right feeling towards her neighbours and to all those

on whom she depends.
—See "Mowing-grass," "Baker," "Smith," etc.

The mother sees a "threefold Heaven" united in the possession of

her child—namely, the happiness of the past, present and future, and

hers is the sacred duty of preserving that happiness. The words

Faith, Love, Hope, or Light, Love, Life, are the types of her feelings

and actions towards the child which lies before her in the cradle.

The child's smile is to the mother the sign of health, of bodily

comfort, and the beginning of the joyous laughter that will ring

through the house in future years, if health and happiness have been

preserved. A cry will find an echo in her heart
;
she hastens to open

the ever ready arms, and by her wisdom and her skill soothes the

pain, and does not rest until she sees the welcome smile again. A
movement of arms and feet teaches her that the child feels its

strength and wants to use it. She helps, she lifts, she teaches, and

while playing with her baby's hands and feet, she is never at a loss for

a song or story.

The mother also knows that it is necessary to train the senses,

because they are the active organs which convey food to the intellect.

The ear must hear language, music, the gentle accents and warning

voices of father and mother. It must distinguish the sounds of the

wind, water, noises of pet animals; and when the ear has been trained

to hear external sounds, the child will be more ready to listen to the

voice of conscience and of God.—See "The Cuckoo."

The eyesight is directed to objects far and near—as the pigeons
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flying, the hare running, the light flickering on the wall, the calm

beauty of the moon, and the twinkling stars in the dark blue sky.

No wonder the little boy wanted to climb up the ladder to the moon !

Heaven and earth he would span with his little hand—No. 26. No
wonder the little girl by her mother's side, No. 27, called the bright

stars she saw the first time in her young life,
" Father and Mother

stars," for she knew who were to her the brightest stars on earth.

(Real incidents.)

The child's mind is thus filled with images of actual life, and the

intellect is built up on this basis. The daily observations of the

surrounding world have led to many comparisons, the imitation of

movements has established the notion of the connection between

cause and efiect, between object and language, between the concrete

and the abstract—a valuable preparation for school-life.

While throughout the whole book the mother is present or near

the children, others who complete the family circle are introduced.

The mother will never forget to strengthen the child's affection for

the father ; she will awaken the love for brothers and sisters and near

relatives, as well as the gratitude to servants and to those who provide

necessary household articles. By-and-by the child is brought into

the presence of strangers, where the matter of conduct is the chief

point : "What will others think of my child .^" the mother may ask

herself.

From nature and from social intercourse the child is led to God.

While a religious atmosphere has hitherto surrounded the home, a

time arrives when the child should accompany its parents to church,

but first it is taken to a sacred building that it may receive the im-

pression of a house set apart for worship; then it may hear the solemn

tones of the organ; then see a congregation unite in praise and prayer ;

and listen to the earnest appeal of the preacher. Frobel does not

wish the child to be plunged into religious service, but, as in all other

matters of teaching, he goes slowly and surely, and thus the child's

heart is impressed more than if it is assailed by a crowd of new sights,

scenes and sounds. Throughout the book we see the child actively

employed, for the mother who has watched the daily growing body

rejoices in the life-power of her darling. She knows that, if it is to be

kept in good health, it must have exercise
; and, while she talks and

sings and shows moving objects, she lets her child move in accord-
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ance with them. She does not spend money in buying toys. No;
her toys are the cheapest and the nearest at liand—the child's own

fingers, liands, arms, feet, and the whole body. "What can a hand

do when it is nimble and elastic ! What a useful life my child shall

lead ! His healthy body will support a healthy mind." The mother's

life grows richer every day, because her child's mind and body grow

stronger. What influence a life like hers must have ujjon those

who see and imitate her. Pestalozzi had this in his mind when he

wrote his Hoia Gertrude teac/ies her C/iildre/i and Lieii/tard and

Gertrude. * A mother cannot fail to teach others when her lips are

full of such words and her heart is attuned to such music, indicating,

as they do, her innermost feelings ;
she will be a blessing to many.

A child is to her a gift from God, to whom she must lead it, as

Hannah led Samuel.

THE KINDERGARTEN.

Let us now look for mothers of this kind, as Frobel has done, and

let us learn from them—they are to be found in every country. Let

us train more
;
there is a place in every house for such a mother.

New homes are continually established, but there is little or no pre-

paration for the duties involved. There are many who would help

the mother in her sacred task, and to whom the education of little

children opens a useful and happy sphere. Frobel addressed mothers

and women in general on that memorable day, the 28th of June 1840,

in Blankenburg (ThUringen), from which place and date the Kinder-

garten originated.

The Kindergarten is an institution which treats the child according

to its nature
; compares it with a flower in a garden ; recognises its

threefold relation to God, man aiid nature
; supplies the means for

the development of its faculties, for the training of the senses, and for

the strengthening of its physical powers. It is the institution where

a child plays with children, guided by a motherly, sisterly, womanly

hand. In this Kindergarten many a young girl can learn—the child

being the teacher. Every Kindergarten ought to be a High School

for mothers, every Home a High School for the girls who come within

* Valuable as these books are to the professional student of education their

teaching is rather too broken into isolated hints to suit modern or busy mothers.
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its influences—for Nvhat higher study is there than the knowledge

how to educate a child ?

To Kindergarten teachers, this book, now in English, is a source

from which they might thoroughly learn what they should do with

little children, and how to do it. The Home, the Creche, the Play-

ground, the Infant School and Kindergarten ofter amjjle scope for

practice (not experiments), for carrj-ing out those principles which

Frobel has left us in various forms in his Mother's Songs, Games ami

Stories. Sometimes they are given in a symbolical, sometimes in a

practical form, sometimes by a psychological rule.

How often are young girls called in to help the mother ! Should

they be less wise and sympathetic, less helpful and skilled, than the

mother ? None can exempt herself from the responsibility of influ-

encing a child.

Or let us see what it means, when the mother brings the child to you

in the Kindergarten. I understand it thus. She says,
"

I bring my
child—take care of it, as /would do;" or

" Do with my child what is

right to do ;" or
" Do it better than I am able to do it." A silent

agreement is made between the parents and you, the teacher
;
the

child is passed from hand to hand, from heart to heart. What else

can you do but be a mother to the little one, for the hour, morning

or day when you have the sacred charge of a young soul ? In hope

and trust the child is brought to you, and you have to show yourself

worthy of the confidence which is placed in your skill, your experience

and your knowledge, ^\'e thus identify the teacher with the mother,

and even include everyone, who is in the presence of a little child,

among those who have duties to fulfil, and who might learn of Frobel

how to perform them.

From this book. Kindergarten teachers will learn how to continue

the home-training, so as not to interrupt the child's stages of develop-

ment. New scenes and fresh acquaintances will widen the child's

sphere, but the same kind of treatment will soon make it feel at

home. Finger, arm, and other exercises will be carried on; but more

can be taught since the child has grown stronger in mind and body.

The companionship of other children suggests gymnastic and social

games
—such as the "

Pigeon-house,"
"
Fishes,"

"
Mowing-grass,"

"Birds' Nest," "The Hare," "The Brook."— 6;?^ Explanation of

those games in
" Music for the Kindergarten."
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The training of the senses is specially adapted for the age when

children go to the Kindergarten, where many opportunities offer

themselves. The odour of flowers, the cries of pet animals, the

taste of various fruits, the touch of different materials, the sight of

colours, shapes, grouping of numbers,—all are within the reach of the

teacher, and should not be overlooked. Her stories, poetry and

conversation include many subjects with which the child is familiar,

and with which new ones are connected—a garden, a field, a hill, a

brook in the neighbourhood; or the sky, the sun, the moon, the

clouds, wind, rain, snow : all are objects of wonder and surprise to

the child. A teacher must be very poor in mind who cannot find

something to interest her pupils ;
and when she cannot take the

children out, she can bring natural objects into the room, and then

make the children acquainted with God's creation
;

for this should

always be the central point of her lessons on Stones, Plants, Animals,

and natural phenomena.

THE BOOK.

This book of Mother's Songs, Games and Stories will be duly

appreciated when it is found out how much they suggest. Beginning

with the Physical Exercises, they contain some for the Feet, Nos.

I, 29; for the Fingers, Nos. 9, 10, 11, 17-23; for the Hands, Nos.

12-16, 24, 29-39; for the Wrist, No. 3; for the Arm, Nos. 3, 7, 34,

40, 41. In every one the word, music and action accompany each

other
;
there is no empty phrase, no meaningless movement. Lan-

guage is real to the child.

If various scenes in the book be strange and unfamiliar to the

present reader, we need only remind her that the book was pub-

lished in 1843, at Blankenburg, in Germany, where the surrounding

landscape furnished the background of many jjictures ;
and this may

account for the appearance of tlie Wild Boar, for numbers of these

animals are still kept in the forests near the little town belonging

to the Prince of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt. Wolves are not there,

but they still live within the memory of people in various countries,

and are the subject of many stories. The reason that " Wolf and

Boar "
are introduced is that, while we allow children to imitate the

movements of birds, hares, fishes, we teach them not to imitate the
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habits of those wild animals ;
for the child is to be raised beyond the

animal nature to a higher purpose of life.

And this leads us to the Moral Training contained in this compre-

hensive book. It is not enough to train the Senses and exercise the

Limbs
; no, the Mother has to pave the way by training the Will in

the right direction. Just as many opportunities as there are for

training the body, so many are there for the moral culture.
"
All's

Gone" and "The Boy and the Girl at the Fair" teach contentment.

"
Mowing-grass,"

" The Target-maker,"
*' The Charcoal-burner,"

" The Carpenter,"
" The Wheel-wright," teach respect for others.

"The Wolf and Boar" give a lesson against greediness. "The

Fishes
" and " Birds' Nest

"
speak against cruelty to animals. " The

Horsemen '

treat of behaviour in presence of strangers.
" The

Clock
" and " The Baker

"
suggest punctuality.

In the same manner the Affections receive their early training.

See the Motto of the Child falling and the Mother lifting it up,

(" Bump !") the pictures of" The Flower Basket" and "
Pigeon-house."

The Religious Training is contained in
" The Bridge

"
and " The

Church-door."

The Artistic Powers are not overlooked. For Music see
" The

Finger-Piano;" for Drawing,
" The Little Artist ;" for Architecture,

" The Large Window."

Frobel thus shows how easy it is to prevent greediness, to check

cruelty, to encourage kindness, to strengthen the affections
;
and all

this can be done by the mother
;

whilst it becomes a matter of State

regulation to punish the thief, the selfish, cruel, heartless man.

The lessons this Book teaches cannot become old, since children's

young lives furnish us daily with new opportunities to apply the same

principle; on the contrary, it will help us when we are apt to be

weary, or liable to be disturbed by uneducational influences.

May the book be to teachers what it means to be : a guide-book,

in which Frobel has laid down his principles. In some parts it is

like a parable, in some it is a real picture of a happy German home,
in others it is a repetition of what has long been known everywhere ;

but throughout it retains its character of purity of purpose, and

although some details are not perfect, the sense is not spoilt by

faults. Who can be Master of all Arts at the same time—of Poetry,

Music and Design ! The higher Art of Education needed illustra-
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tions, and therefore Frobel accepted the help of his music and

drawing teachers, who faithfully carried out his ideas, even too

exactly, for the form has sometimes suffered. This fact must be

mentioned, as it proved to be a difficulty in offering the book to

English readers
; however, it is better to let the form remain, instead

of trying to improve it, so as not to spoil the meaning and do harm

to the Idea that guides it. It shows, moreover, a feeling of respect

for the Author when the Translator is not afraid of criticism, but

would rather render a service to those for whom the Book is written.*

They will learn from it that all powers must be unfolded, because the

l)lan of a harmonious education is laid out for the child
; they are

made aware of their sacred duties ; tliey are taught that an immortal

soul is given into their charge. They are shown that nothing is too

small or too trifling to be noticed that concerns the child's welfare

but in all its movements and stages of development they see the

"
P^ither of the Man."

Eleonore Heerwart.

* For convenience sake, tlic smaller size of Ilerr Seidel's Edition has been

adopted for this Translation.
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COME, LET US LIVE FOR OUR CHILDREN.'



I.

A Mother's Feelings on Seeing her First born Child.

OGOD
! I am indeed a blessed wife ;

With heavenly joy Thou hast adorned my earthly life,

And chosen me to highest human dignity ;

For I have borne an angel-child through Thee.

Husband ! may our Child be rich with blessing,

Purest Love's sweet union expressing ;

For in him all and everything must be

That can bind wedded hearts eternally.

Baby ! though you were born in pain and fear,

Rest now upon your parents' hearts, my Dear.

Yes, we will always try, Dear, kind and true,

To train the best life of Mankind in you.

God and Father, well-spring of Life's waters.

Let Thy streams flow to him, strong, pure and free,

We, Thy offspring, we Thy sons and daughters,

Pray : let one Love unite us all in Thee !



II.

A Mother who Feels her Life is one with her

Child's Life.

OBABY,
my own, so sacred and dear !

Just whisper a word from your heart in my ear.

What is it towards me like warm hght comes streaming ?

Like dawn in the spring-time your tints are all beaming.

"It is my FaWi that beams out in my eye :

Happen Avhat may, my sweet Mother is by.

It is my Love that speaks out in my smile :

With Mother around me, it's light all the while.

And it is Hope makes me cling to your breast :

The fountain of Ufe flows for me, and I rest."

Come, Baby, heart's darling ! let's trust in each other
;

I'll read life in you, you shall read in your Mother.

Whenever your thought on my doings is dawning,

My love for my darling will give me soft warning,

And tell me that Faith and Hope and Love

Were fostered well in my own sweet dove.

And thus, in Believing and Loving and Hoping,

All Heaven before him in childhood lies opening.



III.

A Mother who is very Happy as she Watches her Child.

Mother's meaning who can say,

Talking with her child at play?

Heavenly joys stream all the while

Through her as she sees his smile.

Hence a devotion so complete she gives
To tending earnestly the life he lives.

B.\BY,
my darling, whisper in my ear

Why everything about you seems so dear
;

Why so much of the purest joy I get
From dandUng you in play, my little pet ?

Your tiny head, just like a flower so fair,

Delights me as a flower would blooming there;

And just as peace round that sweet flower-bed twines,

So, Love, your forehead innocently shines.

Peaceful, as buds that open fragrantly,

Life pours forth from your eye, sweet dear, to me.

Mother's own joys and great delight

Your eye gives back in glances bright.

As full blown flowers that gaily do unclose,

Y'our cheeks are fresh, and healthy as a rose.

Clearly as flowers are painted by the sun,

Your soul shines in your face, my dearest one.

And that sweet Mouth, with its victorious smile,

Binds us so close together all the while.

Ah ! yes, my darling little one, through thee

My child's good angel is revealed to me.

In limb and body, power already stirs

To reach his end through dangers, briars, and burrs.

The splendid picture of Humanity
Comes to the child, so dear and soft is he.

His human worth is e'en in weakness shown
;

Therefore my heart turns so to you, my own.

The purest life that I within me bear

Comes to the light in your life, sweet and fair.

Therefore my Child to cherish and defend

Gives me such joy, and peace that knows no end.



IV.

A Mother at Play with her Child.

When you watch your Baby bright.

Get out of all you see

What it is meant to be—
Mother's really great delight.

It's there that you may tell

What precious gifts are these :

Life's happiness, Soul's ease :

And how to guard them in your Child as well.

BABY
! my pride in you can ne'er be told;

You're dearer far to me than pearls and gold.

Now shall I name the lovely things I see,

By which I know my Child immediately ?

This little Head you find too heavy still,

So lay it in my soft hand, if you will.

Here is your Forehead, Love, and here your Eyes ;

Oh ! what sweet happiness within them lies.

Your Cheeks are rosy red and milky white,

How fond I am of you, my sweet Delight.

These pretty Uttle Ears are just like shells.

They hear sweet songs and all that Mother tells.

This is your Nose, and here's your Mouth, I see ;

What lovely things it tells me silently.

These are your Lips ; why, roses are like this !

How many times I've given them a kiss.

And here's your Chin, so round and small ;

I love that Dimple best of all.

And here's your Face, so friendly and so fair
;

And here's your Forehead, nicely crowned with hair.

Here's your Throat, so plump and slender—
Plumpness makes it round and tender.

Here's Baby's lovely Neck, and here's the Nape ;

How soft my cheek will find that pretty shape.

And here's your small plump Back, my Pet
;

Why ! what a chance of kissing it I get !

These are your Hands and Fingers ;
and they say,

"
Already we know nicely how to play."

6
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These are your Arms
;
how lovely they have grown !

I hold you, Darling, warmly in my own.

Your Chest's so broad, your breath so deep and long ;

How glad I am my Baby's health is strong.

Your little Heart lies hid beneath that Chest,

I wish that grief need never be its guest ;

I wish it could remain as pure and clear

As Baby's little peeping eyes are here.

That Heart will soon feel Life's deeji-hidden Source
;

I hope that pure and bright will be its course.

And such a Kicking Leg was never known !

Baby will soon be standing quite alone.

And this sweet little Foot knows how to kick
;

It soon must learn to walk and run so quick.

This knee and calf make such a good strong limb,

You'll soon wade in the water, Dear, and swim.

These buds upon your feet are called your Toes—
Not nine, but ten, as everybody knows.

And this is the whole of you, Baby, my Dear ;

You'll soon run away when you've lived quite a year.

And in that merry childish life will be

Signs of the thoughtful mind, that I can see

Stirring already in him strong and free.

That I so wish to cherish silently.



V.

A Mother who is Looking at her Growing Child.

Mother sees Baby's power unfold,

And says,
" This power God keep and hold !

God guide him, be he young or old."

Though in this faith she rests, if she is wise

She knows that she must do what in her lies.

MY Baby's as sweet as a flower can be
;

If any one doubts, let him just come and see.

His little Head's so round and bare,

So smooth and frank his Forehead there.

And with his Eyes my Child can see so far
;

His Ear hears songs and knows how sweet they are.

He smells the flowers with his little Nose
;

Into that little Mouth the nice soup goes.

And while he sleeps, his Cheeks get red indeed,
—

What more can any little Baby need ?

Baby is so fresh and bright

That he may be my delight.

His Hands he can open and shut with such ease !

You can't think how many things Baby can seize.

A little Ball he'll hold so tight
—I know

He loves it, and can't bear to let it go.

His little Arms are really very strong,

Move up and down, bend short, or stretch out long.

His little legs spring up so high.

As if he'd like to reach the sky.

Baby, the strength of life in you
Is what is causing all you do.

Then let us guard this precious thing !

Strength peace and happiness will bring.

For only in a happy life you'll find

Delicious consciousness of heart and mind.

And learn to use the whole of life aright

And to enjoy your deeds with all your might.



\I.

A Mother and her Child when it Stands on her Lap
and Rests in her Arms.

Mother, with your Child at play,

In your hearty human way,
If you feel the thing's divine,

As you cherish Darling Mine—
If you feel that there is bliss

In such simple thought as this:
"

I am sun from hour to hour

To a little human flower,"
—

All is well,

I can tell.

For wheresoe'er the sun's rays softly bum,
The inmost hearts of flowers and children turn.

SHOAV
me, Dear, your little Eyes,

They'll tell me if your Heart is wise.

Smile with those sweet rosy Lips ;

Who looks at roses blessing sips,

Give me your little Mouth that is so sweet,

To kiss my blessing where the soft lips meet.

And put your tiny Hand within my own,

Hands holding hearts, and neither left alone.

Around my neck one soft weak Arm can go ;

"
It is so nice when Mother holds me so."

And Where's your little Ear? Oh ! show me where;

Show me your little Head and fluffy Hair.

Oh ! that my Baby bright,

Living where Love gives light,

May bloom as lilies bloom

When they have sun and room,

Under home's sheltering eaves,

And amid life's fresh leaves.

Now let your Feet stand firm on Mother's knee
;

So close to her how happy you must be !

She will gladly be the Sun

Of your life, sweet little one.

But now, my Dear, you'll softly rest

On darling Mother's faithful breast
;

And you and she will both feel blest.



VII.

The Child at its Mother's Breast.

Mother ! it is not food alone

The Baby blossom of your life would find

No, to his instinct true,

He's seeking love from you.
He seeks a loving, gentle, thoughtful mind,

That he may have it for his own.

ONLY
see how happily

Baby comes to Mother's breast !

Love in him still slumb'ringly
Draws him there and bids him rest.

Just as now he sucks in food,

So her teaching he will heed;
With his heart's own silent need

Lovingly take in her Good.

He will draw from Mother kind

Strength for his own gentle mind.

10
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Kicking Song.

When happy Baby moves his arms and feet,

In Mother stirs the love of play most sweet.

God-given hint ! to teach her Heaven doth send

Early and lightly,

Skilfully brightly,

Through outward things his inner life to tend
;

Through games and gentle dalliance she's taught
To rouse his Feeling, Sense, and waking Thought.

COME
! you little kicking toes,

Flax and hemp we will pound with blows.

Oil for Mother's lamp there flows.

See the flame ! how clear it grows,

While Mother's love, so clear and bright,

Guards little Baby all the night.

12
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II.

Bump ! see how my Baby's Falling !

In all she does, if she is wise,

Sweet Mother ! noble meaning lies.

Even in playing
"
Bump ! you fall !"

Some higher aim she has through all.

You'll see that, ever gay and kind,

She seeks to strengthen power and mind

In all things, that her child may find,

Although he may slip here or there,

He need not fall if he takes care.

BUMP
! see how my Baby's falling !

Glad Love lifts him back recalling.

How you laugh and how you smile !

Mother's eye keeps watch meanwhile,

So that nothing hurt or tease him,

So that everything may please him.

Bump ! see how my Baby's falling !

Glad Love lifts him back recalling.

Mind and Body thus unfolding,

Thought is in all things wise rule holding.

15



III.

The Weather-cock or Vane.

If your Child's to understand

Things that other people do,

You must let his tiny hand

Carry out the same things too.

This is the reason why
Baby will,

Never still,

Imitate whatever's by.

AS
the cock, up on the Tower,
Turns in wind and storm and shower,

Baby can bend his hand and learn

To get new joy at every turn.
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IV.

"It's all Gone, Baby; all!"

How can Baby understand that anything's gone by?
He must see the sense of it, or he'd surely fret and cry.

What he saw here just now, is not here ; tell me how.

What he saw up on high, is below ; tell me why.

Yes, yes, all is gone that he looked upon.
Whither is it gone? oh say!

Some one's taken it away.
But one thing is in both you see

;

So he thinks contentedly.

IT'S
all gone, Baby ;

all !

There's no more soup at all.

Tell me, then, where is it gone to ?

To your mouth. That's where it's gone to.

Little tongue has press'd it back.

Throat that swallowed was its track.

Well digested 'twas beneath,

Though chewed by no little teeth.

Happy Baby's nicely fed,

White as milk and rosy red.

i8
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V.

Taste Song.

Through the Senses, Nature plainly speaks to Baby here :

Mother, see that he tinds Nature through their accents clear.

Through the Senses, there's a pathway to the inmost door ;

But the mind must light this pathway, light on darkness pour.

In the Senses, Baby's soul lies open, fair and pure ;

Train the Senses truly. Mother, with a hope that's sure.

You may hope that little Baby will avoid much pain.

And for clearness, joy and gladness may prepare the reign.

For in Nature's every word

God's own Father-voice is heard.

A Child's sense we must early rouse to trace

The inner meaning in the outward fiice.

Once let a Baby this connection seize,

He'll find his own way to his goal with ease.

He to whom Nature Law and God reveals,

Finds that about him God's own peace he feels.

I.

OPEN
your mouth, my little Pet !

Something very nice you'll get.

Bite this soft, ripe, purple plum ;

Use your tongue in tasting some.

What's the taste ? Dza, dza ! it's nice !

Sweet things will the tongue entice.

II.

Bite this rosy apple here !

It is also eaten, Dear.

Oh ! your mouth is drawn like paper,

When it's burnt in fire or taper.

"Sour!" you say.
"
'Tis sour, I find.

Give me sweet things, Mother kind!"

III.

Bitter almond kernel try ;

You will like it by-and-by.

Bitter things do good, I think.

Though your mouth will rather shrink.

Bitter things you'll often meet,

But Life soon will make them sweet.

20



IV.

If you eat harsh, unripe things,

Pleasure after-evil brings.

Unripe things you must not touch, Dear
;

They will hurt you very much, Dear.

Nothing, Dear, is good for you,

That is not quite ripe all through.

21



VI.

Tick-Tack.

Whatever thing is prosperous and sound

Will keep within itself good time and true.

Your child must find good order all around,
If you would see him well and prosperous, too.

A man, whom clear, good order does annoy,
Loses through life full many a precious joy.

Lead your child on to Order, Mother wise.

He'll soon find what great gain in Order lies.

ONLY
see ! only see !

Like a Pendulum go we.

For our arms go to and fro,

Not too fast and not too slow;

For their stroke goes there and back.

Always Tick and always Tack.

Tick, Tack, Tick, Tack!

Clock ! please never tell me wrong,
But the right time by your song.

Say when my child must sleep and eat,

Play, bathe in water fresh and sweet.

He'll be clean then as he should.

Strong and always doing good.

See our arms go there and back.

Always Tick and always Tack.

Tick, Tack, Tick, Tack !
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VII.

Mowing Grass.

Whatever, Mother, with a Child you do,

Remain in union with Life all through.

Do nothing aimlessly, or you'll create

A Child whose mind you cannot educate.

What these words mean, you'll quickly understand

When you have seen the game for arm and hand :

Mow grass to-day when you're at play.

PETER,
go the Meadows over;

Mow, and homeward bring the clover.

By it our good Cow is living.

Milk and Butter so she's giving.

Milk the Cow, at once please, Jenny.

Bring the Milk home. Don't spill any.

Cows must give us Milk for making
Those nice rolls the baker's baking.

Stronger grows my Baby tender

By the service people render.

Peter ! go the Meadows over.

Mow and homeward bring the Clover.

Thanks to you for your good mowing.

To our Cow for Milk are owing,

Thanks for milking to our Jenny.

Baker baked us Rolls. How many?
Mother's made your porridge, Dear.

Nobody's forgotten here.

24
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VIII.

Beckoning the Chickens.

Where is a lovelier thing to-day

Than a Child's own childish way
Of beckoning with his hand in play ?

Life's living feeling there is shown :

He would not be in life alone.

BECKON
the Chickens! they'll draw near;

Say,
" I'm glad to see you here."

26
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IX.

Beckoning the Pigeons.

By watching what makes Baby's eyes so bright,

Mother can tell just what will give delight.

When Thought is stirring faint and dim,
With care she fosters it in him.

HE Pigeons are wishing to come near and see you
Beckon and say,

"
I am so glad to see you."
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X.

The Fish in the Brook.

Where Life's astir, a Child will turn his eyes ;

When it shows bright and clear,

Oh ! then it is so dear,

Great waves of joy will in his heart arise.

Mother, you want to cherish this delight

In all things that are sparkling, clear and bright.

HERE
in the little sparkling brook,

These Fish are playing : come and look.

They swim up ; they swim down
;
none seem to wait.

See ! some are bent
;
oh ! now they are straight.
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XI.

Longways—Crossways.

Though meaningless this game maj' seem,

There's more in it than you would dream ;

It's like the red of ruby's gleam,
That cut and polished shines so bright.

One mass of colour and delight

To all who see the lovely sight.

How different things in Union feel at ease,

Or what lie far apart

Will join with willing heart,

And how to trust much else beside all these,

Pray let this simple game
To any one proclaim

Whom Truth when garlanded with play can please.

This truth that you could scarce express

A Child's own sense will swiftly guess ;

And it will be a precious gain,

And make the way to Insight plain.

That all activity does lead

Up to some Whole in thought or deed,

That work deserves a workman'^ pay,

That nothing's chance in any way.

But all things tend to show on every side

An equilibrium that will abide,
—

All this, make your Baby know.

Through his feelings as they grow ;

And if this truth he guess,

Which you can scarce express,

In life he will not let just measure go.

SEE
! one stick now I lay along,

A,nd then across I lay a stick ;

Through both I bore with a gimlet strong ;

And then drive a peg in, long and thick.

Your palm will form a board quite well.

The target's ready now to sell.

" What's the price ?" Just three pence clear.

" Why such a price, Sir ? It's far too dear. Sir !"

Just a penny cost you the bars cross-way ;

And a penny cost you that nice flat board ;

And a penny for workman's skill you pay.

Don't buy, if this you can't afford.
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XII.

Pat-a-Cake.

Can such a simple game
Some deeper meaning claim ?

Yes ; and the meaning's here—
A meaning wise and clear.

So many things must join with free good-vvilj,

At the right moment task and share fulfil ;

If the good work is to succeed and win

The joy we hope when we fresh work begin.

BABY
wants to try and make us

Such a cake as he can bake us.

Pat your cake
;

I'll show you how.

Baker says,
"

It's quite time now
;

Bring the dough, as you are told,

Ere my oven gets too cold."

Baker, here is a nice large cake

You for Baby so kindly will bake.

Deep in the oven, my little one.

Push in your cake
;

it will soon be done.
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XIII.

The Nest.

Already Ba by loves to see

Pictures of Mother's loving care,

And children gathering round her there,

And how tht^y all live happily.

If you would .have him think you kind,

Pray let him ; often have this treat ;

That what ir'i after life he'll meet,

May becom e clear within his mind.

IN
the hedi;-e, just where it's best,

Little bii d has built her nest.

There two tin y eggs she lays ;

Then she sit^s there many days.

Now they ar e hatched, and >ve can hear

Two tiny b^rds cry,
" Mother dear !

Peep, peep, peep, peep !

We love y ou
; peep !"

V
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XIV.

The Flower Basket.

Try to give outward form, to Thought
That stirs a Child's heart, day by day ;

For even a Child's love left unsought,

Unfostered, droops and dies away.

MAKE
a Basket ! We'll begin it

;

Pretty things we'll put within it

Flowers we'll carry, you shall see,

And they'll be glad as well as we.

Father ! see what flowers we're bringing

They're for you ;
and hear us singing,

La, la, la, la ! la, la, la, la !

Dear little flowers.

La, la, la, la ! la, la, la, la !

Father's now, not ours.
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XV.

The Pigeon House.

A Child will gladly show in Play
His inner life, from day to day.

A walk will give him such delight

As Pigeons get from distant flight.

And just as Pigeons homeward fly,

Children turn homewards, by-and-by.
And in their home be sure they find

Encouragement and help to wind

In one fair garland all they've found,

Scattered and parted all around.

A story may well join these precious links—
Life as a whole grows clear to him who thinks.

I
OPEN wide my Dovecote door,

The Pigeons fly out, and away they soar.

They fly to green field and spreading tree,

Where Uttle birds are glad to be.

But soon to their roost they come once more,

And then I close tightly my Pigeon-house door.
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xvi.

The Thumb a Plum.

Teach your Child each Hmb to know,
Each by its proper name to tell ;

But more than this, their right use show.
That what he does he may do well.

HIS is?

This is your little round Thumb, dear ;

It's just like a little ripe plum, dear.

And this?

First Finger points and stands upright,

Though it can bow and be polite.

And this?

This finger's tallest on your hand

Though it but in the Middle stand.

And this?

Ring Finger little rings can hold
;

It should be clean and bright as gold.

And this?

This Little Finger's least of all.

It ends their row both great and small

It's true, oh, y(»s ! it's true,

For me as well as you.

However diff'rent may be

The Fingers' gifts, you see

They all live and agree,

Together and yet free !
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XVII.

Bend your Head, Thumb !

Baby feels his limbs indeed ;

So his hands and fingers play.

Mother's love will give good heed,

As his mind wakes day l:>y day.

What is stirring faintly there

Mother fosters with her care.

BEND
your head, Thumb!

First finger, stretch now.

Middle, you bow.

Up, Ring finger, come !

Little finger, bend.

Be obedient, friend !

The bow you all make at your graceful, kind greeting.

Shows just how good friends should behave when they're meeting.
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XVIII.

Grandmother and Mother Kind and Dear

(The Family).

That many things make up a whole

Soon dawns upon a childish soul ;

Therefore let Mother teach him carefully

To know the circle of the Family.

SEE,
here is Grandmamma ! and here is Grandpapa I

And here is Father ! and here is Mother !

This is little Baby dear
;

See ! the whole happy Family here.

See Mother, always so kind and dear,

See Father, brave and merry here
;

See Brother, grown so tall and stout,

See Sister, taking Dolly out.

And here is the Baby, still little and fair.

We've seen such a nice, happy Family there.

They're wise and good, and all unite

In gladly doing what is right.
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XIX.

Thumb! I say "One" to You.

What a great art Counting shows

No man measures, no man knows !

What an art he scarce descries

Is the finding space and size !

If our Counting is but true,

We learn how to choose aright :

I low bad things we may eschew,

How gain wliat gives real delight.

THUMB
! I say One to you,

And my Forefinger's Two.

My Middle Finger's Three.,

Ring Finger Four must be.

My Little Finger must be Five—that I know.

Now they all to bed must go ;

Not one stirs while sleeping so.

Hush ! lest one too soon be waking.
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XX.

The Finger Piano,

What things a Child's quick eye may see

His heart is very glad to hear.

But many voices there will be

All unheard by the outer ear.

Add this truth early to his store,

If you would make his Life-joy more.

SEE
! my Baby dear

;

Your hand's a Piano here.

Press each finger down alone
;

You will hear a pretty tone.

*iLa,21a,%,''la/la;5La,-'la/la3a,ila.

iLa,2la,3Ia/la;

2La,31a/la,51a; ^La,n!i,^\a,-\a;

•'La,31a,21a,Ma.

^La,-la,^la;

2La,%,^la;

3La,^la,51a; 5La,*la,31a;

••La, 31a, 21a;

3La,21a,Ma.

^La,-la;

-La,*la ;

3La,^la ;

'La,sia; ^La,^SL;

4La,«la;

3La,21a ;

2La,Ma.

iLa, 31a
;

2La, ^la
;

3La, •"'la; ^La, ^la ;

*La, 21a
;

^'-La, Ma.

1324 3 5 3

Well alone my Child can play,

5 342131
Sing him too a song to-day.

i_
2 2 .3,3 4

Quietly my child's at play,

.5 5 4432^
Sing him too a song to-day.

12 3 1345
Up and down the fingers go ;

54 3 43 2321
Walking and then trotting so.

I 2821 5 2 3

When the Lark his glad song sings,

2 2 5 5 5434.5
Wide he spreads his fluttering wings.

32 4 3 5 43
See otu Finger-Game begin,

2 3 5432 I 321
W^hen Song stirs the heart within.

II.

5 3 2
i^

2 3 2

But my Baby's fingers all

42 I 2343
Still are weak and still are small

;2242 343
Yet how well they move along.

2 3 42132 I

Plays the better for our Song.

* The figures indicate the notes and their intervals.
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XXI.

The Happy Brothers and Sisters.

Little Baby go to sleep ;

Little hands now folded keep.

Dear Mother, feel that Someone watch will keep,

When dark the night and all else lies asleep.

Believe that through the good things which you think,

You bind your Child to good by many a link.

No better gift is in your hand,

Than that you make him understand :

His life is part of that great All,

Wherein we live, both great and small.

JUST

see these happy girls and boys !

They've run, jumped, skipped and made a noise
;

A long day's work has quite tired them out
;

They Avant some rest after running about.

But being tired won't do them harm
;

Each sinks upon another's arm
;

And soon quite fast asleep they'll be,

And wake to-morrow, you will see.

But ere they lay them down to sleep,

They ask that God their lives will keep ;

That He who gives them life and rest,

Will guard them just as He knows best.

And then they close their tired eyes ;—God is everywhere ;

He will take good care—
And in sweet rest each sleeper lies.

And now, Baby, you

May shut your eyes, too,

And sleep, Dear ! sleep, Dear !

For Mother is here.
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XXII.

The Children on the Tower.

Whatever singly with a Child you've played,

Weave it together till a whole you've made.

A Child at play alone is very sweet;

We think play sweeter still where many meet.

He loves a single flower, but more, by far,

A wreath where many lovely flowers are.

Thus it will dawn upon his childish soid :

The smallest thing belongs to some great whole.

TWO
little Hands and Fingers eight I see;

The little Thumbs two Grandmothers must be.

It's a long time since they've met at all,

So they are very glad to pay a call.

And when they see each other come.

They all say, "Welcome! every one!"

See them meeting, bowing, greeting,

How merrily each takes the other's hand ;

And then to chat a moment, still they stand.

You hear them telling all the rest

About the Basket, Eggs and Nest,

The Pigeon-house and Pigeons grey,

How they fly in and out all day,
—

And how the Fishes gleam
In that bright, little Stream;
About the Weather-cock, the Coloured Ball,

And then the Games,—they'll mention all!

But what is the next thing they'll do to-day ?

"Let's go on the Tower," the Fingers say;
"

'Tis nice when we far around can see."

The Thumbs say, "At home we would rather stay,

And perhaps we may go to church to-day."

So up on the Tower the Fingers will go.

We scarcely can see them at all from below.

They climb up higher still, so very high,

To where they hear the deep bells toll,

And higher,
—till they seem to touch the sky,

Then—fall into a deep, dark hole.

The Tower's knocked the Church down, there's no doubt;

Unhurt the Grandmothers come running out.

And see ! oh see ! the Fingers eight

Are still alive, and stand up straight.

They step out of that deep, dark hole.

They pray and praise with thankful soul.

Then if you listen, you will hear them say:
" We must be much more careful from to-day."
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XXIIT.

The Child and the Moon.

COME,
Baby, see the Moon,

Up yonder in the Sky !

Come quickly down, sweet Moon,
To little Baby nigh.

"Yes, I should like to come.

But far off is my home ;

From this house, dark and blue,

I cannot come to you.

Because I cannot come to-night,

I send my clear and silvery 1-ight ;

To make you glad, my little Child,

I send my rays, so soft and mild.

Though I am not close by.

Near you in Love am I.

If you are good at home,

From time to time I'll come.

And such kind looks I'll send

To you, my little friend
;

And we will both say, 'How do you do?'

And I shall be as pleased as you."

Good-bye, dear Moon, good-bye; you know

That in return I love you so.
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XXIV.

The Little Boy and the Moon.

How is it that so many things that lie far off in space,

At first seem to a little Child, to lie quite near his face?

How is it that he wishes, yearns, with wistful earnest eye,

That Distance were but something meant to bring the Distant nigh ?

Look closely, Mother, at this truth and see what it contains.

That we may not disturb this growth, but help its daily gains ;

So that before all things in space their path from Baby wind,

Some bond of union with them the little Child may find,

That we this Onc-ness of them all may cherish and may know.

Before the outward face of things change, and from Baby go.

It is by thus observing well, that we, by care and time,

A ladder can to Baby give, that he may upwards climb.

Therefore do not disturb the Child from his sweet dreams.

Happy, at one with all the Universe he seems.

Let him stretch out his arm towards the Light.

He knows no limit yet

'Twixt him and Heaven set.

Don't rouse him from this dream's most holy might.

TO
the Moon," said Baby dear,

Stretching out his little hand ;

For he saw the full Moon near,

Shining over all the land.

But Mother said, "To go up, we should need

A Ladder, Baby, very long indeed."

To drag her, then, Baby is trying

Towards where a long Ladder is lying.

He trusts her words. "Fetch Ladder" is his cry,

And eager he looks upward to the sky.

Firm is his ])urpose, earnest little Child,

He lonu^s to visit that white Moon so mild.
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XXV.

The Little Girl and the Stars.

Whatever things a Baby sees around

He loves to think by human ties are bound ;

Whatever fills his heart he sees again
In life, as in a picture that is plain.

Parents, don't wound this sense if he's to live

By all the loving lessons that you give.

For Doing only will important be,

And Children live their lives out tlioroughly,

When, clear and deep, the feeling thrills them through,

Whose silent strength is moving Nature too
;

That soft but faithful Work in all they see,

Is a kind spirit moving, hoveringly.

Thus inwardly at peace, on life they gaze.

And life with inner love their glance repays,

CHILD
eyes look up on high

To the clear evening sky.

Two great Stars, shining fair,

Twinkle through silent air.

The Child cries,
" Father—Mother Star."

Mother's words show what they are.

" No doubt the double Star's clear light

Does seem like Love, Dear, to your sight.

That's what they mean by shining so,

Love is just what they wish to show.

In joy and peace you'll always see

Them wander on quite quietly.

But look around and see this little Star

And that—how many little Stars there are.

The children of the double Stars are they.

They shine less than their parents by the way ;

But you will always see them clear and bright,

That it may not be very dark at night.

Their rays are always clear, as you will find,—The picture of those parent Stars, so kind.

And as they move there, happy, bright and clear,

So should be everything we do down here.

Thus in the Stars so steady, clear and kind,

A picture of our life we ought to find.
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XXVI.

The Light-Bird on the Wall.

Mother says,
"
My little Pet,

Listen now, and don't forget ;

All the things that you cm see

You must not snatch immediately."

Child.

O BIRDIE dear! O Birdie dear!

You Birdie on the wall !

O Birdie dear ! O Birdie dear !

Won't you stand still at all ?

Oh ! please be caught at last, Bird
;

Don't fly about so fast, Bird,

O Birdie dear ! O Birdie dear !

Won't you stand still at all?

Motliei'.

The Bird is only shining bright,

You cannot catch it with your little hands;

But by your eyes you seize the light,

Your heart is glad, and it understands.

It's true of so much that we see while we're living,

Hands cannot hold what great pleasure is giving;

But a finer sense easily holds it tight,

And that's a great gain to both hands and sight.
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XXVII.

The Hare.

Mother's loving hand, with care,

On the wall can make a Hare.

If we shed equal light

Round these hands, clasped and white,

No picture they can throw

Upon the wall, we know.

It's only when Man's hand with Art is deft.

And forms some shape amid the light by skill,

That then a picture on the wall is left,

Which Baby's heart with great delight can fill.

Use, then, a Child's creative power in play ;

So that as growth that power shall unite

With power from the Eternal Light, he may
Make pictures from Life's shadows, dim and dark

;

And thus in play you strike Life's eager spark.

JUMPING

comes the little Hare

Upon the wall so fast
;

In your hand you'd catch him there,

But look ! he has run past.

See ! his long ears up he's pricking,

Does he hear us pass?

Now upright you see him sitting,

Munching fresh green grass.

Puss's short blunt nose is wrinkling,

His shy little eyes are twinkling.

On the ground you see him cower.

For he's in the Hunter's power.

Bang! the cruel Hunter's shot, him;
Scared him but not really got him

,

See how fast away he's springing !
—

Puss's song I've finished singing.
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XXVIII.

The Wolf and the Boar.

A Child is always glad when pictures show

Whatever things in life he learns to know ;

A grizzly Wolf it may be, or a hungry Boar,
—

Animal-life will please him more and more.

He'll listen eagerly and sit so still,

Tell him these stories often as you will.

But oh ! take care in all you say or do.

His spirit's purity is dear to you.

/. THE WOLF.

IN
the pine woods, dark and wide,

Where wild animals can hide.

See ! a AVolf comes wandering by,
 

Up and down. How fierce his eye !

For he's pressed by hunger sore,
—

He thinks fruits are not good eating,

Animals he'll soon be meeting
—

So he wanders round once more.

This the Hunter will not bear.

And Wolf's a thief who does not care.

The Hunter shoots
;
hark ! hear his gun

But the Wolf away has run.
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XXIX.

The Wolf and the Boar.

y/. T//E BOAR.

F^ROM
the oak wood, green and wide,

Where wild animals can hide.

See ! a Boar comes wandering by,

Up and down. How fierce his eye !

He's so hungry, he's quite pining.

So on acorns he is dining.

Watch his cheeks, and hear liim crunching

He would stand and go on munching ;

But he sees the Hunter yonder.

So he's off again to wander.

I
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The Little Window.

Why does Baby love the Light,

Streaming through the window there?

Life blooms I'orth from wliat is bright :

Mother, let Life fresh and fair

Be about him everywhere.

SEE,
Baby ! through my windows dear

The Light peeps through to us in here.

Would you delight in what is bright?

Always be sure you're good and pure.
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XXXI.

The Window.

Silently cherish your Baby's dim thought,

That Life in itself is as unity wrought.
Make paths through which he may feel and may think,

That of this great whole he, too, is a link.

Make him see inner things through outer crust.

And to the inner, not outer things, trust.

Let him feel sure, though apart things may stand.

Life has its unity, inner and grand ;

That each thing, though soundless it be to the ear,

A message can give, emblematic but clear ;

And all who will follow this language aright

Walk a Life-pathway, still, joyful and bright.

SEE,
how through the Window clear,

Light comes peeping to us here !

It says,
" To Baby I will go ;

I should like to please him so."

"
Shine, pretty Light ! within this place ;

Look kindly in my little face."

"
Baby ! I have come so fast,

From the Sun to you at last
;

Quickly, all that long, long way,

That I might see my Child to-day.

Love me, Dear, with all your might;
Never shrink away from Light !"
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XXXII.

The Charcoal-burner's Hut.

How to form many things from what is mean,
How what is hard to move he may control,

How often worth may dwell in what's unseen,—
Show Baby, Mother ! To this raise his soul.

THE
Charcoal-burner's Hut is small,

It holds two men, and that is all
;

Yet there, oh ! so happily, they can dwell.

The Father and both his Sons as well.

They fetch all the wood, to charcoal they burn it.

And into the Blacksmith's great waggon they turn it.

Think ! how could we ever make horse-shoes and knives.

Spoons, forks, and such things as we need all our lives,

If the good Charcoal-burner, with soot on his cheek.

Did not burn us wood carefully, week after week ?

Come, Baby, and let us, then, give him our greeting ;

Without spoons, the soup would be useless for eating.

Though sooty his face you often will find,

His heart's always warm and his manner is kind.
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XXXI 1 1.

The Carpenter.

Skk liow Iiivc caii all thinsjs for liahy devise !

l'"ur with our two haiuls, we can please aiul surprise.

By iiKikiiig a Carpenter clever and wise.

— .^hh

Our actions antl our \vi>rd^ will eiUicate

A something in the Child that is innate.

liy giving Thought some outward shape, we try

To lead a Chilil from niatter dull and dry,

To Matter's deeper meaning, by-and-by.

TIIF,
Carpenter now come and see I

.\ very clever nian is lie.

The Upright he lays low,

What's \a)w^ he shortens,—so;

A Kouiul thing ho makes tlat,

A Rough thing smooth,—like thaL ;

.\nil Crooked things straight he can bend;

His cleverness has no cntl.

l>iit things apart won't do ;

lie wants a Wiiole (|uite clear.

I woiulcr what. IHm'l yon?
I'loni beams, a house stands here.

A good Child there may tlwcU,

Its Parents kind, as well,

Who guard him with sin.ii loving care,

From hurt to soul and body there.

W'c K)\e the (.'arpentcr ; and why?
lie makes a House ipiite warm ami dry.
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XXXIV.

The Bridge.

Let your Baby learn in play
How to join things far apart ;

For a kindly human heart

Always can find out the way,

Although the things seem far beyond control
;

Although the fragments will not make a whole.

BY
Brooklet fresh flowing,

The Flowers are growing ;

This Child wants to cross,

To gather green Moss.

He's longing to gather the flowers on the edge,

But deep is the water and thick is the sedge.

Please, Carpenter, build me a Bridge if you can—
I'll thank you, I'll thank you, you kind, clever man.

How nice ! I can go

Right across, to and fro.

What lovely flowers I can find !

Oh, Carpenter ! you're good and kind
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XXXV.

The Yard Gate.

What Mother's love, in talking to her Child, may say,

He does not seem at first to understand.

Fruit may be long in growing from seed soivn to-day'

But he's received a Life-gift from her hand.

And, therefore, early teach your Child to take good care

Of what he loves, to keep it pure and fair ;

So that what Mother's petting love may say

Can be a Life-gift to her Child to-day.

T T 7-HAT can this be ? A gate, I see
;

VV Within the yard it's leading me.

The young Colts are prancing
—

hop, hop, hi, hi
;

The Pigeons are flying, koorr,
—koorr, koorr, koorr

;

The Geese loudly cackling,

The Ducks are all quacking,

Just hear the Hens clucking,

And Iiear tlie Cock crow—cock-a-doodle-doo.

The Bees are all humming—summ, summ, summ.

And hear the Cow low—moo, moo.

The Calf there is leaping,

The Lamb there is baa-ing.

The Sheep yonder bleats.

The Pig grunts and eats.

We'll close our Farmyard for to-day.
" Oh why ? Please say."

Not one will run away.

But each in its right place will stay.
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XXXVI.

The Garden Gate.

WHAT
can this be ?

A door to the Garden, I see.

Through its tall, arching gateway we will go
And see how all our pretty flowers grow.

There are so many, and they're very sweet,

Fresh ones on every upright stalk we meet
;

Each little bud in its green cup is set.

See ! here are some not quite unfolded yet.

Sometimes the little Buds grow two and two,

Or hold each other's hands, as Children do.

And now let us shut tight this door of ours.

That no one may disturb our pretty flowers.
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XXXVII.

The Little Gardener.

If your Child's to love and cherish

Life that needs him day by day,

Give him things to tend, that perish

If he ever stays away.
To cherish inner life your child prepare,

By making joy arise from "
taking care."

LET
US to the Garden go ;

All the Plants want tending so.

Water front the can we're holding
Soon will help the bud's unfolding.

Each undoes its little hood,

And greets you with a spicy smell,

And fills the whole air round as well
;

There's sweet reward in doing good.
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XXXVIII.

Smell Song.

Let a little Baby find

In all living things a mind ;

For existence struggle
—strife.

Colour, form and spicy smell,

That One ruling Hand forthtell,

\Vhich called all that lives to Life.

COME,
my little Pet ! and see

Flowers, fair as fair can be.

Oh, how very sweet they smell !

What's the cause? You cannot tell.

Some kind angel time has spent,

To delight you with the scent.

"
Though you can't see me," hear it say

"
I spread the scent for you to-day."

Now, Baby, let me smell it too, Dear
;

I like it just as much as you, Dear.
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XXXIX.

The Wheelwright.

How many things man's hands can do

A Child soon learns, and gladly too.

LET
US to the Wheelwright go ;

What he's doing we will know.

Only come and see, what great pains takes he,

That by boring straight and fast,

He may get a hole at last.

He has done the hardest part ;

Put the Cartwheel on the Cart.

Now see it go !

Turn round, just so.

Turn round, round, round.

It turns round, just so.

Turn round, round, round, round,

Turn round, round, round, round, so.
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XL.

The Joiner.

All the dumb things that Baby lives among
Do speak, as he can hear, in their own tongue.
But easy things we often do not prize;

Let this one have due vahie in your eyes.

ZISH!
Zish! Zish!

The Joiner's working his plane !

Joiner, plane the table flat
;

Leave no holes, be sure of that.

Zish! Zish! Zish!

Hear the Joiner's plane.

Long strokes send,

Straight from end to end
;

Working always with the grain,

Forwards and then back again.

Long strokes send !

Plane the bench, my Friend.
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XLL

The Horsemen and the Good Child.

A SILENT Thought lies dim and hid in Baby's Mind :

He's not alone in Life : he's one amid Mankind.

Dear Mother, use your best and your most watchful care,

When first he listens to some stranger, who is there.

Life's truest voice has struck upon his ear,

A new Life-stage begins, but do not fear.

Keep guard lest Baby's heart, so young and pure.

Sadness of false Fair-seeming may endure
;

Lest he be satisfied by outer sense,

And leave unsought some inner excellence.

FIVE
Horsemen come riding with all their speed !

At our Courtyard, each stops his steed.

"And what do you wish, you Horsemen bold?"

"To see your Child. He's good, we're told.

He's gentle as a Dove, they say,

And frisky as a Lamb at play.

So bring him down to us, dear Mother,

That we may learn to love each other."

" Here he is ; you've heard what's true.

He deserves much love from you."
"
Child, we're glad to see you here

;

Mother's made you sweet and dear.

Peace and happiness preserve

You, who love from us deserve !

Homewards ride we, glad news bringing
—

'

Baby's good,' you'll hear us singing."
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XLII.

The Horsemen and the Cross Child.

That Men are drawn by what is good
And fly from evil, as they should,

Let your Baby early see,

And he will live happily.

FIVE
Horsemen come riding with all their speed;

At our Courtyard each stops his steed.

" And what's your wish, you Horsemen bold ?"

" To see your Child
;

he's good, we are told."

" He cries so much, I am sorry to say,

I cannot bring him down to-day.

He's sulky, and so cross, I fear

The house will soon not hold us here."
"
Oh, how sad ! that grieves us so.

We came to sing the pretty songs we know.

We'll ride away and seek elsewhere

Some Children much worthier of our care."
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XLIII.

Hide! Baby.

"We must guard the things we prize ;"

Teach your Baby, Mother wise.

It will gladden him to know
That you prize and guard them so.

FIVE
Horsemen are coming full gallop here,

They want to get hold of my Baby dear.

" Hide your head, Darling. They won't guess

That you're hiding beneath my dress."

" Riders ! I advise. . .

Ride on, if you're wise.

A word will speak my mind :

My Child you will not find."

Hop, hop, hop, hop, hop, hop, hop, hop !

They ride fast away and don't stop.

Now look up, my Baby Dear,

The Horsemen are no longer near.
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XLIV.

Hide-and-Seek.

You wonder why a game at Hide-and-Seek

Brings a glad flush of joy to Baby's cheek ?

The sense of his own personality

Is causing all this joy that you can see.

When people call him, say, "Where's Baby been?"

He feels that it is he, himself, they mean.

When joy in playing Hide-and-Seek he showed.

He'd taken a fresh step on Life's long road.

Take good care when this you've found ;

Dangers hover all around.

Common Sense and Gentle Breeding,

Trust and Candour, Truth well heeding.

You can thus early make your Baby feel.

They will abide, rooted and tried.

His actions from you he will never conceal.

BABY,
my Baby dear,

Where are you ? far or near ?

Where's Baby? do you know?

We all do miss him so.

We've searched. ... I fear to-day

That he is gone away.

If you found my Child for mc,

Oh ! how grateful I should be.

Why ! my Darling, there you are !

All the time you were not far.

It often happens in life, my Dear,

We overlook what is very near.
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XLV.

B o-p e e p.

What a little Baby hears

In his Mother's call
'"

Bo-peep I"

Is, in all his later years,

Conscience, calling clear and deep.
Heed this soft pulse beating still ;

Let it lead you and it will.

Then Baby will not feel alone,

P'or Conscience will be all his own.
And their double life be one.

BO-PEEP
! The Cuckoo's calling. Hear him !

Bo-peep ! Let'.s seek him ! Let's get near hirn !

Bo-peep ! For Cuckoo's lonely all the day.

Bo-peep ! He'll come to Baby if he may.
And now my Child's found him, how glad they'll be.

They'll stay both together so happily.

Bo-peep ! my little Child !

Bo-peep I my Child !

d
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XLVI.

The Shopman and the Girl.

How much a Mother does enjoy
To get her Child some little toy,

Or useful thing from Sliopman's Store,

That may delight her more and more.

MOTHER,
do come, Mother dear,

Take me to the Shopman here.

Cupboards, Cradles, Dolls, I know.
He has and will always show.

Household things of every kind.

Tables, Chairs, Dolls' Beds you'll find.

It is Christmas Fair to-day
—

That's why everything's so gay.

Mother, come with me, and stop
While I buy at this nice Shop."

"Yes, my little Girl, we'll go.

Pretty things there'll be, I know.

But a little secret hear,

I will whisper in your ear.

Things in Mother's face will smile

Only if she feels the while

That her little Daughter's good.
And does everything she should.

But if she should sulk and cry.

That would close up Mother's eye,

So that nothing, large or small,

Could tempt her to buy at all
;

And if a Mother will not buy, you'll see

That Santa Clans forgets to buy, like me."

"Oh! Mother come! and I will try

To be so good, and I'll not cry."
"
Please, Mr. Shopman, will you tell me

What nice things you have to sell me }

What have you for good Girls to-day?"
"
See, Madam

; Spinning-wheels, a Tray,

Siooons, Forks and Knives, and here's a Dish,

Some Plates and all that Cook can wish
;

All spick and span, all clean and new,

To suit a Daughter good, like you."

"Please, Sir, when Santa Claus you see,

Tell him my Daughter caine with me
;

And that I hope he'll take good care

To choose her good and nice things there
;

For she's a good Child, eager to obey,
And tries to do still better every day."
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XLVII.

The Shopman and the Boy.
The Shopman seems to have a skilful hand,
And this attraction Children understand ;

If kindly, cleverly, this hand can guide
The Children's hearts to skill and good beside.

FATHER
dear, do please be quick ;

Take your hat and walking-stick,
There are splendid things, I know,
That the Shopman has to show—
Cows, Shee]), Shepherd, Fold and Stall,

And swift Horses, best of all !

Father, please ;
O Father dear !

Take me to the Shopman here.

It is Christmas Fair to-day ;

That's why everything's so gay."

"Yes, my little Boy, we'll go;

Pretty things there'll be, I know.

But this little secret hear,

I will whisper in your ear :

Things look dark to Father's eye,
If the Boy who's standing by
Can't obey, or evil shun.
Is not all a little Son

Ought to be—so glad and free,

Merry, earnest, good with me.

And if there's nothing Father likes for you,
Then Santa Claus will choose you nothing too.

" O Father, come
;

I'll try to be

The good Boy that you want to see."
"
Shopman, I hear you've got for Boys

Such useful things for Christmas toys.

Please show them me, that I may try

If they can make me wish to buy."
"
Carriage, Barrow, Truck, good Sir,

Help Boys heavy weights to stir.

And these Horses, swift and wild.

Try the courage of a Child.

If Quiver, Arrows, Bow, you buy,
You stretch the bow and arrows fly !

But, Sir, how can I show you all

The many things on my Shop-stall ?

Just look round for yourself to-day,

And then choose something while you stay."
"
Shopman, when Santa Claus you see,

Please say. My Son came here with me,
And that I hope he'll take great care

To choose him good and nice things there
;

For he's a good Child, eager to obey.
And tries to grow still better every day."
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XLVIII.

The Church Door and Window.

Where Harmony appears in divers things,
In form, and colour and the words they say,

Thither a Child will turn, and there he clings ;

Cherish this clinging, Mother dear, I pray.
First among childish guesses should be this :

Supreme endeavour can make all things one.

Prepare this royal way to lifelong bliss ;

It is not hard, if once you have begun.
Hut this great truth must also dwell in you,
And it must be the soul of all you do ;

And then the gift you've given will prove the best ;

Your Child will keep it, in himself at rest.

Nothing can rob him of this precious thought.
His heart and mind to unity are wrought;
Clive him this faith, dear Mother, and you'll see,

He'll thank j-ou all his life most lovingly.

You should not think your Child is far too small ;

The smallest Child a magnet in him bears.

That shows him how life binds together all,

And shows which sense, by parting things, ensnares.

If you would bind your Child's heart to your own,
Your heart's own Oneness should in all be shown.

SEE
! through that window, Darling mine,

Peeps into Church the bright sunshine.

And see those great, tall doors unclose
;

It's through them into Church one goes.

But all who enter, take good care

To be attentive while they're there
;

For all that's stirring in your heart, my Dear,

Is helped in Church by all that you will hear.

And there you'll learn the way that you must go
To find out all you most desire to know.

You'll learn why flowers bloom and birdies sing.

And why we still remember Christmas Day;
And why you feel so happy when you play

With flowers and the little lambs, in spring ;

Or see the moon, and stars, and sunset-glow,

Or trust dear Father and dear Mother so.

When you are older, we'll go hand in hand
;

You'll like the organ, deep and grand
—

Lu, lo, la ! La, lu, lo, la !

And when the bells ring out their peal

From yonder tower, how glad we feel !

Ding, dong, bell ! Ding, dong, bell !

To your heart, through listening ear,

Joy will come to you, my Dear.

Ding, dong, bell !

La, lu, la !

La, lu, lo, la !

La, lu, lo !
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XLIX.

The Little Artist.

This Child would like to be

A Draughtsman, as you see.

Child-strength seems nothing, or but very small,

But least things always some great out-come show.

All things around, the greatest things we know,
Came forth from germs, hid in the ^Yorld's great All.

From Nothing, came the River, Waterfall,

The Sun and Stars with all their light and glow.
When God's voice bade unlovely darkness go,

And cease to wrap the world in misty pall.

Be faithful in the least, did He not say ?

And would you turn a dull or deafened ear

Unto a Truth that is your child's Heart-cry ?

Or do you think that Truth is otherwise to-day ?

Let it be work to you most grave and dear,

To cherish forces that unseen do lie.

If your Child learns, from anything he makes,

To study, somewhat, things that lie around-

Fellow creative voice whene'er it wakes,—
The building of a rich new world he's found.

PLACE
your little hand in mine ;

We will draw
;
that will be fine.

See the little Birdie fly

Over this low Hill close by.

From this Tree we're making,
Nice ripe Plums hang shaking.

What's in this Bough's fork ?

Nest ! Hush, as we walk.

Out of this wee House, see !

Comes a little Mousey ;

To the Door, some Steps
—not steep ;

At the Window, someone peep.
On the Roof, see red Tiling ;

On the Walls, Mirrors smiling ;

In the Room, a Table flat
;

We'll place a Fish on that.

This slight Bridge will go
Across the Brook, you know.

Here's the Ladder for the Sailor,

Here are Scissors for the Tailor.

Here's the Pigeon House close by ;

In and out the Pigeons fly.

Chicken ! Here you have it,

Sitting by the Rabbit.

See the Hare I He shows

Such a short, blunt Nose.
,

Here's the Saw, long, sharp and narrow.

io8

In the Road, here, lies the Harrow.

Here's the Plough that Horses pull ;

Here's the Farmer's brown jug, full
;

Here's a Cart where he can ride,

And carry many things inside.

The Wheel you admire,

With Axle and Spoke and a Tire.

The Sun is rising over there ;

His rays shed gladness everywhere ;

And the Star above,

Just the one you love.

You'll see it with your Eye ;

Night shows it in the Sky ;

Or in the flakes of Snow,
That hide the fields where flowers grow.
Draw the Moon's kind Smile,

It is well worth while.

As she's young or old you'll see

What quite ditTerent shapes she'll be.

.And the Church's little Door

Let us make, and then no more.

But how can I name all I see ?—
The pretty things my child can draw

for me.

What you have made will not last long.

But power ofmaking them grows strong.
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Closing- Thoughts.

COME,
let us make a wreath of flowers sweet,

That single ones in one Life-whole may meet.

Now let us see what we have done

For our sweet Child, our little one
;

What we ourselves, by skill in play,

Have come to recognise to-day;

And what—when many things are bound up so—
Life has revealed to us and let us know.

For if we really wish to bless

A childish life with happiness,

Build safely on what we've begun.
And lead it till its goal be won—
Life's future harmony prepare, I mean—
We often must examine all that's been

;

For if you do not sift your grains.

You're ill prepared for future gains.

And thus I hope the wreath may now appear
Where we are to unite our flowers here.

Life's forces Baby felt astir in him
;

More easily could move each little Limb
;

You saw his Senses freely used as well

To suck in mental food where'er they fell.

Things and their qualities he learnt to know,
But on to naming them he could not go.

You saw he'd try all sorts of plans to bring
Within his little grasp some far-off thing ;

And how to part from all that's near he tries.

That its real being he may recognise.

You saw him parted things together bind
;

For differing things some point of Union find.

The difference grew much more clear

Between himself and strangers near
;

How to get pleasant things he knew,

And shirk the disagreeables, too.
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Closing TJioiigJUs.

You saw his childish deeds and play make known
How very soon he felt his Being his own.

He sees the Cause, the Effect he wants to see :

Event and "reason why" must different be;

Shows trace of Thought, and can conclusions draw-

Chose what he liked where many things he saw
;

This further power has been given him, too :

He links himself with all that people do.

And all you kindly show him he will fit

AVithin his world and make a part of it.

And thus, although with many a wound he's met,

This certain knowledge out of life he'll get :

Ijfe has no room for Wilfulness and Whims.

Though certainly he's free in Mind and Limbs,

Yet he depends on every one outside
;

In short, some ruling Power does abide,

Which gives and makes true freedom, far and wide.

And thus a little Child is sure to care

What grown-up people think about him there.

On you, now, Mother, is the power bestowed

Of leading Baby on the righteous road.

-Already you may link him so with good
That he would not think evil if he could.

Yes, a new thing is growing in him here ;

It seems just like a Voice, or like an Ear
;

It is what teaches him the right and good,
And to avoid the Evil as he should.

His sense inclines— its guidance rests with you
—

To make him choose the better, purer, true.

Teach him to act on this in every way.
And watch it in what others do and say.

Thus, though that Sense he cannot name alone,

Nor so far recognise it for his own,
Still he will always use the precious sense

In others, too, will love its excellence.

If now you've led your Child so far along
That of himself he'll shrink from what is wrong,
And that the sense of pure, sweet goodness flows

And is his very Eife-blood, too, he knows.

Oh, then in future you can clearly teach

"This is the way Man's goal in life to reach."
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But tell me what your skill in play

Has made you recognise to-day?

Just tell me what within yourself you've won,
Since such kind care of children you've begun ?

You've seen Man's Being is meant to be a Whole,
You read your own in that small childish soul

;

How out of States where imperfection clings,

You, too, were striving up to perfect things.

You must press on through Darkness unto Light,

If you would surely reach the greatest height.

Within himself's the life of every man,
To tend and keep as truly as he can.

To do this work he feels an inner force
;

Trouble or danger shall not turn his course.

And now so many things you've bound.
Collected from the world around,

Just tell me what it is you've found ?

Within's the link that diffrent things will bind.

And parted things their union can find.

One helps the other towards development,

By each to all support is kindly lent.

So one Life works in All however riven,

Because this Life to All one God has given.

* His Parents' life is Baby's looking-glass ;

To do as they do is his favourite play ;

His Father stamps it
; and the Child would pass

His life in following Father's noble way.

Father's kind spirit wakes and sheds its rays,

On every childish deed a living beam
;

He is the sunlight of his boy's young days ;

To be like Father is his utmost dream.

But more, the light from Father's thoughtful mind
Beams just ahead, and makes him choose the more

To do the highest duties he can find,

And now will lead the Boy to Heaven's door.

*
Inserted in Lange's Edition of 1865.
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EXPLANATIONS OF MOTHER'S SONGS.

Illustrated Title Page.

MOTHER is sitting surrounded by her Children. She

feels the dignity and importance of what she has to do,

and her loyal, loving heart is full of the call,
"
Come,

let us live for our Children
" and its high meaning.

By Song she is trying to interest them in Life's signifi-

cance and all-sided harmony.
Her motherly ways have attracted a troop of other Children,

doubtless those of relatives or friends, to join in the cheery, friendly

Song. Although they are sure to be welcome in the pretty garland
of childish forms, still they are coming forward with a modest hesi-

tation. Harmonious development of Life is the enlivening Spirit

that hovers here ; and where it is at work, who would not enter

shyly?
This Spirit of Harmony in life heeds whatever exists, fosters Avhat-

ever is coming into being, and takes care of whatever is possessed ;
in

this spirit the girl has grown up, and it is prompting her to cherish

the Plants thoughtfully. The Plant she is tending and watering
most carefully is a Lily, the flower of Childhood and Childhood's

Innocence.

The same enlivening spirit is prompting the strong Boy, also, to

take care of life he sees stirring round him
;
and his attention has

been fascinated by his admiration for a bird's nest, with all the

strength that is unfolding in it for future flights upwards on airy wings.

^^'hat both Boy and Girl used to play at in their earliest childish

doings, while Mother was talking so prettily all the while, has now
become a beautiful reality to them. They have blossomed into

strong and lovely youth ; they are looking around them for some

object that will adequately represent their clear, thoughtful, inner
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life. The longing of the young man's heart is satisfied by the Lily's

sweet scent
;
the Girl's by its form, delicate and yet strong. The Girl,

who is just blooming into Womanhood, rests safely in her own har-

moniously-developed disposition, just as she stands safely on the

Ball, which is at rest in itself on all sides. The Boy, who has just

grown into a young Man, rests firmly in his thoughtful mind that is

striving to be clear about everything, just as he rests upon the Cube
which reveals simple laws so clearly.

While the Boy and Girl have been thus absorbed, Innocence and

Mirth, Love and Joy, are blossoming unobserved, from the Lily which

the Child's thought took care of, and are striving upward to their high

source, the Sun, clinging the while to the stem which carries their

Flowers.

Nature, as she appears by day and night, is sending her blessing

upon such deeds and such care
;

it is streaming down on the vSun's

rays by day, and at night from Ariadne's crown;* and it calls to all

Mothers, and awakens the same truth in every womanly heart,
"
Think, and educate a happy coming race, for you alone can do it."

The Angels and dwellers in Heaven are sending their messenger
to give the Olive Branch of Peace as a reward for a Mother's life so

thoroughly human and so devoted to fostering Childhood. God's

Spirit is hovering near, as the heavenly Dove, to give the highest

consecration to this faithful, motherly action. From out of the

clouds the voice resounds :

" This is the care of my Children in the

Garden of Life, in which I am well pleased."

li "- •>£

Songs between Mother and Child.

Pages 3-10.

MOTHER,
rest and be happy, lost in contemplating your Child,

and glowing with the feeling that^—in the Child who has

been given you by the Father of all Being as a revelation of His own

Being
—a being has been entrusted to you, for your thoughtful

observation and anxious care, a being who is one, and therefore

one within itself.

Your gaze is fixed upon him as upon a great gift of God.

Ideas come pouring through your heart. Mother, which fill you
with blessedness, that this being will develope most rich in variety, in

details and individuality, to be a joy to you, as well as a mirror of

your own being.

* See the Sonntagshlatt, published by F. Frobel. Vol. I. 10. 13, page loi,

"Ariadne," and Herder's "Ariadne Libera."
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As this variety of the signs of hfe in your Child presents more and

more differences and contrasts, and evokes them, your heart begins
to feel unspeakable joy in the anticipation that they will all resolve

themselves into beautiful forms as Life.

You feel sure that if Life be kept undisturbed and clear, and held

firmly as a single Whole, all these differing things will melt into each

other, as drops in a clear lake of peace, or as things seen in the outer

world blend peacefully in your eye's clear gaze.

It is in your Child's soul, Mother, that the smoothing out of all

difference and contrast in his life, as well as the unity of his Being,
will make itself known to you.

You can see how his love of moving his body, the movement and

use of his limbs, the activity of his senses, all turn towards and relate

.to the one point : Life must be grasped, experienced and viewed in

oneself as a single thing amid all its diversity, and through all apparent
differences and contrasts. He wants to feel his own Self in himself,

and represent it outside himself; he wants to take what is outer up
into himself, in order to look it through as a single thing, and form it

into a fresh shape ; just as a healthy tree takes up the variety of

natural elements and earthy materials, absorbs them over as its own

being and law dictate, and gives them out again formed into leaves,

flowers and fruit. This dim notion that all that exists is in harmony
and inner oneness as though it were a single thing, is an idea which

a Child gives expression to in all he does : it evidently pleases him
;

and it is in this idea that his being declares itself as a Mind.

Singleness in being; Life, Soul, Mind; to guess, feel, become
sensitive to, become conscious of, manifoldness, even opposition of the.

most various expressions of Life, where a Child is rightly understood

and treated, yet in the end all things smoothed out, and even lovely

harmony : all this is what so deeply delights you as a thoughtful
and observing Mother, and it delights you because it is a clear reflec-

tion of your own Being and Life.

And thus, gazing at your Child, tending and noticing him, watch-

ing his strength and development in every utterance of his life, step

by step, you arrive at the distinct conviction that not only does the

Child guess in each thing the unity that he feels in himself beyond
all doubt

; but the guess is also developing in him, and becoming a

living feeling, that just as he perceives in himself a single source of

all life, so all things originate in this source as in unity ; or, as you
would piously and believingly express it, Mother, recognising it a.s

clearly, and feeling as gladly about it as you do : your Child's being
is a spark from God, is divine ; just as all that exists, and all life, is

only a manifestation of the living God.
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Now, Mother, it is in accordance with all this, that, as you are a

loving Mother who feels one with your Child as well as with God,
the task of your life is before you ;

and it is to rear your Child as

one who is, and is to be, a Child of God—a Child who is one in

himself, in living connection with the outside world, with man and

nature, but, above all, in union with God, the Source and Father

of all things ;
this is the highest task of your life, and its highest

happiness.

How and through what is this to be done, you ask? The answer,

Mother, is written in your heart, and is expressed unconsciously
and artlessly in all your simple, motherly ways ; you actually do give

yourself the answer in them.

To this you reply :

" In what, and through what else, could it be

done, exxept by and in the manifoldness that is single, and yet the

wholeness of his body, limbs and senses
;
his noticing and attending

to things, his deeds and strivings, his lively feeling of himself that is

already astir in him, even his already distinguishing that there is a

difference between his personal relation to me and to other people
—

all which things affect his life intensely. How could I work except
on the perceptions of his Mind, though it be but dawning?"
And you are quite right, Mother, so thoughtful, so observant, and

so careful as you are to follow and not lead his life
;
for your Child

must be recognised, tended and treated as in the midst of a life that

is all connected into a single whole, and yet you must be faithful to

the laws of his own being, as well as to the laws of this greater life

around him. For his body connects him with the materials of the

earth, his limbs connect him with his surroundings that arc for ever

forming afresh from their own midst, just as his senses connect him
with the entire world of sense that is at work on him

;
his dawning

feeling of Self, his glimmering power of guessing at things, his grow-

ing mind connect him with all that appears as life, and manifests

itself as such
; yes, and not only connects him with it, but shows

that he is already in inner union with the whole world of life and

mind.

Your task in the Education of your Child consists, faithful Mother,
in this: With due regard to his being, and his ways of expressing it, you
must grasp your Child in this connection

; nay, more, in this original

oneness that is indissoluble—in his independence, and in his love of

being active
;
and then, in accordance with all these ruling laws and

demands of his being, you must wait on him, cherish, develope and

form him.

But what are the ways, now, in which your Child's being expresses

itself, in manifoldness and contrasts, as well as in harmony ? In
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what other ways should it be than in those which everywhere press

for utterance where hfe manifests itself in detail, where Being takes

form, whether it be in the world where things live, or where they are

truly alive—the vegetable or animal kingdom, or in human life ?

Whether we are looking at a seed or an egg, whether we are

watching feeling or thought, what is definite proceeds everywhere

froii^ what is indefinite ;
and this is the way your Child's life is sure

to show itself to you, Mother. But in this indefiniteness, which is

about life ac husk about grain, tliere lies the fulness of life
;
and it

will reveal itself, just as life's fulness manifests itself in the germinating

plant or the young of animals as they develope. Now, just as the

fulness of life in your Child delights you so much, so his receptivity

for all that gives and takes up life will strike you as something that

elevates his life in every way ;
even as young plants and animals are

receptive of the faintest working of light and warmth, or the impres-

sions of their environment, however unnoticeable (delicate). This

receptivity is, moreover, closely akin to high, general excitability and

power of being charmed
; just as in nature, the tenderest plant or the

youngest animal allows itself to be affected by the slightest change in

its condition, or the softest movement.

This susceptibility and excitability often bring in their train grief

and pain for the Child himself, as well as for his surroundings, and,

above all, for you, Mother, so faithful and careful as you are; yet it

is in this susceptibility and excitability that we, nevertheless, see the

Child developing easily as to his bodily frame, and true to nature.

We see him attain the stature that is most suitable to his nature

with real ease, just as every plant and every young animal easily

attains its most natural growth by such expressions of its life.

But, above all, there is struggle towards development that shall be

free, and according to the laws of life; this struggle declares itself in all

the signs of the Child's life, in his entire bodily activity, as well as in

all separate activities that belong to senses, limbs and body ;
and it

is this struggle which, in spite of the purity of its deepest basis, prac-

tically causes so much misunderstanding and cloudiness, grief and

P3'r., in life.

Thus a child proceeds from strengthening and developing body,

limbs and senses to using them
;
from seeing things to jjerceiving

them
;
from noticing to observing and studying ;

from knowing and

the knowledge of the detail to connecting it all by discovering some

common principle ;
from a life of body, senses and limbs which is

thus healthy upwards to a healthy mental life
;
from experience of a

thing joined with thought about it up to pure thinking : thus from

healthy, powerful feeling to a disposition that sees inner meaning in
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things ;
from outward study to inward grasp ;

from outward putting

things together to inner comparison and judgment ;
from the outer

connection to the inner conclusion drawn about things ;
from out-

ward understanding to inner comprehension ;
to the development

and formation of the Intellect
;
from the outside grasp of something

that is seen, to the inner taking in of its basis, its cause
;
to the

development and formation of the Reason
;
and thus, when his

Education is finished, will appear to him, and thus will there shape

itself before him in his inner self, the transparent and clear mental

picture of each Being as a detail, first separately, but then as part of

the Whole, in w^hich it is a link, but always as in itself a single idea.

And so you will lead your Child from the thing to the Picture,

from the Picture to the emblem, from the emblem to grasping the

being of the thing, as an intellectual Whole. Thus is developed the

Idea, the Ideas of Detail and Whole
;

it is thus that, at the goal of

his education and formation, your Child will glance over his life as a

part of the Whole of Life, as a mental picture, clear within itself as

the life of his Family, his people, humanity, the being, life, and

working of God in all and through all.

Bearing within him this clearly formed life of the Whole, the task

of his life is to represent it outside himself, in all his feeling and

thought, deeds and relationships ;
and thus there are united in him

Guessing, Life and Nature as appearance, experience and revelation.

Life is to him a life of nature and humanity, but also a Life, one in

God, and hence a life of peace and joy ;
and your wishes, dear

Mother, for your Child, whom you bore, and whom you cherish in

heart and life, are fulfilled.

Glance at a Mother who is absorbed in Looking
at her Child.

WHAT
is it that lights up and warms your whole being ;

what

is it that streams through you like a soft glow, Mother

dear, when you look at your lovely Child, who lies at rest before

you ? What is it that gives such meaning and importance to the

most trifling thing you do to help him
;
what is it that teaches you

to do the most disagreeable things that people are only too glad to

spare their senses, and that you, nevertheless, go through most

carefully ? What is it that gives you rest, forethought, perseverance,

courage, devotion, even amid events in your Child's life that cause

pain and anxiety ?
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It is that ever}' trifle, whether it concern order, cleanliness, food,

or anything else, is something that you see in its connection and

union with the great Whole of life, and in its counter effect on this :

it is that your glance takes in your Child's life as a Whole, though

your guess be but dim about it—a Whole, in which every detail, even

the most trifling, continues to operate with a power that develojies

as it goes on; it is that in the present you already see the future.

Thus it is the dim guess and the attempt to grasp, the grip and study

of life as a Whole, in which every detail is recognised in its right

]jlace and true meaning, which gives your own life and doing all

the rich gifts and high qualities I mentioned above. And there is,

moreover, another thing that you see and recognise through it all,

and through your own life and character, your own experience and

working. It is that, if you want to make your dear Child, in his

future life, attain his destiny and fulfil his calling, as you have

attained your woman's destiny, and are fulfilling your Mothers call-

ing, by duly honouring and recognising what is small, by conquering
what is disagreeable, by forethought, perseverance and courage, you

must, from the first, treat your Child's life as a Whole.

It is a Whole in which even the smallest thing has its meaning, and

an importance that is full of fresh development. You must not only

guess and feel this, but you must study and recognise it, and hold it

firmly in the life within the Child, as well as in action outside him.

Then your Child's life will show at every step, and throughout the

whole of his development, the same signs and all the splendid quali-

ties which your own life, Mother, manifests to us. Mother, when

our later life disi)lays so much that is unsatisfactory to us and in us,

this is the sole reason. It is because, even as Children, we are torn

away so sadly soon from our guess after that high, inward and close

connection between all life that includes even the smallest thing, and

exhibits it in all its importance ;
and therefore we never come to

knowledge and a clear view of life's connectedness, still less to a firm

grasp of it
;
or if we do come to honouring it, it is only very late in

the day, when the loveliest and richest part of our life has been wasted.

What sight is lovelier to us or more important, what do we rest on

with more joy, and what is Art never weary of putting in Pictures

over and over again, down to the minutest details ?

This sight is Childhood
;

it is the sight of Motherhood and

Childishness in the Babyhood of our lives, in the closest union and

full of each other. Yet it is but a single aspect of all this that Art

ever brings before us, however ideally it be presented. But where

are the hundreds and hundreds of other aspects and shapes in which

Mother-love tended and developed our lives ? They have sunk into
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the sea of forgetfulness, and yet they are the very waves which were

meant to tide our Ship of Life along the stream of hfe and safely

into port ;
and they would have done so, had we recognised them

and held firmly to them.

These Mother's Songs, Games and Stories are meant to furnish

you with a small and incomplete beginning of all you want to do,
and the Pictures round them will help you even more than the rest.

You want to get a firm hold over the earliest life of Childhood, while

your Child is a baby in arms
;
and you are willing to regard this as

a real seedtime, as the earliest period of development for all future

human life. And I hope the Songs and Pictures will not only help

you to do all this, but to a general knowledge, a true and deeper

recognition of all you do for your dear Child,
—with what motives,

with what view, to what end, and above all in what spirit you do it.

Take the book, Mother, take it kindly and considerately ;
do not

dwell too critically on the style of Art in the Pictures
;

it is the first

attempt of the kind made with such an aim and in such a spirit :

it was sure to be imperfect ;
but it will make clear to you what

hitherto, in your dim idea of your great destiny, you have been used

to doing
—often very lovingly, it is true, but usually more as a matter

of feeling than of insight or knowledge ;
and therefore you have often

wavered or not understood what you were about.

If it leads you to become aware of all these great things, you will

easily excuse the imperfection of this first atten-ipt ;
the Children

themselves certainly do so. And just as these Songs and Pictures

make the present clear, and bring the future within your range of

sight, so, united, they should become a Picture-book for your dear

little Child in his earliest years, Mother, when he so enjoys passing
from anything to the picture of it, and even sees the symbolical idea

or emblem in the picture ;
and in your hands it can become such a

Picture-book to him, if you make it seem alive by your way of talking

about it, and warm it all by your own heart. Such a Picture-book

will always carry him back to his furthest past, his first and earliest

Childhood ; that he may keep firm hold over it, not only as an outside

basis, but rather as the germ of his whole future life.

" For what a Mother wakes and tends and thinks,

In early, thoughtful Games and Song and Sound,
And what her love protecting hedges round,

Works on with blessing through a thousand links."

Dear Mother, is not this the case with all the feelings your first

born Child, and each Child afterwards, awoke in you when you sat
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watching all its first gentle stirrings of life as it lay in your lap or in

your arms? Do not these feelings, which led you, so gently and yet

so pressingly, to worthy and loving care of your Child, not so much
for its own comfort as to soothe you and give you peace, deserve in

their turn the most delicate observation, anxiety, and, above all,

culture like this ? Do they not demand it ? Ought such feelings to be

merely transitory ? ^^'ere they not feelings of uns])eakable happiness,

sensations of utter blessedness which then streamed through you, which

seemed to make you into a higher kind of being?
—as your appear-

ance gave the impression of some higher and more inward perfection,

even of heavenly gentleness and brightness. Could any one who
saw you fail to observe it ? Now, how could your consciousness

that you had given life and existence to a Child, how could your

thoughtfully looking at him bring this about? It is your dim feeling

that there is something inexpressibly blessed which is given, together

with human existence and life.

But, Mother, is it not also true, that anxiety about maintaining the

bodily life of the child God has sent you causes those feelings and

sensations to fall more and more into the background, to cool off,

or only too often to vanish altogether? Ought it really to be so?

Are those feelings merely the sweet, high reward for the unspeakable
woe and the deep pain which gave earthly existence to that gift from

Heaven? or is it rather the mind's hovering feeling of a higher kind

of motherly rearing which, later on, as a consciousness that comes to

you from your Child, should accompany you all through life, at any rate

so long as he is being educated, and until he is ripe for independ-
ence?

I believe the latter. May I try to show you what I mean by a

Picture ? Let me do so in a true and faithful Picture from life, one

that gives an actual occurrence.

When I was a Boy, and my sense for what is in nature was all

awakening within me, I discovered a little flower, under a hedge of

white roses in my Father's garden ;
it was very difficult to see it at

all
;

it had five petals and was red, with five golden points in the

middle of it. It was a simple child of nature, and a hundred far

more beautiful flowers were to be found all over the garden, tended

by my Father's careful hand, while that one had been allowed to

bloom unnoticed, in a corner out of sight. Yet it was just this

flower which riveted my attention more than all the rest
;

for when
I looked down into its coronet, and between the little golden stars,

I could fancy I was looking down into endless depths. I have

looked into it for hours at a time, during months and years when the

flower was in bloom : it seemed to me always to be wishing to say
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something, and yet I could not understand it
; yet I never got in the

least tired of looking into it
;

I thought I should be sure to see some-

thing in it presently. Dear Mother, it is with just such love, such

longing, such a guessing feeling as this, that I mean you would

regard your Child, like a flower that has blossomed from yourself;

you would look into his face that is so full of his soul, and into his

eyes' clear gaze ; you, too, would like to see something, ay, and a

heaven, in the star and outlook of your Child's face. My gaze into

the flower is like yours at your Baby, and thus I think I understand

you and you me. Only we understand each other already, without

any other help than one look from our Darling. But the Boy
wandered away from his Father's house, and left the lovely garden,

and the flower was forgotten. Now only think what his joy must

have been when, as a youth, who by this time was on closer terms

with nature, he found the flower again ;
he found it in the company

of the nut tree that was pressing forward its blossoms in earliest

spring as significantly as ever
;
and he looked at it again with all his

old intense love and longing ;
but now it spoke to him in its own

tongue, now it taught him how to guess the secrets of its existence,

and the mysterious law of its development ;
but again it vanished in

the stream of life that whirls everything down into itself.

When I was a Man, busy at work in my chosen calling, the flower

met my eye again ;
what it had suggested to me as a stray little

flower, I had now found in the Tree which lasts ten, a hundred, a

thousand years : an emblem for distinguishing good from evil, right

from wrong, what is from what seems to be. Now, fifty years later,

I can see clearly why, as a thoughtful Boy, I used to look so longingly

into the Flower's depths, and it was the Genius of Life who let me

dimly see life's depths in it, life's law and life's meaning. Look,

Mother, what I used to see in it emblematically, your eye really sees

in your dear Child. Must fifty years and more pass over your head

as they did over mine, before you explain clearly to yourself what his

life says to you about himself, and about life in general ?

Why ! life is almost over by that time, and your recognition of

truth will not do him or you much good then. What does a long-

ing look into a Flower's star or a Child's eye teach us ?
" Whatever

is unfolding, whether as a Flower, or Tree, or a Human Being, is given

as the condition for the whole of its existence
;
and perfect human

Being is as much involved in a Child's first appearance and glance,

as the Flower's or Tree's first appearance involves a perfect Flower,

or a perfect Tree."

Mother, it is through this guess and longing that an entire human

being, who is meant to be completed and perfected, may slumber
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within your Child, that his glance at you throws so much light on it

all. AVhat, then, is that exclusively human being which expresses
itself so brightly in your Child, untroubled, and without being cut

short in any way ?

Your Child, just because it is yours, that is to say, because it is a

human Child, is intended to live in the Past and Future, as well as

in the Present. The one heaven of the Past he brings with him into

his present existence, just as by his very appearance on earth he

brought one heaven into the Present, and encompasses another

within him. Mother, this threefold heaven which you bear within

you, shines out to you from your Child too.

The animal lives only in the Present
;

its horizon knows nothing
of Past or Future. But a glance into the Future, heaven in the

Future, is what Hope contains
;

—the heaven of the Present, the feel-

ing of the intense oneness of all life, pain and joy, is what Love

opens, and Faith comes to meet the glance from the Past. For,

Mother, whose heart would not be filled with firmest faith, divinest

faith in all that is good, true, holy, human and godlike, if he did but

look thoughtfully with a clear eye into his own Past, or the Past of

the World ? And where is the man in whose mind such a look into

the facts of the Past would not become a believing glance, and one

of faith—a glance at Truth itself? And is it not the Spirit of Truth

which leads us into life that is true and real ?

Mother, these angles and points of juncture in our highest and

holiest human Life—Present, Past and Future—these three good genii

of human life. Faith, Love and Hope, come beaming towards you

already from your Child. It is this dim guess which so lights up
your being as you look at your first-born Child, and each new-born

Child
;

it is that you think, all that is highest in humanity lies already
in your Child. Cherish the thought, Mother, for you know that it is

through this that you unite your Child's being in faithful bonds with

the Unity of all life, in the threefold harmony of his being with the

source of all Light, all Love, and all Life—God.

For Faith, and Love, and Hope lay bare

Heaven already opening there.

By Him Light, Love, and Life are given,

The sacredness that comes from Heaven."
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EXPLANATIONS OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS
TO THE GAMES AND SONGS.

Kicking Song.

(Picture i.)

'OTHER, as you are carefully rearing your child, Life is

the central point of all your feeling, your emotions and

thoughts; Life is the central point to which all your work-

ing, your arrangements, your actions relate. This is why
your feeling and working, your thought and action, always form

something that is intensely one within itself, and why all signs of life

in your much loved child excite both thought and action in their

inner oneness. Nothing, therefore, gives you more joy than the

appearance and observation of quiet and vigorous signs of Life in

your child,
—

signs that, so far as bodily strength goes, are of power-
ful and energetic life,

—
provided only that they be according to the

laws of nature and of life
;
and where these signs thus meet you, you

feel—unless prejudice, habit and false knowledge hold you back

from doing so—that you are at once challenged to immediate

nurture of the life stirring within your child, to wait upon it, to

strengthen it by culture, to develope, exercise and form it, so as to

bring your child to self-knowledge as soon as possible. Your child

is lying before you on a clean fresh mattress, in the strengthening
bath of air, after a bath of pure water has already strengthened him

;

he lies before you with a comfortable feeling of health throughout his

whole body, and strikes out with his small arms as he kicks with his

legs. He wants, you feel that he wants, to find some object by
and through which he can measure his strength and enjoy its growth ;

and what you read in your child's action as a necessity or wish,

your fostering mother-love comes fonvard to meet.

Your hands or your chest, against which he treads with alternate

feet, serve as a gauge and as a strengthener of power. You follow the

law of the movement shown in his expression of power. But it is not
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only outward bodily life that you wish thus to foster, but also his inner

life—the life of feeling, emotion and soul. It is not only his strength

that he is to learn through yours, but he is to feel your love as well—

the motives from which you do all this
;
and thus melody comes to

help action and words.

You ought to let your little child feel even thus early, and at any

rate he ought to recognise later on, how his awakening and growing

powers are to you like oil for feeding your love and its sacred fire.

The suggestion and picture of it are given by the small night-lamp,

which stood beside you through all the long nights that are ]xist, as

carrying on your love for your child. It was strength, well developed

and suitably exercised, that made the oil-yielding plants, rape seed,

flax, hemp, or whatever they may be called, and however they may
be used in different districts, furnish oil to keep alive the little lamp

which watches all night.

In the same way the child should feel later on that the fostering

care of your mother-love comes to him out of the harmonious develop-

ment and suitable exercise and use of all his powers. The oil mill

to the left, where a seed of poppy and of hemp have found a quiet

nook to strike root and grow up, ought to give you means of explain-

ing all this to your child with regard to oil and hemp, when he

is old enough to understand it, until some opportunity occurs of

showing him such a mill in reality. Let us suppose this has now

taken place.

Whatever your boy and girl may have seen in the picture they are

now carrying out in their play after their own fashion. The mother

has taken her troop of children into the valley close by, in order to

suggest to tliem and make them feel, if they cannot know, the power in

nature that works in all things, and seems to love us. Yonder, at the

head of the mountain stream, the boy has found room to set up his toy

oil-mill, that the water may keep it merrily going. His younger brother

is sitting by amazed, shading his face from the dazzling sun, that it may
not hinder him from admiring his brother's work. The eldest sister

is trying to reach her end by a shorter plan : with her sturdy feet she is

wading in the clear brook, where she is trying to knead the fine sand

into i)lastic dough. Surrounded by her dear ones, the mother sits

thinking about it all : "How from the same care of children and of their

childhood, such different forms of child-life arise." In the mirror of

their childish play, she sees the later life of all the three children who

are now so fascinated by the water and its power. The eldest boy,

she fancies, will some day bend the power of life to gain his own end

by means of his intelligence, which will tell him how to employ

whatever leads to that end. The girl will reach her end directly
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through her own life and action, keeping her end steadily in view,
and devoted to it with all her niii^ht ;

the younger boy will reach his

aim because he tries to find out the nature of the force he is dealing
with and the laws of its working. Just as each one of the children

at play mentally lives a rich life in the present, so their mother lives

it in the present and the future as well as in the past. Then to the

question, "Where is the good woman going to?" the woman, who
is passing with a basket, and is already some way up the hill, answers,
"
Up to the rich miller. I want to see if I can get some oil in return

for what I am taking him, for my little child is so ill, and I have to

watch all night beside it. I want bread too
;

for I cannot earn any-

thing now, and yet the poor child must eat." This answer brings
back to the mother's mind the kicking-game she used to play in days

gone by; and as she looks at her children and thinks about them, she

says : "Will the children's future life thankfully reward their mother's

love ?"

Bump ! see how my Baby's falling !

.A. G.\ME TO STRENGTHEN THE WHOLE DODV.

IT
often happens in life that what lies close at hand is overlooked,
and that was the case with this little song ;

and later on, the

opinion of the artist, which deserved some consideration, was, that

no border could possibly be made for it. But since the little song
and game, as a game to exercise the body, could not well be allowed

to drop out of the collection, they stand here without an illustrative

border. But it explains itself to you, thoughtful mother, both through
itself and through its motto, as easily as it is simple to carry out.

I can see you, dear mother, standing before the table whereon a

cushion is spread, or before your darling's crib, holding him in your

hands, which form a kind of basket for his small plump back as he is

half-sitting, half-lying. You are holding him somewhat above the

cushion or crib; you let your hands slip down to the cushion gently,

but so that the body may really feel it as a slight shake
;

or the

child is already lying before you on the cushion or the thick quilt.

You grasp both his hands or arms, and gently raise the upper

part of his body, so that he remains in a sitting posture. Now let the

child's hands and arms gently slip again from your own, and let him

fall back again on his mattress, so that he may really feel a slight

shock.

Now, just as this slipping away, carried on under your care and love
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makes the child actually stronger, and realise his strength more, so

you, careful mother, will find plenty of occasions when he is a little

older for making him feel and perceive, as a growing child, that slip-

ping of this kind, without such a watchful eye, easily leads to falling.

Yonder the child is gliding in his sledge down the snowy path. He
has acquired neither eye nor strength to guide the sledge and see :

he falls. Fortunately his leg only hurts him a little: "Strengthen

your eye, strengthen your power, that in future you may escape

falling."

Yonder the boy is sliding on a slide
;

he is looking carelessly

about, and he carelessly lets his feet and legs go where they will.

He falls, and, luckily enough, he has only grazed his hand a litde.

"
Keep your wits about you, look where you are going, guide your

feet and legs, that you may not fall again," his pain says to him.

But oh ! there the smooth plate has slipped from the girl's hand, and

the polished tumbler from the boy's ; yet they were carrying both so

carefully, and did not let their eyes wander from either. They did

not use the strength in their little hands and fingers.
" Carefulness

and real anxiety, accompanied by weakness and powerlessness, can

lead no less easily to a fall." If you, Mother, who need the thing for

your child, will piece together this picture from life, you will not miss

the drawing here, but will, on the contrary, secure for your child the

life-fruit of this little game.

„ r^ „ rrg ..^ Hi .,„ r
.i ,.

The Weather-Cock or Vane.

A GAME FOR EXERCISING THE JOINTS OF THE HAND AND ELBOW.

(Picture 2.)

THE
lower part of the child's arm stands as upright as possible,

his hand is spread out in the same direction, so that the

four spread fingers form as it were the tail, the flat hand the body,
and the little thumb the throat and head of the cock. In this

position you let your child's hand move to and fro.
" But this game,

too, is really too simple !" And yet it gives your child pleasure
—fresh

pleasure every time, and it is a long time before it ceases to do so.

Your child cannot speak yet ;
and only see, not only with what

pleasure, but with what seriousness, he moves his small hand when

you invite him by saying,
" Show me what the weather-cock does !"

(in many places weather-vane), or, "Show me the weather-cock!"

What can be the cause of all this ? Have you not noticed that when

you move an object before your child so that the motive power is
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somewhat distant from the object, it gives the child more pleasure to

seek the cause of the movement than to look at the moving object ?

It is the same thing here
;

it is the feeling and controlling the reason

of a consequence, the cause of an effect, which makes your child so

serious as well as so happy.
Look ! he is giving a practical representation of his perception

that a moving cause, a moving j)ower, is the secret of the object's

moving at all
;
and soon he comes to the conclusion—a living, lively,

and enlivening force is at the bottom of the living, lively object.

On a rather windy, almost boisterous day, your dear children go

with you to the drying-ground in front of your house
;
for where do

children not like to go with mother, who is always so active ?

Listen 1 how the vane on the tower is creaking ;
the wind moves

it to and fro. Here comes a hen too, accompanied by her proud
cock

;
but they cannot turn themselves about so easily as the

weather-c:ock, and so the wind only blows their tails from side to

side. But hear how the wind flaps the linen that is hung out to

dry ;
it seems to be chatting in a loud voice about the strong wind.

How the child enjoys this flapping and chatting ! In a moment, the

boy has bound to a stick the towel he was just going to use for

bathing, if the wind had not hindered him : and it waves on high and

chatters in the air. The girl must get the same pleasure from her

pocket-handkerchief and outstretched arm. A third child gives his

kite more freedom than the girl gives her handkerchief, or the other

boy his towel
;

so that it can go high up in the air, and yield

him the more pleasure.

Clap, clap, clap ! says something yonder. What is it, then ? The

wind is driving the windmill's sails round fast, so that the sails strike,

Clap, clap ! What is there that older people do that the little ones

will not at once imitate? (Therefore be careful, you grown-up

people, what you do in sight of little ones.) See! here comes a

boy already with his paper windmill. Look how it turns quicker,

as the boy runs quickly ! Yonder the mother can scarcely shield

her little daughter from the power of the storm, and the man must

balance himself carefully that it may not make him stagger.
'• Mother 1 isn't the wind very strong to-day, that it can bend

everything as it likes? Only see how sisters hair is flapping, like

your linen on the lines. Where does the wind come from, that

moves everything in this way?"
"
Well, my child, if I were to tell it you according to my way of

looking at it, you would not understand it at all. It would sound

to you like a strange language if I were to say to you :

' The pressure

of the air, or its altered volume, or a change in its temperature, has

' JO
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produced it.' You would not understand one word of that. But

perhaps you can already understand : One single great power, even

though it be only wind, can do a great deal—small things and great

things
—even if you cannot see this power. So there are many

things, my child, which we can certainly perceive but not see—
which we can perceive and see—but which I cannot make clear to

you, or explain by words just yet. See ! your hand moves, but you
cannot see the power that moves it. Therefore only observe and

take care of strength wherever you find it now
; later, you will see

more and more where it comes from, even if you do not see it."

"It's all Gone, Baby; all!"

a game to exercise the joints of the hand.

(Picture 3.)

EVh^RYBODY
knows that wave of the hand, held more or less

upright, which means denial, or indicates that nothing re-

mains of a certain thing, or that some certain person is no longer

present. This little game, though, like the preceding, it improves
the arm's suppleness, only in another position, is still quite a contrast

to the former : and so are the representations and observations that

are here connected with it. In the former case there was a widely-

extended Present, here something is wanting ;
there was a something

that endured, here is a universal stop; there was a lively reference to

the Present, here is a general impression of Having-been, of the past,

a distinct proof of some earlier time or Long-ago, as compared with

a Now. Everywhere something was there which is not there now—
the soup is done, the plate is empty, the light is burnt out, there

is no salt left.

Even the dog Merry, who went with Father round the farm,

has eaten his meal
;
he still seems hungry, but there is nothing more

10 eat. The boy is thirsty :

"
Please, sister, give me some water."'

" There is no more left," she says, holding the empty glass, inverted

downwards, in front of him to convince him. By this unexpected
and dismal news, his attention is diverted from the bread-and-butter

he had laid down behind him. The sly cat seems to have noticed

this
;
she softly glides up to it, and draws the bread-and-butter away

to devour it. Presently the boy will wish for it, and turn round to

look for it
;
then he too will have to say,

"
It is gone !"

But I am sorry for the girl yonder ;
she meant so well. She

wanted to give her singing-bird food, but carelessly left the door
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open because she looked down and saw her sister's emi)ty glass.
"
Why I where is your bird, dear?" " Oh ! it is gone ;

it has flown

away."
" Come with me, little sister," says her brother, comfort-

ingly ;

"
outside, in an old tree, I know there is a nest, with many

little birds in it. I will get it you, so that you will have many instead

of one. Come, do come I"

See I here they stand, so full of expectation that the dog, who was

still hungry and followed them, is not seen eating the bread from the

boy's hand : and when he turns round, he will have to say too,
"

It

is gone I" The brother has now got up into the tree.
" But just

look: the nest is gone ! Everything has flown away !" "I'll have one

of the little birds for my own, at any rate," says the other brother.
" Look there : it is caught and put under my hat I I shall love to

give it to my sister
;

it will be as nice as my finding you, you
beautiful raspberries that are here. You will taste so good. Only be

patient, dear little bird, for a little while in your darkness." But the

wind comes slyly or gambolling along, and turns the hat over; the bird

flies away, and the boy, when he comes, says,
" Oh ! the bird is gone."

"
Mother, I don't want to see the picture any more, because in it

everything is gone, and nothing keeps what it had, and what it would

like to have."
"
See, my child, if people want to keep things, they must be econo-

mical and careful wherever those things are concerned ; they must

not let themselves be led aside by desire for other things. If they

want to have a thing at a certain time, they must provide for it

sufficient time beforehand. It was through a disappointed hope of

quenching his thirst that the boy forgot his bread
; through inatten-

tion the bird flew away from the girl. The boy had no right to take

the birds out of their nest, and put them into a cage ;
their strength

and courage kept them their freedom. The dog ate the bread

belonging to the boy who was so taken up by watching them, and

the other boy lost the pleasure he was thinking to give his sister,

because he could not withstand the temptation of the raspberries."
"
Mother, let me look again at the little bird who is escaping."

Taste Song.

WH.\T
happened to the "Bump! my Baby's falling" Song,

has also happened to this Song and Game
;
so it, too, is

without border-drawing. It may, however, be the more easily done

without in this case, because the object itself lies so near life.
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Who does not know and rejoice that you, dear mother, can carry

on everything as a game with your child, and can dress up for him

the most important things of life in charming Play ? Even when

you ask him, in play,
" Let me have a bite !" or,

" Bite the pear !"

" Oh ! how sweetj how sweet it tastes !"

"
Come, Baby, take the berry bright,

A berry ofif the currant trees :

It draws your mouth—oh, what a sight !

Yet soon another you will seize.

The juice is wliat refreshes you,

Although with sweet there's sour too."

This is the way in which you, Mother, try to foster, develope and

improve each sense, playfully and gaily, but especially the sense of

Taste. What is more important. Mother, for your child than the

improvement of the senses, and especially the improvement of the

sense of Taste, in its transferred moral meaning as well ? Who likes

to be accused of having "common and low Taste," and who is

not glad when it can be said of him :

" He has fine, elevated, good
Taste?"

Now, why is it that people praise the improvement of a man's

Taste ? Because it is Taste that proclaims and reveals the inner

part, the essence, the soul, the mind of the thing, its principle of

life or death.

For the business of the senses and their high meaning lie in this

very showing and revealing the essence of things and their inner

being to ours, without its being necessary, even in the case of Taste,

for us to take physical hold of their outward form and material. It

is a most remarkable characteristic of the senses, that if a person has

cultivated them, and then follows their dictates, his senses will

tell him what the inner being, the essence of things is, in time to

prevent his hurting his health by enjoying the things, or his needing
to destroy the thing itself in order to get enjoyment out of it; while

the corresponding and equally important characteristic of the things

themselves is, that they very frequently bear an outward stamp,

showing their inner being, and this especially when their enjoyment
hurts the health. Thus it is well known how, at any rate, most

poisonous plants, and the most hurtful among these, have a dull,

melancholy, often a shrunk, almost a confused look. Even the

deadly nightshade
—

beautiful, round and brilliant though it be
;
and

the spurge-laurel, with its peach-like blossoms, share this character-

istic, as in a yet higher degree do the oak apple and henbane. But

when the form hides the nature of a plant, the scent shows it more

decidedly in the loathing it produces ;
and Taste itself shows it in
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cases where the thing to be enjoyed is in itself wholesome, and only
becomes unwholesome when excessive indulgence brings about dis-

comfort at least, and thus nausea and disgust
—

as, for example, even

in the case of honey.
If even at this early age, it is important to improve the senses,

whether of Sight, or more especially of Smell and Taste, in order to

avoid much that is harmful and unwholesome, this improvement is

above all important for the development and ennobling of the dis-

jKDsition and mind, and for the awakening of the will for activity.

For throughout all nature, the being of things reveals itself through
their construction, material, smell and taste, through their form and

shape, size and number, sound and colour, and the endless alternations

and relations of all these with each other. Thus the improvement of

all the senses should be carried on suitably, energetically, early and

carefully. It is a matter of supreme importance for a human being's

earlier life as well as for his childhood and his later man's life
;
and

more especially if this improvement does not, as in the case of the

savage, stop at what is bodily and physical, but is seriously applied to

searching out and knowing the inner being and essence of things

therein lying open before us, but only to be learnt by observing,

connecting and comparing their operations. For, just as the wise

man said of a human being,
"
Speak, and I will tell you who you

are," so things and their being can only be recognised through their

characteristics which present themselves to the senses. And a man
of truly good and fine taste is just one who not only understands this

language of things, but is guided by it, and either keeps these things,

their being and spirit at a distance, or lets them work upon him, and

thus, in either case, direct his action. For since it is in the senses

that the soul, the very spirit's own activity, lies open, even in a child,

so it is the senses which are, in their turn, like leaders to our know-

ledge of what is most intellectual—above all, the sense of taste,

physical as well as intellectual taste.

Therefore, mother, form your child's sense of Taste.

The Taste Song, taken with its motto, strives to make clear that the

improvement of the senses is by no means important solely for the

sake of knowing the different ways in which things may be classified,

their relations to and their effect on each other, and especially on

human beings, but that the improvement of the senses is also in another

relation not only equally important but even far more important. It is

so in regard to the grade and stage of bodily cultivation, the degree of

ripeness each thing has attained, and most certainly this has special

application to human life and human relations and phenomena. A
clear, frank, steady glance at these shows us that the ultimate and
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certain foundation of many human ills— for the individual as well as

for groups large or small, in family and citizen-life as well as in busi-

ness or trade—lies in a wrong use or wrong seizing after the life of

things before they have reached the maturity that would fit them to

be useful at each step of human action.

Yes, it is indeed so, dear Mother, so intensely concerned for your
children's good as you are. A number of the desolating evils that

befall persons and families, citizen-society as well as the life of

business and industry, really arise from seizing upon objects so as to

disturb or destine them before they are ripe, and also from setting

unripe objects to work upon other unripe objects. If therefore,

Mother, you wish to secure the future good of your own family and of

each one of your children, and of their future families, gain your
children's attention when first they begin their free personal activity

and inclinations for the products of Nature. Make a child notice not

only the fixed steps of development from the unripe to the ripe, but

above all that to use what is unripe is contrary to Nature in all

relations and conditions of life, and often works in its turn injuriously

on life, on physical, but no less on intellectual and social life> If

you do so, you will be really, as a mother, one of the greatest bene-

factresses of the human race.

Tick-Tack!

A MOVE.AIENT FOR THE ARM AND ITS FORMATION.

(Picture 4.)

IT
is easy to carry out. Your child, careful Mother, either stands

as the drawing shows, on a table, or sits firmly on your lap, so

that one arm is free and you can move it to and fro like a pendulum-
It is to be understood as a matter of course, and in fact need hardly
be mentioned, that this exercise is not exclusively for one arm, either

for the right or left. But it may be worth while to say that you may-
further the all-sided improvement of your child by playing this game
with the legs, and alternately with the right or left leg. All this

will contribute to a healthy growth as Avell as to beauty, grace and

litheness.

Shall we, thoughtful Mother, talk a little together about the

picture? But you know all this better than I do. It was in

noticing your clever mother-deeds that I learnt it first from you.
You are quite right, dear Mother. It is certainly very well worth

notice that children are intensely charmed by everything that is like
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a clock : the Swiss in this, as in other cases, make a good distinc-

tion between Clock and Time, Zitt or Zi'/V.

For this reason I cannot get rid of the conviction—and it is a

very good thing for the children that I cannot—that in this and in

many another matter, a higher and inner relation is expressed
—a

certain connection of notion and kinship with the mind. It is

certain that the expression of movement-law (Rhythm), as being always

equal, has something very attractive in it, and you, as a well-in-

structed mother, will remember from )our own school-days that the

kind, the rate of i)endulum movement, teaches  us important

things as to position and form on that great ball, our Earth
;

so

that it seems as though it were from this point of view that there

must arise the notion of a higher meaning in the child's liking for a

clock and a pendulum's stroke. But let us admit this much : you
would say that in a watch it is the movement, the works, the apparent
life in the watch, the mechanism—especially the concealment, one

might almost say its mystery,
—that attract the child. At times it

may be so, I will admit, but as a rule it is certainly not
;

for why
used children to build sun-dials which involve no other movement
than the shadow's progress, which is almost imperceptible ?

Meanwhile let me hold the opinion, the belief, the conviction—call

it what you please
—that a deeply slumbering notion of the importance

of time lies at the bottom of the pleasure children take in playing
with and representing a clock. This opinion of mine hurts, as an

opinion, neither the child nor anybody else, but in its application it

is useful to the child and to everybody. For who does not know the

importance of making good use of time in all the relations of life ?

I scarcely know of anything that is more important for man from his

earliest appearance on the earth than to keep and grasp the right

time. Does not the life of a child in its first moments depend, only
too often, upon this? Hence it is essentially the tendency, the yearning
towards—I might almost say the child's being charmed by

—the clock,

that should be made use of, in order to educate it to observe time

rightly, seize it precisely, and use it as well as possible.

We, careful Mother, will in the same way use our little limb-games
for the purpose of training our dear child to heed time, so that he

may understand you later when he asks you, "Show me this

picture;" and you say to him, "Just look what the kitten, there, is

doing.
'

Quite smooth and clean she makes her soft warm fur,

That people may feel pleased to look at her.
"

She knows very well that it will soon be time now for some
welcome visitors to come. "

Now, darling, come and be made neat
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and clean too," says Mother to Baby, "for two dear friends will

soon come to call on you : Father's dear eyes, which are so clear
;

they must find you fresh too, child
;
and then the beautiful flowers

and clean pigeons will come too."

" Since such kind guests will soon be here,

Let us take care you're fresh and clean, my dear."

But the dear child has always visitors
;
now come the bright rays

of the sun, now the flickering stars and the shining moon, as though

they wanted to see the child and talk with him.

"
My child they want so much to meet

Because they know he's very neat.

If not, the pure would surely keep away,
And you, my chikl, would grieve as well as they.

And therefore, child, wherever you are seen

Let it be never said, you are not clean."

Up tliere five children are playing with a clock.* These five

children are the five fingers who want to learn exactly how to know

the time, so that they may do everything nicely at the right moment.
" Come here, my baby's five fingers, and learn something from the

five children."

Mowing Grass.

AN ARM GAME.

(Picture 5.)

YOUR
child's hands are botli at rest: the lower arms are hori-

zontal and rather stretched forwards
;

the fingers are bent,

their outer side turned upwards. They grasp your hands, which are

held and bent in the same way, but palms uppermost, both arms being

parallel. Thus a movement may be made which is like mowing

grass, and is particularly good for the joints of the upi)er arm, and

improves tlie child's power of standing upright.

Mother, I know you are anxious to do everything that can be

done for your children's well-being and healthiness of mind. Now

nothing is more hurtful to both than that objects which outwardly

are often so far apart and so fenced off from each other should be

*
It is characteristic of chiUMifc to link activity so closely with the object, that

children often form the active verb from the noun, together with the sign of

activity. It will be admitted that through it they will easily learn later on to

understand the peculiarities of other dialects. Thus, in one part of Switzerland,

people say instead of " What o'clock is it?" simply '"What clock's it?" And a

child will say instead of "
I will go and play in the road," simply

"
I will road."
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viewed mentally, too, as detached from the great whole of life ; nor

does anything hinder the formation of the heart and the culture of

the disposition so much as this view of things. I hope that you,
careful Mother, will from the outset guard your child from this mis-

take. I would have you teach the lesson through childish games,
such as the one before us.

"
Mother, I am hungry."

" Go to Cook,
and get her to give you some bread ;" or, "There's a penny for you ;

run and buy a bun," we have often been obliged to say to a child

in real life. But at least we ought not to do so always. Early, and
whenever it is at all possible, we ought to make the chain of condi-

tions and relations visible which must be gone through and fulfilled

before it is possible to say simply,
" Go away and get this or that

person to give you bread or something else." This may be done by
a judicious choice, series and arrangement of beautiful pictures from

country and garden life, from the life of industry and business, and

by linking with them ver)- simple stories which sketch practical life

briefly. You, Mother, are sure to have been trying to do this
;
and

later on, if you will let me, we will look through a selection of

pictures together and carry out the scheme.

It will now be easy for you, with the picture at hand and the song
to guide you, so to lead your child who wants to know what it is a'.l

about, that he may know he has to thank not only Mother, Peter, the

cow, Betty, and the baker, for his bread and milk, but above all the

Giver and Sustainer of life, the Father of all. Being, who has arranged
that the earth, by the combined effect of dew and rain, sunshine

and night, winter and summer, shall bring forth grass and herb to

nourish the cattle, and often only through them, to nourish mankind.

Your child will certainly understand you, and will understand all

the better if you make him take a part
—

though it be only by way of

imitation, like the boy in the picture
—in what grown-up people are

doing in their anxiety to maintain life
;

if later on, you make him

plant his own garden, gather in his own. little harvest of fruit and

flowers, and thus let him feel for himself the working of sun, dew
and rain, and the eternal laws that God has laid in earth and nature.

Though a child may be so far no more able to completely close

the chain of life than the two children can, who are sitting in the two

corners below, making a chain of juicy dandelions, he will, neverthe-

less, no more despair of ultimate success than the diligent boy and

thoughtful girl despair of delightedly joining their life-chains by dint

of quiet progressive growth. But the tree on the left, where the boy
is sitting, says to him, and therefore to all educators, by its outer

appearance, "Take care not to graft anything ignoble, base, false and
mad upon the originally good stem, or a gnarled and stunted tree
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will grow up, which only yields bitter, worthless fruit. The tree on
the right, under which the girl is sitting, says to her, and therefore to

all educators, by its form,
" Take care not to injure the branch-tips

and crest, the inclinations of life and its crest, the crown of your
children's lives, by ignorance or thoughtlessness, or you will have

bush, wood and foliage, but no flowers, and still less fruit for your
reward." Now I see. Mother, why both the children are sitting so

deep in thought under the two trees. May the weighty truths, which

the trees are expressing to them, not re-echo in their hearts from their

own experience ! Mother, Mother, may you never need to fear any-

thing of this sort for your children. Happy boy, mowing so vigor-

ously, and sturdy girl, merrily following the hay cart, it is certainly

not the case with you.

Beckoning- the Chickens.

(Picture 6.)

THE
mother's beckoning hand and the child's hand, beckoning

with all its fingers prettily bent, need no further explanation,

so far as the outside part of this childish game is concerned.

The strengthening and exercise of the fingers' movement by it is

self-evident.

But the mother here has doubtless heard what we were just

saying about the preceding picture. Just look how the strong,

healthy child keeps his eyes fixed on the chickens who are con-

versing so cheerily. His mother must have brought him out into

the fresh air that he may see his own fresh, stirring, inner life, in the

looking-glass of outer life, and feel how really strong it is within him.

Several groups of children, some of whom are certainly her own,
have followed her out of doors

;
for who would not like to follow

where children are taken such care of, and above all, what children

would not ?

Do just look for a moment at these children—their faces and

movements are full of health, fun and meaning. See the three

children on the right where the middle one is kneeling. How
attractively, like a magnet, the fresh life of nature is working ;

and so

strongly is it working on the hearty boy who is behind the two girls,

that it is not enough for him to enjoy it with them—no, he turns

round to beckon down the three other children who are looking so

merrily through the tree. But they do not seem inclined to follow

him
;

tlic view that lies before them is too powerful an attraction
;

and here, on the left, how the child is cowering so that no sign of
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life in the chicken family may escape him. The girl, on the contrary,
starts up, all her care of things stirred, in order to beckon or call the

hens and cock not to forget their chickens.

Each child thus sees its own inner life mirrored in nature, and

strengthens it by this looking, just as the child sees his life mirrored in

his mother's eye, and grows strong by looking ; and all these children

are all sure to grow up as happily as the hop, which grows up so juicy
and luxuriant in the fresh air, near the girl, and in their later years

they will all stand up, powerful as the tree under whose shadow the

little children are now enjoying the life of nature.

. <x •' t •
1.'
• >< •

Beckoning' the Pigeons.

(Picture 7.)

T T 7 HATEVER a child has often seen out of doors while in his

V V mother's arms or her lap, she is glad to please him by

imitating indoors, sitting by a table. Her fingers, which then come

pattering towards him, are the doves or birds which fluttered by, out

of doors. If the child's physical strength prompts him to imitate his

mother's action, the exercise of his finger-joints comes in as the fingers

move along. Such is the outward part of this little game.
Life attracts life

; just as in the preceding picture the life of nature

attracted the life of the children, so in this case it is the life of

children who are merry and who care for animals, that attracts life

in nature, and especially the life of pigeons or birds.

See how trustingly all the pigeons come to the children, as though

they had a common language. From all sides, the pigeons come

fluttering along, as though they understood each other all the

better for not understanding each other's language. And is it not

so. Mother, in most cases throughout your life with your children ?

Did they not oftener follow your words formerly, when they did not

understand them, than they do now, when the meaning and sense are

quite clear? What is it? Why? Must animals give us a lesson on
this?

" Word and thing, thing and word, deed and word, and word
and deed is to them, in their language, always the same thing."
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The Fish in the Brook.

(Picture 8.)

THE
child sits either on his Mother's lap, with her left arm

gently round him, or before her on the table. Her hands
are placed horizontally, almost parallel, and turned outwards from

herself. The fingers move independently, now stretched out, now

bent, in a movement imitating swimming. The game is before us,

so far as its outer form goes.

Little birds and fishes, and fishes and little birds—these are what

always give a child the same pleasure. AVhy ? Both bird and fish

seem to move quite independently, at any rate quite unhindered in

what surrounds them
;
and this constitutes their ineffable worth and

charm for a child. Clearness and freedom, cleanliness and unhindered

movement of oneself—these are the foundations of that enjoyment
of life which makes a child feel so at ease, grow so strong, and

develope so merrily.

And yet there is nothing a child likes doing better than running
after the little bird or catching the little fish. Is this not a con-

tradiction ? Well, Mother, it does not seem to me so. The child

wants to get the bird's glad flight, and the fish's merry swimming for

his own, and so gain from both the free and eager power of moving
himself, and guiding himself in what is clean and clear. Now, Mother,
that is what gives your child so much pleasure in catching and seizing

the fish and the bird. But this catching and seizing from the outside

do no good, however often he succeeds. It is from within that the

free being must be won
;
from within alone can the fresh and pure

atmosphere be attained, in which it gives a child so much pleasure to

move. Try, Mother, to bring this near to your child, even though it be

at first as the faintest notion. By so doing, you found for your children

inner peace and true joy for ever. To this end, use your child's early

delight in what is clean and clear, and in joyful excitement and

merry movements.
"
Brother, do catch me a fish too ;

it is swimming so merrily in

the brook
;
now it is here, and now it is gone ;

sometimes it is straight

and sometimes it is bent
;

it is so pretty whatever it does. Oh, if I

could swim so, turn and bend, wind and dip, go along so straight

and fly away so fast, and hide myself so easily, how I would tease

you, brother ! O brother ! do catch me a fish,"

"
There, little sister

;
there's one for you ;

but hold it firmly, or it will

slip away."
"
But, brother, it doesn't move any more, it only lies stretched out
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straight ;
but it is still gasping. I will lay it on the grass ;

it will be

sure to begin moving happily there again. Oh! even there it is

lying straight ; where did it get its merry movement from ?
"

" Don't you know, sister ?—
"

It's only in their world—the water—little fish

Enjoy themselves as much as you can wish ;

It's only when they're in their proper place

That they can swim along at their own pace.

By using all the strength they have aright
—

They make their lives so merry and so bright.

According as they like they swim on straight,

Or bend and jump. You'll see them if you wait."

Crooked and straight ! how important it is, Mother, for the whole

life of the child you love so much, to know the difference between

them. " This is a straightforward man,"
" a straight piece of

business,"
" a downright character," "he is going a straight road,"

" he

has an upright mind," "a direct word;" to whom do these words not

give a feeling of comfort, even though the hearer be only a child

still ? But " he is walking in crooked ways,"
" don't beat about the

bush so,"
"

I don't like crooked business;" whose pure mind is not

saddened by these words? It is therefore important that your dear

child should early distinguish straight from crooked.

This seems to have been present in the artist's mind when he

was designing the picture. The fishes are swimming straight and

bent, the water is flowing straight and curved, the tree is growing

straight and bent, and round the straight slim Arum Lily {Calla) the

serpents are dismally wreathing. If you have thus early given your

little child an abiding impression of the difference between straight

and crooked, of dreariness in the feeling of crookedness, and of

comfort in the feeling of straightness in action and life, in thought

and speech, then directness and all that goes along with it will be

the mark of all he does, and he will move free and joyfully in the

right use of his well-developed strength in whatever is the right

place for his working and activity, just like the merry fish in the

brook.

Longways—Crossways.

(Picture 9.)

WITH
this game we enter upon a new and quite peculiar stage.

But this little game must take an essential place, whatever

it be, in the course of a child's development ;
for I have found it over
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and over again in its barest form in the most different districts and

dialects of Germany, high and low. It seems to me to be important

for the child's whole life
;

it leads him by the gentlest steps into the

life of knowledge and business.

The outside ])art of the game is already known to you, Mother.

Your child stands or sits in any position before you, and holds one of

his hands out towards you flat, and the palm uppermost. You take

either the first finger of his other hand or your own, make with it

on the free hand two lines which intersect at right angles, and then

with the middle finger, at the point where the lines cross, seem to bore

a hole, as though with a gimlet, and to drive a nail in and lay your
free hand flat upon it

;
all this you do while you are singing the song

above given.

It is true tliat the motto has already attempted to embody the

inner meaning of the game, but I may be allowed to explain it a little

more clearly. The game is, as Ave have said, so very widely spread
in most varying forms. Why should this be so ?

Plainly because it contains, as I see it, the first trace of an

endeavour to make a child notice position and form, and the

phenomena that are necessarily connected therewith. The one line

is the line of length, the other of breadth ; when the two are

combined the one appears vertical, the other horizontal
; they cut

each other in their halves or centres. Whichever you regard as the

contrasting line unites and links these centres, as in it lie the four

equal and therefore right angles which are formed by the two

lines cutting each other into two equal parts. But both lines with

their four ends lie in one plane surface
;

the hands give a double

proof of this
;
the one hand lying beneath, on which you drew the

lines
;
and the other clapped down over it when you had done

drawing.

"Well now, I must confess I do not understand a single word," you

say, "and how is my child to understand it, either^" You are right,

Mother; your child would not understand a word of all that has been

said above, were it spoken to him ; but, Mother, he must have some

notion of the thing itself, or the game would give him no pleasure.

And so you see, closely observing mother that you are, knowledge
of things must lie much nearer to your child, and deeper in him ;

must be much more original, natural and impressive, than the know-

ledge of words. Do you wish to teach it naturally and impressively ?

teach it through direct looking at things and experience of them.
"
AVhy should this way of picturing things be so very abiding ?" you

ask. What we see for ourselves makes a deep impression ;
three

things are always connected in it—the child seems already to have a
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notion of this : the thing, the detail, the general, and the relation of

both to the child.

"Three (hings close bound together here you gel;
And though a child cannot name each as yet.

The tlfiought they stir in him is surely strong,

Or he would never gaze at them so long.

Unto/one end they lead, all three ;

An end, too, where the child would gladly be :

He wants to have things in his own control

By Size, by Number and by Form. This is his goal."

The artist seeins to wish to bring this home to the child
;
the three

Tyrolean shooters have the very same mark to aim at, and in the

heart of all three, as well as in the heart of the three boys who are

going off with the target, there is the same pleasure.

Pat-a-Cake.

(Picture io.)

THIS
little game, too, must be, from Avhat I hear, very generally

known, and would seem to be the only game in use in England

among finger games of a kind which are in Germany so Avidely used

and in such different forms.

Here is a proof that simple mother-wit was sure not to miss giving

the natural movement of the limbs, in the exercise they seek, an

immediate and distinct relation to life; and thus, as soon as the child's

activity begins, placing him in the middle of his life and its complexity.

This gives clear and definite proof, and shows that the demand

has now arisen, that what natural mother-wit and human common

sense, left to themselves, have hitherto been doing by chance and

piece-meal, ought now to be brought to the front by an intellect

whose business it is to see deep into things and to harmonise them
;

and that it ought all to be recognised in that inner connection that

is at the bottom of it all, and is so important for humanity and for

childhood
;
and that in accordance with this, it ought to be further

improved upon by clever and tender thought.

For the mind of humanity as a whole, which often finds such very

lively and childlike expression in the life that goes on between mother

and children, ought not to remain for ever imperfect, permanently

fragmentary. It ought to develope as a single thing in a childhood

that is on all sides bright, well-formed, and full of ideas, and in a

conscious motherliness, the true princi[jle of a noble, powerful

humanity, rich in virtue and in action.
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The outside of the game is so well known and so easy, that in order

to play it only a few words are necessary with special regard to the

double representation in the drawing. The child sits or stands, as

already described in the preceding little game, in front of her who is

tending his childish life. You take hold of both his hands, so that

they are upright and the palms touch. Then you begin the game

by clapping them energetically together. Its object is to form and

exercise the way in which the arms and the whole body are held,

and the movement of the joints of the upper arm.

I have already said that this little game arose because people felt

that the cultivation of a child's love of activity, and his striving to get

the use of his limbs, ought to be carried on in such a way as to lift

him at once into the complexity of his outside life. Thus we have

here the bread and the rusks, which children like better than anything

else, and which Mother dear is always so willing to give them
;
—or

call it briefly a cake, which must be baked before the child can take

it from his mother's kind hand, and enjoy it
;
and someone stands

in this matter intermediate between the mother's love and the child's

longing
—

it is the baker. This is beautiful and right ;
it is a link in

the great chain of life's inner dependence, but it is not a mere solitary

link, and still less is it a final one. Whenever opportunity occurs,

make this inner dependence of life clear, visible, impressive, tangible

and perceptible to your child, even though it be in only a few of the

essential links of this great chain, until you come to the last ring that

holds all the rest, God's Father-love for all.

The baker cannot bake if the miller grinds him no meal
;

the

miller can grind no meal if the farmer brings him no corn; the

farmer can bring no corn if the field yields him no grain ;
the field

can yield no crop if nature does not work towards it in inner

harmony ;
she could not work in this inner harmony if God did not

place in her power and material, and if His love did not guide every-

thing to its fulfilment.

It is doubtless with these ideas that the children are brought up,

who are playing at baking and feasting on bread in the upper part of

the picture. Pray do not disturb them in their ingenious, charming

play, but rather avoid noticing it, if you cannot identify yourself with

the deep charm that underlies it. It is no drawing down of the

sacred into outer life
; no, this is the germ which gives the outside

actions of life the inner meaning and higher consecration which life

so much needs. For how is your child to cultivate innocently in

himself, now and all through life, a lively feeling of what is holy, if

you will not grant that it takes form for him in all its purity even in

his innocent games ? But it must be done, in this very innocence,
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furnishes increasingly the nourishment that becomes necessary for

this development ;
and when the damp autumn and frosty winter

come, the little birds are strong enough to seek for their own food

during those seasons, and either to bear or fly from the cold. Con-

sider, too, the Place where the nest is. It is just where the old birds

find the most food to satisfy their love of their young, and to quiet

their hunger. Near human dwellings, there are so many insects, flies,

gnats and spiders; yonder on one of the houses you seethe sparrow's

nest between two of the rafters, and on the other house the swallow's

nest
;

in the hedge, which is so rich in insects, the robin's nest

and the hedge-sparrow's. The titmouse builds in hollow trees

where there are plenty of worms
;

the stork near a spot where

frogs abound. The peculiar Style of building each nest is just as

important as the Time and Place. The finch's nest, between the

branches of the apple tree, is scarcely to be distinguished from its

bark. The nest of the long-tailed titmouse is like a bundle of moss,
in order that this appearance may turn aside danger so far as possible.

But the child's sympathy is roused by the young creatures' necessities,

more than by anything else, and among these chiefly by their naked-

ness and softness. It seems to the child that all nature comes forth

lovingly in the wish to feed and shelter them.
"
Mother, mother, only see the nest full of little birds, which these

children have found here
;
but it is a good thing the children have

come, for the little birds were really so lonely ;
their parents had

actually left them. I am so sorry for the poor little things."
" You are mistaken, child; their mother has only gone to find some

seeds and gnats and worms to feed her little children, and she will soon

come back. And see, there is their father ! He seems sitting quite

quietly on the bough of the tree. See how steadily he is looking

down that his litde children may get no harm from the strange

visitors. Only look up here
;

the father is sitting quite close to the

nest, like a careful watchman, and the little mother is coming back

cheerily with food. But all the time the mother had flown away to

seek food, and the father was keeping watch, the kind Avarm sun

peeped into the nest and took care of the little ones like the mother

herself Just see how comfortable the young ones are, and the bird-

mother whom you do not see on the other nest and whom the little

birds cannot see either, is thinking all the time of her little children,

and as she flies she says :

"
If I could find a little fly

For my chicks in their nest close by,

It would be nice ; and you would see

How very happy they would be."
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"
Sometimes, Baby, I am like the bird-mother.

"
I cannot always be close by,

But you must not begin to cry ;

Vou're always mine ; in all I do,

My little one, I think of you.
Hut you are not alone, you know.

The heavenly Father's sunny glow
Krom my dear child will never go ;

It comes to seek you everywhere ;

If you would see it, take good care."

" A crying child the sunlight does not love at all,

But it will help you play, althougli you are so small.

And this is why it longs to find you here below."

" O mother, mother ! we do love you so.

There's nothing dearer than your love, we know.
"

t '•<<

The Flower Basket.

(Picture 12.)

THE position of the hand is clear from the drawing. The little

finger of the right hand is laid upon the first finger of the left.

The finger-tips of the right hand rest in the angle between the thumb

and the first finger of the left, so that both palms form a half-round

hollow, and the tips of both thumbs move outwards. The first part

of this can, however, be reversed
;
but the thumb-tips are in both

cases turned outwards. If the basket be represented in both the

ways here described, it will assist the formation of the hands and

contribute to their being able to be bent skilfully, which is the chief

object here in view.

The inner meaning of this game is what has been already pointed

out, with regard to the former one. It is to lead the child early to

notice tenderly and cherish thoughtfully the all-sided bond that,

invisible though it is, can be felt, and is inner and mental—that is to

say, the bond whereby humanity's life is bound up together ; and the

life of a child and of the family afford the first opportunity for doing
this.

"
Why are the children taking so much trouble and pains to

collect the beautiful flowers, there, in that pretty basket
;
and why is

their mother actually cutting the beautiful lilies?'

Do you know what I think, my child ?
"

It must be their dear

father's birthday." Yes, that is just it. See, yonder sits their father

in the summer-house on the hill in the garden. If I can see rightly,

he has a pencil in his hand, and he must be drawing a picture for his

dear children, so that his birthday may be a day of joy for them as
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well as for himself. Perhaps the picture is about the bright early

morning, and the beautiful sun rising so quietly,
—a picture of the

beginning of his own earlier life and their present one.

See, child, the younger sister seems to have some idea of this.

She cannot wait until the others have done decorating the larger
basket with flowers. She runs to her father in the summer-house
with her small basket. "

There, Father dear," she is saying,
" there

are some flowers for you on your birthday ;
do you like them ? But

mother and sister and brother will soon bring more, some really

beautiful ones."
"
Why, my darling child," says Father, "your little flowers are quite

beautiful enough
—

they are so fresh and pure ; everything, every-

thing will make me glad to-day."

"Do you see, child," he means to say, "the sun is shining in such a

friendly way, the sky is so clear, the air is so soft, the trees are so

green, the birds are so merry and sing so beautifully, the field is

covered with flowers and bright with dew,"—can you see over there

where the father is looking ? and see, the old castle is shining up
there in the wood, as though it wanted to look down and say,

" Good-

morning
"
kindly. This is what the father means

;
all this is what

makes him glad.
"
But," the father says to his child,

"
All this would give me

scarcely any pleasure if I had no dear little daughter, and if she had
no sister and no little brother."

" 'And no dear, kind mother,'— the father is sure to say that, too,

Mother!"

"Yes, of course he is saying that too
;
for he knows very well that

mother and children all love him so much."
" But do you know, my dear little daughter," the father goes on

saying to the child, "to whom I owe all these good things?" "To
himself," the child is sure to be thinking; "because Father is so

good." But the father says,
" To Him who gave me life, to Him who

gave and gives all life, to the Giver of all the life there is—God; to the

Father of all things around us;— it is to Him I owe all the good
things I have to-day. When mother and sister and brother come,
we will all join in thanking Him.

"
Just as the birds all thankful sing,

As larks poise high on fluttering wing,
As swallows praise Him in their flight,

And flowers bloom towards the light ;

And, in the lovely early dawn
A happy smile is on the lawn,
All things with a shout and song
Give forth thanks most glad and strong."
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" So we will thank Him too," says the father to his little daughter,
"
Mother, when is our father's birthday ?

" Then in my little basket I will bring

Some of the sweetest flowers I can find.

He's sure to like it—such a pretty thing
—

Flowers are like dear father, sweet and kind."

T

The Pigeon-House.

A GAME TO EXERCISE ARMS, HANDS AND FINGERS.

(Picture 13.)

HE position of the hands can be learnt with tolerable clearness

from the hands in the drawing, though they may be some-

what too masculine. The left arm of the picture, your own, as you
would see it in a looking-glass, is almost vertical, and represents the

post or pillar ;
and the pigeon-house itself resting thereon is formed

by the hands being joined in a shape one might almost call rectan-

gular ;
at any rate, it is four-cornered, rather than round. The four

free fingers of the right hand can move freely, and show, as they

open and shut, that the pigeon-house has a door; and by their

various other movements, they represent the pigeons.

In order to improve both arms equally, etc., the right arm can form

the pole of the pigeon-house, and the fingers of the left hand can

form the pigeons, and then again the door of the pigeon-house.

This little game gives great pleasure to children, who have grown
old enough for it, whether it be done to amuse them or be imitated

by them. For the observation of active life and especially of life in

nature, and mo'.ing about more or less freely out of doors, or at least

the being ?.ble to take in long draughts of fresh, pure air in open

country,
—all this a child early longs for, as a means for developing

and strengthening his life, and he longs for it all with distinct ex-

pression of longing and joy.

Mother, nurse of childhood I secure it for him whenever you can;

only do not stop short there. Consider that your child's mind,

tjiough at present quite unconsciously, is seeking in what appears

and passes by, something that remains and is firm
;

it seeks always

some inner thing in what is outer—in every special, the deeper

general jirinciple that lies there; in every detail and isolated thing

some union
;

—
finally, although, as we said, he be quite unconscious

of it, he as a human being, a child of humanity, a 5i>ark of the one

thing, God, is seeking this one thing, that is in itself unity,
—he is
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seeking God. Take care, therefore, of this dim notion, wherever you

possibly can, so that, as a feeUng that takes hold of him, even

although it be in itself a feeling he cannot as yet grasp, it may
become more and more lively,

—may become an increasingly earnest

perception of his moral nature. Mother, and you who take her place,

do not say : It is much too early to do this in my little child ! Too

early? Do you know when, where and how your child's intellectual

development begins ? where and Avhen is the boundary of existence

that has not begun, and of its actual beginning, and how this

boundary manifests itself? In God's world, just because it is God's

and came through Him, something is steadily expressed, and it is

an unbroken progressive development in and through all things.

Take care to foster this within yourself, so that it may be true of you :

" What within your heart you bear

Shows in action everywhere."

It is not the when ; it is not the time for doing it that comes too

early, but only, alas ! too often the Jiow^ the style and manner of it.

Your child will learn to toddle before he learns to walk
;
he tries

to stand before he makes an effort to step forwards; he tries to

strengthen and develope his legs and his whole body before he is

willing to stand on his legs and takes pleasure in so doing. If you

make your child, just because he has legs, stand and walk all at once,

you will make him have weak bow-legs. Now, Mother, in the

development of the body, the law of the intellect is also expressed.

If you come up with help too late, your child is awkward and clumsy

in body and mind
;

if you come too soon—alas, we meet with

only too many people who from this cause wander about with weak,

bow-legged dispositions, just as children do with weak bow-legs.

O Mother, Mother ! and all you who take her place, do not forget

this; rear your child in harmony with life's inter-dependence and

according to its simple laws. That you may not forget this, add

these words by Avay of remembrance and proverb :

' ' Life must become a whole

For my child's little soul.

Fulfil this aim on earth,

And you gain life's true worth."

But Ave will not forget our pigeon-house and the law of life which

it so simply expresses. This law seems to live in the hearts of the

mother with the baby on her arm, and of all the rest here in the pic-

ture. The little, fresh, healthy baby, who is therefore so well able

to rest safely and prettily in his mother's arms, does not take his eyes

off the three pigeons at his feet. It seems as though he wanted to

catch them with his eye and take them home.
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The boy in front of the mother stands as though enchanted
; he is

observing the little titmouse up there; she is where the hollow twig
has been cut away, and she wants to slip into that hole, where her little

ones are
; only just now, in order not to betray both nest and young

ones, she is sitting with her face turned the other way, as though she

had no concern with them whatever. He is so interested in it that

he forgets the apple in his hand and he is nearly dropping it.

"
Mother, stop," he says so gently that you can scarcely hear him,

lest he should quite startle the little bird; "look there, on the place

where the bough has been cut away, where the hole is." The

mother, sharing his feeling, walks more gently, and also turns her

glance upon the anxious little creature.

The two children who are returning home must have noticed

something of real importance to their own lives during their walk out

of doors
;
for they come walking this way quite full of their own talk

about it.

" Now tell me, my dear boy," says the mother yonder on the right

to her child, "where have you been ?"
" In the yard, in the garden, in the field, in the meadow, at the

pond and by the brook."
" And what beautiful things did my child see there?"
" The doves, the hens, etc. ;

the geese and ducks, etc.
; and

swallows and sparrows, etc.
;
and larks and finches, etc.

;
and ravens

and magpies, water-wagtails and titmice
;
and bees and beetles,

butterflies and humble-bees,"

"And where did you see the little pigeons and the hens?"
" In the yard, Mother

; they were picking up the grains of corn and

eating them. The little chickens could run so fast when they found

anything, or when the cock called them, because he had found some-

thing for them. But the pigeons could not run so fast, nor the

ravens which I saw in the field. A raven ran almost as a pigeon

runs, and one black pigeon ran so that I thought it was a raven.

But the ravens and magpies could hop, and you will never believe

how the water-wagtails and sparrows can too
;

it is such fun to see

them hop about on their stiff little legs. O Mother ! you must go
with us that I may show you them, and the geese and ducks too,

how they swim in the water and dive. But only think ! they could

fly too. They flew straight over my head, away to the pond ;
I was

so frightened."
"
Look, my child, geese and ducks are birds too

; just as doves

and hens, swallows and sparrows, larks and finches, are all

birds."

"Mother, are the pigeons and hens really birds, then?"
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" Have they no feathers, child
;
have they no wings ? Haven't they

got two legs, just as all birds have?"
" But the pigeons live in their pigeon-holes, in the pigeon-house,

and the chickens don't fly."
"

It is only that they have rather forgotten how to fly, because they

use their power of flying so little
;

if people don't want to forget a

thing, they must practise it
;
the sparrows and swallows are certainly

birds too, and they, too, live in houses and under the roof."

"
Mother, are the bees and butterflies and beetles, birds too

;
for

they have wings and can fly much higher than the ducks and hens

can?"

"Look, they have no feathers, and they build no little nests, and

there are many things which they have not and which birds have.

They are animals, it is true, like the birds and others
;
because they

move as they like, but they have something which birds do not

possess. Just look at that beetle over there, and this fly here. See,

they have a notch here and another there. These notches are

called sections
;
and the creatures themselves are called insects."

"
Mother, you must come a walk with us out of doors

;
then it will

be much nicer."

" My child, I cannot. I must make your little clothes, and cook

something to eat, and keep all the house in order. Look, how every-

thing is in such beautiful order out of doors; everything is in its

place, everybody does his duty so w^ell and so happily, you see, that

it seems to me when I look at it as if I heard the dear God who

made it all say to me :

' Wife and Mother, in your little house, too,

everything must be orderly ; everybody must do his duty and receive

what he ought to have, at the right time.' And there are many other

things He says to me :

'

Everybody must do the right thing in his

own position ;
now your child can still go running about, that

he may exercise his strength as the little bird does
;
but later he

must stay in one place as an apple tree does, that he may yield as

good fruit as this one yields.' You see, my child, I cannot go a walk

with you ;
I must stay in the house as the tree stays in its place ;

but

be sure you notice everything you see, and tell me about it when

you come home."
"
Mother, to-morrow I will go out again, and then I shall have

some more to tell you ;
and then you, too, wall let me see and hear

everything that the dear God is saying outside, just as you have done

now."

Postscript :—Teaching and learning go on all through man's life.

Even the oldest teacher has something to learn, and the oldest

educator must let himself be taught,
—the latter especially not by
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men alone, but by everything around him, and even by the animals.

This is just what happened to me with regard to the pigeons.

While paying a round of visits, I went to stay with a great fancier

of pigeons ; my room at his house was close to them.

I could hear them talking together very often, and particularly

when they had just returned home. This is what led to the com-

pletion of my pigeon song for my little ones.

" And when they get home you will hear them all say,

How delightful it was out of doors to-day.

Kurroo, Kukkoo, Kurroo."

But the children were very pleased to think that the little pigeons,

too, were telling the story of their flight here and there, and they
were the more delighted to do likewise.

Mother, your efiective story will hold up a looking-glass to your

child, and especially if you tell it at the right time.

The Thumb a Plum.

(Picture 14.)

EVERYBODY
knows how to count on the fingers and how to

hold the hand while so doing. No further remarks on it are

necessary ;
and moreover the picture shows clearly the position the

hand should be in. But a few words may be said upon how to

understand this little game.
I had got to know many counting-games which were popular

among the people, among children, in families and nurseries. These

games generally begin, "This is the thumb," or "The little thumb."

I thought some were too empty and silly, and some said a great deal

that I would not willingly have said to children.

Yet the counting-games themselves seemed to me important in

many ways, as I hope will appear from comparing the way I have

dealt with them, and, above all, as the mottoes about them are

meant to point out. I even wished to keep the sound of the well-

known popular words, at least in the opening words, and thus the

first of these little songs came to be made. This little play-song

ought to show children, while looking at their fingers, how the names

of the fingers arose: Index-^r\<g<tx (called in some places Beckoning-

finger), Middk-?\x\gQx, Ring or Gold-finger, and Z/V/'/.f-finger. This

is not so necessary with the Thumb, which no doubt takes its name
from dam, because it seems to form a dam or barrier.
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I consider it very important, with a view to the awakening power
of comparison, and a general early observation of the connection

between word and thing, to make a child early notice connections

that lie so near him as this lies. It keeps vacuity at a distance and

stirs intelligent reflection.

The artist has intentionally drawn, as a woman's, the fingers of the

left hand, which lies nearer the heart as being the seat of the dispo-

sition, and as a man's the fingers of the right, or stronger hand. If I

see and understand him rightly, he has put many other things beside

this in his picture, in order to explain the high meaning of higher

concord and peaceful co-operation, even amid greater diversity, such

as may be found in the family and other like groups of life, and such

as the little song points to.

"What is the mother doing here with her little girl in her arms?"
" She is teaching her to know and exercise her little fingers, so as

to be able to use them well when she is old enough, like the two

girls there below, who are sewing and spinning so diligently and

carefully; or like the two children there in the garden, who are

planting a flower; and like the boy who is cUmbing so sturdily up the

tree, in order to gather them some plums as kind presents."
"
Mother, may I cUmb up a tree too?"

" Yes ; when you can balance yourself firmly enough."

Bend your Head, Thumb !

(Picture 15.)

THE
outside of this little game is very clearly expressed by the

drawing of the two hands and the song accompanying it
;
so

is the inner part of the game by the motto. Thus there really remains

little to say about the whole.

There is a more general complaint than there used to be that

children use their limbs improperly, so as to please sensual feeling,

wound the child's delicacy, and injure the purity of his disposition.

And alas, alas, the most superficial observation of children, and of

their condition of Body and Mind,, cannot but show that this

complaint is not only not unfounded, but must sadly enough be

considered to have only too broad a foundation. What must we do

in order to prevent, or even if possible entirely uproot, this evil which

has stretched out with such a firm grip, and like an insidious epidemic

poisons all that is noblest in a child, and affects him thus even when

he is older?
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There is only one means
; but, rejoice, all you who are friends of

childhood and humanity, it is a thorough remedy. It lies, before all

else, in such activity and employment as is suitable and lasting, and

lays claim upon the child's entire being, Body and Soul, Feeling and

Thought
It lies, first of all, in training and exercising his limbs so as to lead

up to such activity, and in the endeavour to keep off, while using

them, all vacuity as well as all sensual charm
;
and therefore consists

especially in linking with this exercise whatever may lead to his

observing the inner nature of all that lies open to him.

The games here laid down for limbs and senses should lead to this

end as to one of the most essential of their purposes.

Grandmother and Mother kind and dear (the family).

(Picture i6.)

IF
there be anything that needs the most thoughtful observation,

the most correct grasp, and the most anxious cultivation pos-

sible, it is human Family-life, and everything which is at all like it

in nature. Family-life, Family-life, how overwhelmingly important

you are in these three aspects ! How can I possibly compress into

this narrow space a picture of your being and of its demands ? You
are the sanctuar>' of humanity, you are the most holy thing there is,

in the care of all that is divine. Family, family
—let us speak it out

openly and without circumlocution—you are more than School and

Church, and therefore more than all else that necessity may have

called into being for the protection of right and property; for, Family,
where you do not bring the spirit of Intelligence and Morality, of

Observation and Reflection, into school-hfe, it is, no matter how full

it may be, empty as an addle egg, which indeed contains the external

part of nourishing material, but out of which no free life will ever

develope anew. Family 1 without you, what are Altar and Church ?

What are they when you do not consecrate them, and raise Soul,

Heart, Disposition and Mind, Idea and Thought, Action and Life,

in all your members, to the Altar and Temple of the one living God,
to the awed understanding of all His manifestations, and to the

carrj-ing out their demands? What are Institutions, defensive and

offensive, for Truth and Right ? He would be defying them, whose
own family was not sanctified.

Therefore, Mother, in the smallest finger-game, teach your child

some notion as to the nature of a whole, and especially of the
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family-whole, and if possible teach him to know it. By so doing

you will have laid the firmest foundation for his own life as a whole.

Where wholeness is, there is life, or, at least, the germ of life
; where

division is, even though it be only halfness, there is death, or at least

the germ of death.

The relation between Grandfather, Grandmother, Father, Mother

and Child (with regard to the first grandchildren) is an especially

remarkable one for the family, and deserves special notice. In the

relation of his parents to his grandparents, the child sees himself as

thougli in a looking-glass; for just as he, a child, stands to his parents,

so they stand to his grandparents. The parents, on the other hand,
see themselves in relation to the child, just as they see its grand-

parents in relation to themselves. This manifold double relation,

which is here expressed in the number five, is certainly, wherever it

exists, of the highest importance for a child's life and development.
This importance, and the way in which the Family points to it, was

certainly in the artist's mind when he gave us general examples of a

Life-whole with five links, and carried out the idea even in the forms

of flowers.

In this last detail an idea seems to have occurred to him that we
think it worth while to notice : How all kernel and stone fruit-trees,

and all plants which belong to this family, express the number five

in their blossoms, as though the special enjoyableness of these fruits

lay in their law of the number five running through them.

Thumb! I say "One" to You.

(Picture 17.)

I
LAY the thumb in its natural j)osition, the nail turned some-

what upwards upon the first finger; while counting and naming
each of the following fingers, I lay the finger I name stretched out

on the palm, but so that (as the drawing shows) the two joints of the

fingers arc not drawn across the tip of the thumb. And now the fist

forms a beautiful whole, where the child can think that while he sings

the song, he measures off in each finger a little child, and in each

finger-nail a child's face. This is the view the artist has taken of the

hand, or rather of the children who are to be represented by it.

Rest, sleep, is Avhat the whole picture expresses. The poppies are

sleeping ;
so are the five birds in the tree. But it is only slumbering

life that is at rest in sleep, just as in number and counting there

slumbers a higher meaning and importance for life. What would a
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poem be without Number, Measure and Counting—that is to say,

without the feeling of measurement and counting in the poet?

What would the most beautiful music be, or the noblest oratorio,

without Number and the correct sense of counting
—without the right

even though unconscious feeling of counting in those who are per-

forming the music ?

If you miscalculate in any given day or hour, what harm it may do

your whole life ! Perhaps never again, or only by parsimony, and

at any rate al\va)s by sacrifice, be it but of some lesser thing, will you

be able to repair the loss.

The child seems to have some notion of this too
;

for who does

not know how he likes counting, and Avhat an important part his so-

called
"
counting out

"
has in his later life of youth and play ? This is

why we must early seek to give true meaning to his counting, and

the delight he takes in it, and to get him to find and grasp them,

more especially in natural objects, in their manifestations of number

and form.

The Finger Piano.

(Picture i8.)

THE fingers of the Nurse's left hand—best of all, your own,

dear Mother, or later on your darling's
—lie somewhat hori-

zontally as piano-keys lie, so that the knuckles form almost a right

angle, and the fingers gain in that way a certain amount of speed.

The fingers of the right hand press down the fingers of the left as

though playing on a piano.

What was brought forward with regard to the preceding game

comes into the immediate practice of child life in this one, by the

simplest and earliest step possible : the importance and meaning

of counting in Melody and Song, and in a double relation as a

measure of Number, and of Height and Depth; in the one case as

ordering the tune, in the other as ordering the law of motion, and above

all, that organisation of motion which is called Measure. But you

know that just as knowledge of the law of motion is important for

life, so, too, is order in motion. A man who shows this in all his

affairs is one whom we call a man of tact, of just, refined tact. Do

you really wish, careful Mother, to neglect, in your earliest nurture of

your child, nothing that could contribute later on to form a man of

tact, and meanwhile a child of just and refined tact ? Then early

educate your child for Song, and you will see what a great treasure you

will awaken in him thereby, and will give into his own possession.
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For this purpose you receive in this little game, as an additional gift,

the means for improving song, or at any rate for truly ennobling
it. A German lady, who is a teacher, fmds fault with us Germans,

particularly as compared with Italians, for our ill-trained sense of

hearing, and especially our untrained vocal organs, and considers it

as all due to our having no suitable early, or adequate later, training
of our little children in song ;

in a word, that it is due to the great

lack of true and free song in our world of childhood and youth.
But a still higher thing is the training of inner tone and song,

whereby the human being's inner ear perceives sweet harmony—even

where the outer ear hears nothing, whereby the inner ear can hear

proportion as well as discord which the outer eye only sees.

Hence it is so very important to rouse at least the germs of all this

early in a human being. If they do not develope and take shape as

independent formations in life, they at least teach how to understand

and recognise those of other people. This is life-gain enough. It

makes a person's own life richer—richer by the lives of others
;
and

oh, let us hold this firmly in view for our darlings, even though it

be too late for ourselves. And where and how could our earthly

life be long enough to form our being with equal perfection in its all-

sidedness and depth ? We can only do it by knowing and respect-

fully recognising .in the mirror of others' lives what we would like to

form and carry out ourselves. And this is what should be, for it is

by means of knowledge, regard for and respectful recognition of

others, that the whole of humanity ought to represent the whole of a

God-like, harmonious human being.

Shall I say one word more about the charming little picture itself?'

You, thoughtful Mother, will no doubt make your darling hear all the

sweet things that he sees in the picture. The whole picture is,

indeed, nothing but music. What object is there in it that gives

forth no tone or which is not listening to sounds ? The ears of corn

and their blades are softly singing the song with the singer ;
and the

lark in their midst is listening to it
;
the scent of the pale pink

convolvulus is sweeter to the bee
;
and the wings of bee and lark are

trembling with joy as they whirr an accompaniment. The many-
coloured little bird up there in the bushy green tree has seated

himself right over the source and stream of the sounds, that he may
not lose one sweet wave. The canary in the cage strikes and flutters

so loudly from time to time as though to say,
"
Recognise the great

Creator's might, even in small things." But how sweet the gentle

play of those two little sisters sounds
;
neither knows anything of

the other, but both are absorbed in the harmonies of their little song.

This is what I call harmony in life. The artist could not have
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represented it more beautifully. The two little birds above the boy's

head have come as near as possible, so as to hear well, but the old

music master (the lark) near the boy cannot—as you may easily hear

—
help twittering the melody softly with them, and making the

beautiful law of movement visible by his wings. Even the hard-

eared beetle forsakes the leaf that he was nibbling, that he may draw

nearer to the musicians. This I call music. The colours say, "Then

we will certainly not stay at home, either." And what form is there

which in listening to the sounds would not glow into colour ? The

ears of corn and their stalks paint themselves with gold ;
the lark

grows earth-tinted, that ensnaring nets may not catch the singer of

the air in earth's sheltering furrow. The faithful cornflower grows

blue, and brown the home-loving bee. But above all, the cheeks of

the dear children grow rosy, the boy's curly hair seems brown, and

the blue-eyed girl's seems flaxen. Round them all is the ethereal

bluish veil, from which the foliage drinks long draughts of blue,

against the golden sunlight, that the green of hope may dress the

children of earth. The beetle drones,
" And you colours, will yon

forget me and my palette-like back?" And, a many-coloured

mi.xture, as though they had met on a painter's palette the colours

flew off to the beetle's broad back.

The Happy Brothers and Sisters.

(PiCTURK 19.)

THE
position of the hand in this little song is very simple. The

drawing in the picture quite represents it. It only remains

to note that the closing of the fingers upon each other should take:

place slowly and gradually, according to the meaning and progress of

the song.

The care of the life of a child's inner and highest feeling, disposi-

tion and ideas belongs certainly to the most delicate, and yet to the

most important and difficult part of childhood nurture. From it

springs all and developes all that is highest and holiest in the life of

the individual and the race, and ultimately all religious life that is at

one with God in disposition, thought and deed.

When and where does it begin ? we have already asked ourselves. It

is with it as with the germs of plants and seeds in spring : they are

there long before they are visible outwardly ;
what is true in this case

•s true of the stars
;
and they

—so the astronomers tell us—are shining
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in heavenly space long before their rays fall upon our eyes. So we

do not know when and where this development, that is religious and

uniting with Clod, begins in a human being. If we begin cultivating

it too soon, we make the same mistake as we should by exposing

seeds too soon, or too much, to the developing sunlight or nourishing

dampness. Both would at any rate injure the tender germ. If we

begin too late and too feebly, we are met by the same result.

What is to be done, then ? How does inner religious life show

itself? Or, with what outer appearance, at least, do we connect the

existence of religious life
; nay, with what outer signs, the very

awakening, development, the highest outer impression, of the most

inner religious life ?

Do we not connect the expression of all this with laying and

folding the hands together ? But what sort of connection is there

between this laying and folding the hands together, their taking up
this occasional position, and our inner religious life ?

How can there be any necessary connection between such an

occasional outside thing, and what is inner, nay, innermost and

deepest in man ?

For the connection must be a necessary one
;
and if this be so

then they must have something that is essentially the same, and

common to both. Is it possible this can be the case where such

an outward matter as folding the hands, and such a very inner one

as the condition of soul, disposition and mind, of which we were

speaking, are concerned ?

And if it were the case, what could they have in common ? It is

colledio// that they have in common. The folding and laying

together of the hands, in whatever of tlie most various forms it may
be, is by no means accidental. In fact, so far as space and matter

go, its foundation lies deep in human nature, as an outward human

expression for inner, collected force.

This might be shown even more amply and deeply, but it would be

out of jjlace here. Let it be enough to say, that folding the hands i.s

no accidental expression of tlie deepest and most inward (religious)

gathering together of the life and character.

We have thus a fixed expression for the outward appearance of

gathering together the innermost forces of life (at what stage of

strength and growth does not matter), and this gives us a point

to which we can link their culture and further awakening. For

who has not noticed that the dear little angel-children, when they

reach a certain stage of development, like laying their small hands

together and folding them, and always at times when in other vs-ays

the whole expression of their life is one of being inwardly collected?
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Nor is it possible to do any harm by tenderly cherishing this inner

gathering of life
;

for all strengthening and all development need an

inner assembling of life, and it, in its turn, needs them.

Now it is with this conviction that this little child's song and its

motto connect themselves. For it is natural that you, as a high-

minded Mother, should have within yourself that collected dis-

position, and should hold and cherish it as sacred, which you make
a duty of cherishing in your child. The path has already been

prepared for regarding the fingers as children, and even as brothers

and sisters; and it has in the same way been already shown, that

children prefer looking at their own life, even the innermost life of

their own character, in the looking-glass of a stranger's life, and regard
this as a gain to them and by no means as hurtful.

And so, Mother, let your darling, when he is old enough, look a

long time in silence at the sweet expression of the warm-hearted

children and their gentle-hearted Mother.

The Children on the Tower.

(Picture 20.)

A S the Motto of this Game says, it is the groupmg of all the

±\. preceding Hand-and-Finger Games—ways of combining and

holding the Hands, beginning from Pat-a-cake
; only the Hands are

apart to begin with, and are kept apart until the words,
" See them

meeting," and then, for the first time, they claj) together. All fur-

ther positions of the Hands arise easily out of the Song and the

preceding one. The drawing on the left shows how to hold the

Fingers when the Grandmothers go into Church
;
the drawing on the

right shows how they all give praise and thanks; and the praying,

folded i^osition of the Hands is well known ; nevertheless, the

drawing in front of us shows it.

The four ingenious groupings explain themselves as easily as

you will explain them to your questioning Children. Below, on

the left, is the Finger-visit, led by the two little Grandmothers.

In the second Picture below, on the right, the Children are telling

each other about the Basket, the Nest, the Egg, the Pigeon-house,
the Wooden Boll, and the coloured Balls

;
the two Grandmothers

enjoy looking down at the Children's happy play. The third Picture

shows the two Grandmothers going into Church, and the Children

walking up on the Tower. The fourth Picture above, on the right,

shows the Tower which has fallen in, and the thankful coming-out
i6q
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of those who are saved. Every further remark and way of using the

whole for cultivating your Child's inner life, will seem to you, as a

thoughtful Mother, to lie so r.lose to what I have said, that an ampler
discussion of it would certainly be only cramping to you.

T
The Child and the Moon.

(Picture 21.)

HERE is scarcely anything to be said about this. What
Mother or Nurse does not know a Child's strong wish to see

the Moon, and how often this sight makes all pain to be forgotten ?

This is the expression of that tendency of our character in later life

to look at higher light, and hfe led in it and flooded by it, which

makes us, too, forget all earthly pain. Now this little Song ought
to give you, thoughtful Nurse, only a small contribution to the right

method of early observing that tendency in your Child, and early

culturing it as his needs may require ;
for it is surely full of meaning.

The Little Boy and the Moon.

(Picture 22.)

THE simple story which is so simply told in the Song is from

the real life of a boy at this age. The aim of the Motto,

Mother, is to show you the higher symbolical meaning of this pheno-
menon which recurs so often in Child-life, and in Boy-Hfe especially.

One remark presses itself upon us with regard to it : we ought to culti-

vate intelligently Children's observation of, and pleasure in, the

Moon, and in the Sky at night, and the Stars. We ought to cultivate

all this far more than we do, and not let Children's contemplation of

the Moon and Sky sink at once into the formlessness and, as it were,

emptiness of mere wonder. We ought to use this contemplation
most carefully, in order to^ excite, for one thing, a correct way of

looking at and understanding the Moon and the starry Sky ;
as. for

instance, the Moon's spherical form, often so clearly to be seen, and

its apparent swimming in ether
; but, for another thing, to lead the

Child early upwards to feeling, as he looks at the starry sky, the

Being of its Creator—to realize and to read it^to make it so that it

can be grasped and read at an age when the Child is so ready to see

the inner uniting Eife in the outward appearance, as, however, the

next Picture expresses very clearly.
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^Vhen a Child first sees and contemplates natural objects whose

being he is still unable to grasp, he believingly accepts true as well

as talse explanations from grown-up people, and he finds both equally

easy and equally difficult whenever he tries to grasj) one or the other,

if on any occasion both relate to the way to look at any given object.

And so, no doubt, to begin with, a Child is not helped in his view

and grasp whether he be taught to know the Moon as a man or as

a beautiful bright swimming ball
;
whether the stars be pointed out to

him as golden pins or burning lights, or as sparkling suns which look

so small because they are so for off. But while the first explanation

is, in spite of its apparent liveliness, a dead one, the latter bears

within it the foundation of a living further development that may
lead to inner and more thorough insight. Why should we make
the latter unapproachable by the Child, or even deprive him of it ?

Truth never injures, but error always does, even when it leads later

on to Truth.

The Little Girl and the Stars.

(Picture 23.)

THIS
Picture and Song grew out of almost the same occurrence

as the preceding ;
but here it concerns a Girl and two Stars.

It was the two Planets which at times shine together in the evening or

night sky, and just then were standing close to each other. Who does

not know the tendency
—

nay, even the need—Children have of seeing
some human relation in all things ? But that remark of the Child's

was most striking to all who were looking on, because nobody could

account for her having got hold of this connection of ideas and

comparison of things. This much is certain, that it strengthens
the character and life of Children to cherish that tendency as long
and as slowly as possible ;

so that the feeling may strengthen and

unfold in them what the Motto expressed :

"
It is one Spirit which

lives there and works in all."

The Light-Bird on the Wall.

(Picture 24.)

A HUMAN being is a Whole, inner and unbroken, although
linked within itself. A Child, therefore, perceives earliest

and at first by this Wholeness and Undetailedness of his being
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before he comes out of himself enough to notice what is detailed

and asunder. It is, moreover, of the highest importance for the

Child's whole life, for his inner and outward development, that he

should grow thoroughly firm in this grasp and view of the Oneness

and Wholeness of life—that it should become a really living truth

to him before he steps down into the observing and cherishing of

what is special and detailed. A Child's life shows this, and wants to

show it.

Limbs and senses seem to have very different provinces of activity,

and so they have
; yet so deep-seated is their linked interchange that

neither of them fails to react upon the other, especially during the

earliest development. And no Games for the limbs have presented

themselves to us, not even the
"
Kicking Song," which have not also

made demands upon the sense of Sight ;
and similarly, in the Boy's

wish to go to the Moon, we could not but remark how excitingly the

sense of Sight reacts upon the activity of the body and limbs; and

further, that the Child needs the sense of Hearing directly the sense

of Sight is stirred, and even demands it, you, as a thoughtful and

carefully observant Mother, will see to be true from noticing how

differently everything affects your darling Child when and while you

accompany it with words and sound, and when you take it in hand

without sound or words
;
and how, in a way suited to your Child,

you, true to your Mother-wit and feeling, at once, and without reflect-

ing or doubting about it for a moment, link with words all that you

see with him, and clothe these words again in special and striking

intonation. But here also, at any rate to begin with, it is the sense

of Sight which seems to be the means of connecting the grasp of

words and sound with the awakening development and improvement
of the sense of Hearing. This inborn oneness of the senses, and

their not being as links, is sure to have occurred to you earlier,

Mother, from seeing that your Child at first lifts to his mouth what-

ever he feels with his Hands and sees
;
but that very soon the sense of

Sight, of seeing things, steps forward to test and order these as well

as all other perceptions of the senses
;
that in the sense of Sight it is

the soul most especially, the peculiar seeing part of man's being, or

rather of his being as a seeing creature and a soul, which lies open
before you. Hence it is you say,

"
Through your dear eyes. Child, I

can look into your soul." And we speak of ' an eye full of soul
'

just

as in another sense, and wdth a higher, more intellectual meaning, we

speak of a ' sound view
;

'

of a healthy eye and sense, for what is

highest and most important in the Child's life.

We expect a Child to make use of this sense from the very first :

''O Child, do look in front of you!"
"
Now, do look about you. Child!"
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and we complain if he fails to make use of it.
" Vou neither

see nor hear, my Child." When you .say that you directly express

how highly important for your Child's outer and inner well-l)eing it is

that their sense of Sight, the power of seeing, should be improved,
—

how it is beyond all question the true centre of his soul's growth, as

well as the source and point where all formation of his Mind and

Life begins.

See, dear Mother, how with mutual understanding and clearness

we have really hit upon the centre and starting-point of all your care

for your dearly-loved Child ;
which we wish to dedicate to him by

means of these
" Mother's Songs, Games and Stories." ^\'e wish to

raise him to the undistorted, unclouded development, to the undis-

turbed use of all the activities of his soul, as a thing one within itself.

AVe wish to make your dear Child Secini^
—in the most all-sided and

highest sense of the word—Seeing and Feeling. We wish to do this

without injuring the Oneness and Unity of his being, without disturb-

ing the healthiness of his life, without chilling the warmth of his Feeling:

but, on the contrar}-, keeping firm hold over his health and warmth of

life by concentrating it, and by making it aware of itself through

Feeling. For Seeing, collected and consequently All-seeing,
—

seeing

with warmth (that is to say in and through love), is the highest quality

of being, even of God, who ever sees before and for us. I hope you

will, therefore, follow me trustfully further along the path we have

trodden, but ever with a clear eye, and deeper, wider insight ;
above

all, with your whole soul
;

for this is the path which we shall walk

henceforth throughout the whole domain of childhood'.s culture,
—

simple as it is vast,
—the care and occupation of its life-tendencies,

the formation of its love of occupation.

Let us now turn to the Game itself. I have found it over and over

again in all grades of the culture that makes uj) social life, in village

and in town. It grew up beside me, it was played within the circle

of my own family, and I myself, as a boy, used often to carry it on,

for the amusement of my younger brothers and sisters.

Love for the Child produces Light in the form of the Light-bird

upon the Wall, lying as it does in shadow, by getting the reflection of

Sunlight ui)on any Mirror-like surface. It is enough to take a bit of

looking-gla.ss, or any mirror-like surface (even the surface of water in

a vessel, glass, or cup, will do), in order to make a ray of sunlight

visible, as a point of moving light by reflection on some wall, which

is opposite the Sun, though not shone upon.

Song and Motto try to explain the higher meaning of this song to

you ;
but it is certainly not the only meaning which can be found

there, any more than in any other of the ])receding or following
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Games, Songs and Mottoes. And these Songs and Mottoes are by no

means given you under the idea that they, any more than the ex-

planation given of them, must be, if not the only ones possible, at any
rate the best that could be felt, thought, expressed or roused in a

Child. For you, thoughtful Mother, everything is but an example,

given as a guiding thread to enable you to hold firm, communicate to,

and arouse in your Child whatever you yourself may feel in the

matter, or perceive and express to yourself about it.

"
Mother, what has the Boy got in his hand there?"

"
It is a small Looking-glass."

"
Why ! what does he want with it ?"

" He wants the Sun to shine upon it."

"What for?"
" In order that yonder on the wall opposite to it, a point of light, a

bright spot, may appear and please his little Brother."
" Oh yes ! I see it ;

it looks like a little Bird."
"
Look, that is how it seems to his little Brother too

;
that is why

he would like to catch it too, as though it were a little Bird."
"
Mother, give me your little Looking-glass too. I will do it as well."

" Here is a Cup for you : that will do it also
;
but you must not

break it."

"
See, Mother, I can do it too."

"
Why should you not be able to do it too ?"

"
Mother, now you do it

;
I will catch the Bird."

"
Yes, do so."

"Oh Mother! the little Light-bird won't let itself be caught;
when I think I have it under my hand, it seems over my hand

. directly."
" Yes ! the Light-bird is only bright shining, and will not let itself

be caught ; you can't catch everything."
"
Mother, you can't catch me either—do try."

" There ! I have got my little one after all
; you must run quicker,

Child."

"Just see this Girl ! how fast she draws

The paper hanging by the thread.

Pussy is thinking,
' With my claws

I'll catch it, hanging over head.'

But though she wishes it, and very hard she tries,

Her little paws are far too short to reach her prize."

"
Look, Mother, what are the Children doing?"

"
See, they want to catch Butterflies

;
the two Girls with their Net ;

this Girl with her hand, and that Girl who is on her knees with a

handkerchief; but it has got off, nevertheless."
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*' Do tell me what the Girl there, near the Wall, is doing ; she

stands so still."

"Why ! can't you see how she is raising herself, and would like to

help the Children yonder, but can't get over the Wall,— still she is

raising herself as high as ever she can."
"
But, Mother, the Boy there can get over the Wall. I wish I

could too. Why doesn't he get quite over?"
" Don't you see how he is looking up at his Brother there, who is

trying to catch the little Swallow under the roof; but it has flown

away, so that even we can't see it any more."
" There are two more little Children up there ; but they are sitting

and standing so still, I'm sure they're not trying to catch anything,

or run after it, Mother !"

" And yet, my Child, they want to keep something ; just guess

what ?"

"I can't think what it is."

"
Yonder, across the two Lakes, the Sun is going down so brightly,

they want to keep its golden rays a long while
;

will they be able to

do it, my Son?"
" What are you thinking of, Mother ? Why ! the Sun is so far off

there, behind the Hills round the Lake, and the rays are nothing

but shining, after all."

" And yet the Children can keep them."
"
Why, Mother, how can they ?

"

" Oh ! they can do it by their Eyes in their Heart. Don't you
know how Father said good-bye to you with such loving eyes and

such a kind look last time he had to go away on a journey ? Were

you not telling me about it again just lately, and so seeing it in your-

self when you asked me :

' then won't dear Father soon come back ?'
"

*'
Yes, Mother, I can see him still—dear Father !

''

" Do you see that you can see Father's Lcce and keep it too, even

though he is not here really and bodily."
"
Yes, Mother, of course I can."

The Hare.

(PlCTURK 25.)

THIS
Game, as ah exercise for Children's sense of Sight, is

known ever)where, and the Artist has succeeded so well in

representing how to carr)- it out, that there is nothing more to say

about it. Similarly it may be assumed that everybody knows the
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Game consists in a moving shadow, and can therefore be best played
in the evening by candlelight, though sunlight in early morning
or evening is also suitable. And everybody knows, too, that the

great variety of movement and position it exhibits, when skilfully

carried out, makes this Game such a favourite with little children,

and even with older ones, who can then carry it out for themselves.

Now, dear Mother, I have a firm conviction, which I will, however,

press upon you as little as upon anybody else in the World, though
it could do nobody any harm to adopt it as his own, but would do

great good to the dear children, the rising generation, and thus most

certainly to all Humanity. It is my firm conviction, I say, that

whenever you find anything that gives children lastingly and ever

freshly a joy belonging to a true pure life, a clear mind, a thoughtful
heart and a real soul—anything where Innocence and Mirth predo-
minate—you have found something which has at the bottom of it a

higher and more important meaning for a Child's life, and really

leads upwards to all that is highest.

AVhat makes the Hare appear on the ^Vall ? Clear, bright Light
shines on the white, smooth Wall. A dark, opaque object steps
between the Light and the Wall, and, being illuminated by the hght,
the delightful shape is thrown upon the flat, smooth Wall. Such is

the outward phenomenon ;
what is it, then, which seems to be

spoken through it to the Mind's inner imagination } This : the

Shapes that meet us in Life and in the World, and are dark and

often hard to pierce with light, seem to a quiet, clear character

higher Forms of life, if they are looked at in the light of God's ruling

Spirit. Thus, a region of awful rocks and crags seems reall)- beautiful

if it be duly lit up by the rays of the Sun
;
and the loveliest spot

seems lifeless, empty, dull, and even disagreeable, if it lacks the Sun's

due rays to heighten, and one might say to form, its beauties. And
is it not just the same in our lives? Circumstances which seemed

yesterday most blessed while they were lit uj) by a ray of higher,

inspiring feeling, seem to-day, now that all that is clouded over in

the Soul, not only empty and dead, but even repulsive and oppressive.

And conversely, cannot much that left a first impression of chill

and emptiness, give really high pleasure later on, directly another,

higher chord of character be touched, such as shows us the thing
in a more beautiful Light. Now nothing but the clear insight and

conviction that it is only the voice of our inner self which makes us

see outward circumstances in so gloomy and even repulsive a light,

can give us back the lost peace of our hearts.

This and the following Songs ought to give you the opportunity
—

and can do it well—of leading your Child early to this working of
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Inner as well as Outer, the light of Character and Mind, as well as

of Sun and Earth. This may be shown in the clear sunlight, when
it is morning or evening ; then, especially on a dark-coloured surface.

The Game receives additional charm for Children if two Persons, with

hands of diflerent size—e.g.. Mother and Daughter
—

represent two

Hares at the same time, differing in size and posture.

The Picture, or rather the Pictures, explain themselves, even in-

cluding tha two Hares who are seeking shelter in the Thicket of the

Forest
;
and your clever words of explanation. Mother, will give them

even more Life.

P

The Wolf and the Boar.

(Pictures 26 and 27.)

ICTURE, Song and Motto, explain each other in such a way as

to leave Uttle to be said about the Picture. The representa-

tion on the wall is made by laying the Palms of the Hands together so

that they fit, and then parting the Hands. Both Thumbs are so

placed that they form the Ears of the Shadow-picture. Trial, practice,

and comparison will at last produce the whole satisfactorily and dis-

tinctly. The position of the Hands in the Picture shows them too

open, and thence it results that the Shadow-picture is not expressive

enough.
A\'hat the Motto points to, you, as careful nurses, have frequent

occasion to observe when your little ones are watching animals. For

in the life of animals—as, indeed, alas ! in the lives of many human

beings too—the lower desires come into prominence so vigorously,

sharply and dazzlingly as to make impressions that are too strong upon
the tender dispositions of Children. It is particularly important to keep
the fancy pure, and not wound the sense of shame, in all cases where

nerves and imagination are already over-stimulated. In cases where

neither so far is the case, care should be taken not to rouse the still

slumbering power of misunderstanding by some unguarded word.

For if purity be preserved, an innocent Child passes over blameless

natural actions, by explaining them easily to himself—" Animals know
no better." But a human being, a Child, is not an Animal, is more

than an Animal. A human being knows what he is doing, or ought to

know, at any rate, and so ought a Child.

Be sure therefore. Mother, and you, kind Nurse of the Child who
is entrusted to your care, that you make him notice early how every

A.nimal, true to the stage of life it has grown up to, unfolds and acts

in harmony with the whole Life of Nature and its demands ;— this has
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been already shown in the Song of the Bird's Nest ;—and that this is

just why the Life of Animals is, like the Life of Flowers and Plants,

such a healthy, fresh and merry Life. Now just as the Animal at his

stage of development fulfils his calling and appointed lot quietly,

connectedly and simply, and all we have to do is to avoid hindering

him; so a human being ought, even as a Child, to fulfil his Calling, and

the things appointed for him, faithfully and without hindrance, at each

stage of his development. Every such stage, even in a child's life,

has demands which are quite fixed, which must be met and cannot

be passed over, and it is certainly important to make a Child early

see, or at any rate feel this, in order to prepare him for a skilful, all-

sided doing of duty later on.

Every age, even the age of Childhood, has something to cherish

that is plain, and from doing so no exemption can be procured ;
it

has therefore its Duties. Happy is it for a Child if he be led to

deal with them adequately, and for the present unconsciously.

Duties are not burdens
; Duty fulfilled leads at last to Light and

all its high gifts ;
this is why every healthy child likes and enjoys

doing Duties, provided they speak to him quite clearly, simply, and,

above all, inexorably.

Fulfilment of Duty strengthens Body and Mind, and the conscious-

ness of Duty done gives Lidependence ;
even a Child feels this. See,

Mother
; see. Nurse

; see. Parents, how happy your child is in feeling

he has done his small duties. He already feels his kinship with you

thereby. Cherish this feeling and it will be salvation and blessing

to him, for the blessing of Heaven must rest upon such action as

consists in the assembly of one's own forces, a calm glance over one's

own Life, and in cherishing it on all its sides in whatever way may be

most faithful to its Being.

The Two Windows.

(Pictures 28 ami 29.)

TFIE
outside part of the Game, and the position of the hands

for both representations appear clearly in the Picture
;
and

v,-ith regard to the Game itself, who does not know how fond children

are of watching Light through an enclosed space, through spread

fingers laid over each other, through slit paper, or through the tracery

of wooden lattice-work? It seems to be a proof, an indication, of

the character of the human mind and disposition only to be able to

bear the appearance and penetration of the higher intellectual Light
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according to the gauge set by the development of the inner eye and

inner light.

Ever)body knows that this little Game can be carried on as

well by day and sunlight, as it can in a room and by artificial light.

In relation to the inner function of Soul, Character and Mind,

these two Games are markedly different on one side from the two

preceding ones. In using those, some care was needed to avoid

rousing low or vulgar ideas. In these two Games, the sense of all

that is higher and noblei is roused and fed
; and. Mother, just as

earlier you were cherishing his joy in what is clean and clear, so now

cherish his jjleasure in what is bright, alight and shining.

Only see how the whole soul of the Children yonder is absorbed

in watching their favourite effects of light shining. What should be

more likely to enchant the Child's mind and character than per-

ceiving, or as it were breathing in, what is bright and full of light ?

Your Child seems to be guessing :

" Pure of heart ! to be that I It is the last steep height

Of all that wise men have thought out, or wiser done."

Mother, strengthen his power early to this end
; Father, hold out

your helping hand early, that he may strive towards and mount this

height.
"
Why should the Boy stand there at the window thinking?" He

sees how the bright Sunlight, shining through the clean water, is

l)laying in such lovely colours—"
Mother, Father ! do come quickly

here. See ! Sister has i)ut a glass of clean, fresh Water in the

Window, in the Sunlight ; only see the beautiful coloured circles and

rays, just like the Rainbow and Dewdrops ! Oh, ^lother dear, that is

really beautiful ! Just see how beautifully the colours play through

each other when Sister moved the glass, just as if you were playing

Blind Man's Buff with us, Mother dear."

In this way the higher, noble, striving human being is made

hajipy when he .sees how, from watching and cherishing purity of

character, mind and life, their higher joys blossom forth in thought

and action.

*' Mother dear, see that Youth and Maid hold fast

Whatever truth they learnt in Childhood's Past."

" But why is the Boy up there crying?" Oh, dear! he has been

so careless as to break the clean, bright window, and now he must

go and fetch the glazier, who lives a long way off, to repair the

damage, unless he doesn't mind a dark board or a piece of paper

that he couldn't see through, keeping the dear, bright Light out of

the'room for some time longer. You see, my Child, you must not
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wantonly and heedlessly stop Light's entering into mind and heart ;

for if you do, you will have to buy it back by trouble and loss of

time, lest heart and mind become quite dark. But if you open

your Door and little Window to the hght, and at the right time, as

the Mother's dear child is doing in the picture on the right hand,
—

just as the Light finds its way into that dark cellar, so it will into the

darkness and depths of Life, brightening and light-giving.

" Our eye grows clear,

Our breath more free ;

Nature lies near,

And fair to see."

This is how it looks to the two Children here on their Mother's

lap and in her arms in the second picture, who never get tired of

watching the coming of the Sun they are so fond of And "
Come,"

says the little Boy there to his second little Sister
;

"
Come, we will

ask Mother to let us go in the Garden a little."

"
It's lovely out of doors ; please, may we go?"
"
Oh, yes, my Children, you may run away :

Only be kind and gentle all to-day ;

Just as the Light is bright and pure, you know."

~^—^ ?u ^.--^s~

The Charcoal Burner's Hut.

(Picture 30.)

THE
Picture shows the position of the Hands clearly. They rest

with the wrist upon some object, such as the table, which

represents the ground out of doors.

We have already recognised and spoken of the Eye as the chief

and preponderating medium between Man's inner world and the

higher world of Mind. The Hand is, in the same way, a special

medium between the world of Mind and the surrounding outside

world of Matter and Objects ; and is thus, again, intermediate between

Intellectual Thought and the appearances of things in Space, and

especially as regards their bodily form. The hand leads at once to

this, not only in the realm of Representation possible in later life,

l)ut in the more limited range of a Child's first games, and indeed

in the narrowest circle of these.

A human being has only two Hands, and moreover each contains

only twice four fingers set opposite each other, and different, by two

and two, just as the Hands to which they belong are opposite each
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other
;
and he has only two Thumbs set opposite each other, as

seeming to be a Mole or Dam to the Fingers ;
and yet what varied

opportunities this offers, not so much of carrying out things ; no, but

of merely representing them, to a Child's great delight and awakening.

Do not the Hands teach the Child, without passing outside the

boundaries of his own little life, how much there is to be done that a

man may do with what is close at hand, and without grasping after

what is remote ?

That Englishman was, therefore, perfectly right who wrote a whole

book to show that Man's Hand is a sign of God's fatherly reconcilia-

tion, love and kindness to man
;

for the Hand teaches us to respect

what is small and near, and to make much from little ; and is it not

thus an expression of the Divine in Man ? Does it not show him to

be like his Creator, who is always making so much from what lies

nearest and is smallest ? You, Mother, ought early to rouse in your

Child this way of looking at his Hand (and later, in another connec-

tion, his Feet)
—this thoughtful contcmijlation of it, and what it is

able to bring about—so that he may not hurt either himself or it by

misusing it, but may far rather try to become, by his actions, more like

his Creator, Father, God.

And, Mother, just as you make your Child respect his own Hand,

make him also respect and honour not only a man who by his hand

gives us some Bread and satisfies our Body's need for Food and

other things, but a man who is active by the work of his Hands,

in any business, however lowly, whereby he not only keeps off injury

and danger from individuals as well as from the whole community,
but even directly furthers the good of mankind.

How- should we stand, for example, with regard to the use of

nearly all our technical Arts, and even our search into Nature on the

path of Chemistry, and all that depends upon it,

" Unless the Charcoal Burners worked and burnt the wood with care,

And did not mind their faces, or the soot that gathers there."

Yes, tell your dear little Children later on how Charcoal Burners

saved some Children, the Children of German Princes, from death ;

or at any rate, saved them from having to live sadly injured :

"
Though black the Charcoal Burners are in face,

Though grimy are their shirts, ill-sliod their feet,

Their hearts are kind and warm, and always beat

For what is blameless, good and right in every place."
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The Carpenter.

(Picture 31.)

THE position of the Hands to start with is hard to describe, and

can really only be attained by seeing it for oneself; but let us

try. The position of the Hands is, on the whole, the same as in the

Charcoal Burner's Hut, only the Hands are held up in front quite

freely. The tips of the Little Ring and Middle Fingers touch each

other lightly, the First Fingers are free. The left First Finger repre-

sents a Tree, the right First Finger the Carpenter, as he at first stands

while cutting down a Tree, with a sawing movement. The left Finger,

being the Tree which is felled by the sawing of the right Finger, now
lies so horizontally that its tip touches the knuckle or root of the right

Finger. The First Finger of the right Hand, which is now bent,

represents the Carpenter hewing down the Tree with a hacking move-

ment
;
then again, with a sawing movement, it represents him while he

is seeming to saw the Tree into beams (the Finger at its joints). The
Picture clearly shows the position of Hands and Fingers while repre-

senting a House, where Gable, Window and House-door stand out

clearly, only the House-door is made too small.

The House, its furniture and arrangements contribute no less to a

joyful carrying out of household business, and a glad family home-

life, than do a fresh, cleanly kept Body, a just and all-sided improve-
ment of Limbs and Senses and their right use, or clothes which are

both cleanly and suitable. What the skin is to a Man's limbs, and

all the detailed parts of his body, the House is, in a certain sense, to

the whole Family and its collective life : it is what encloses all that is

in order and sheltered. How entirely a cheerful Home-life depends

upon a well-arranged House, and upon Health to live in it ! and

this is especially true when a real sense of what Home-life should be

comes into play as well. May it not be that Children so enjoy

building little Houses and Rooms under the idea that they are the

places where care and shelter are given to the highest thing, human
life together

—
Family life ?

Oh ! surely, most surely, an idea of man's life, in all its later earnest-

ness and fulness of meaning, passes softly through the mind of Child-

hood and of Youth; only unfortunately, little as the Child understands

how to explain in himself these dim notions, these cloudy feelings

and strivings, they are, for the most part, still less regarded and

cherished by everybody around him. How different would it be

with Childhood, Youth, and, in fact, with all Humanity in all the

relations of life, if those dim stirrings were nurtured, strengthened,
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and developed, in their higher meaning as protecting angels, and if

young hearts were made to notice them carefully.

It is with this notion and the feeling that arises out of it,
—that if

man wishes to reach such a great good as peaceful, cultured Family Life,

and a sheltering, comfortable dwelling for it, he must give up a great

deal, and bear a great deal
;
—that the Boy there, on the right, seems

to be letting himself be sawed by his Brothers and Sisters, as though
he were a Tree

;
and the two dear little Sisters are sitting up there on

the left, planning and thinking about the House they have just built.

\Vhat can the little head be thinking, or the heart feel, that is still

so young ?
" How very nice it is to be

Within a pretty cosy home !

What glad, good Thought we seem to see

Like sunny light toward us come !

Come into busy life outside

To give it meaning far and wide."

The Mother below, on the left, seems to be already trying to make
clear to her Child :

" The Carpenter and all his Art

We ought to honour and revere.

Look closely, then, at every part

Of all his clever doings here.

For if he did not build a place where we might dwell,

Pray, where could Mother live, and her dear Child as well?"

The Bridge.

(Picture 32.)

YOU,
Mother, and your Child, can easily form a Bridge, either

from the "Charcoal-burner's Hut" or the "House." The
two Thumbs form the two piers or supports of the Bridge ;

the tip of

the one Middle Finger stretches, but slightly bent, under the other, so

that the Fingers are flat on the top.

The joining of things that are opposite, or seemingly parted
—as

the two banks of the Brook seem here to the Child—is an art which,
exercised anywhere, for and by any one whatever, always does good,

spreads joy, and if successfully practised, deserves the warmest

thanks.

Mother, in the efforts of your motherly anxiety, let your Child

early feel this, for verily nobody feels more deeply than you do, that,

on the one hand, there are contrarieties that cannot be smoothed out
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and bring the deepest pains ; while, on the other hand, some smoothing

out that is scarcely suspected brings the peace of Heaven to heart and

character, especially in Family Life at home. And what unites greater

contrasts than Family Life; what in the world more unites the greatest

contrast, Earth and Heaven
;
and where does this uniting cause

greater happiness than in the Family and at Home? Teach your

Child, then, to recognise in the outside of the gift the inner thing

that is given with it; in the House, the peace of Home, the thoughtful

Life of a Family ;
in the giver of the outer thing that can be seen,

the Giver of the unseen thing that is within. Teach him in thanking

the Carpenter's Son to thank Him who sent the Carpenter's Son upon
the Earth, to the end that in the dwellings of men the greatest and

hardest contrasts might be reconciled, and that they might thus

become dwellings of Heart's joy and of the Soul's peace,
—

dwellings

worthy of Heaven.

In looking at the Bridge your Child has formed by his own

exertions, show and teach him, or, at any rate, let him thereby gain a

notion, how by his own efforts he may find within himself means to

reconcile contrasts and smooth out difficulties. Show it him in your

own life and action, but then more especially in the reconciling life,

examples and teaching of the Carpenters Son. If you do this, the

visible Bridge made by your hands or your Child's, and all that is

therewith connected, will become^by-and-by a means of binding up
for him the seen with the unseen, and of teaching him to love in the

Carpenters Son, the dear Son of our All-Father, and the Reconciler

between Him and us.

The Two Gates.

(Pictures 33 and 34.)

THE position of the Hands for the Garden Gate is more cor-

rectly given than that for the Yard Gate, though even for

the Garden Gate, the Hands where the finger-tips touch should have

been more sunk, in the form of a gate.

These little Games easily express the thought that runs through

them and that they would give. As to the first Game, teach your
Child to take care of what it has attained

;
as to the second Game,

teach him to recognise what surrounds him, and try to get him to

name things, taking first what surrounds him in House and Yard,

in Garden and Field, and then later, on the Common or in the

Wood. Teach him to know things not only according to their

names, but their qualities ;
not only their active qualities

—their
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doing ;
but also their passive

—their temper : what they are distin-

guished by. Mother, have you not noticed what a deep, stirring

sense for all this dwells in your Child? He seems almost by magic
to find out for himself, at a certain point of his life, the words de-

noting activity and passive character. What delight a Child takes

about this age in noticing what is Smooth, Woolly, Hair)-, Sparkling,

Round, etc., besides what is Rolling, Creeping, Hopping, etc.; and

with an ease which deserves admiration, he seizes and links Sight,

Word and Purpose.

Preserve and cherish this sense in him. But if you do not cherish

it, and do not set it going in the right way, it becomes a lost thing ;

it grows rusty, just as a magnet grows rusty, and loses its power when

it is not sufficiently and increasingly used. It is in this sense like

delicious wine in a broken glass ;
what is not enjoyed at once—

Power that is not in.stantly used, Effort that does not immediately

meet the right object
—

perishes.

Flowers that grow in pairs you are sure to know, such as the hedge

Honeysuckle; and others which are like Sheep in flocks, such as the

red-berried Elder and Snow-balls. And
" In Flowers there's so much more a Child can find:

The Colours—tender, simple, and of every kind
;

The Form—sprayed, round or bell-like, strong or frail,

Spurred like a Rider, circled like a Snail,

Grouped like Umbrellas, Bunches, Discs, or Wheels—
He'll find the Names, if once the Thought he feels.

If clear, good eyesight help us do our best,

Each fresh discovery strengthens all the rest.

Use the Time bravely, Mother, and take heed ;

Deep-hidden germinates the precious seed

Of fresh Fruits that will all your toil repay.

When your Child feels this, blest will be the day."

t - It

The Little Gardener.

(Picture 35.)

MOTHER,
fold the Fingers of your left Hand in the form of

a Flower—a sprig of Lily, for example. Close the Fingers

of your right Hand in the shape of a Watering Can (so that the

Thumb forms its spout), in order to water the flower, whose bud

seems to unfold the while, as the Fingers gently open, turning rather

towards the little Finger, so as to resemble an opened flower; or

rather, one that is just opening.

If you have done this only a few times in front of your dear Child,
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he will soon imitate you ;
for the Game is one he especially likes

; as,

indeed, a Child always likes doing what Mother-love does first. This

sense of imitation in your Children should be most carefully culti-

vated by you, dear Mothers. It relieves you of more than one-half

the work of education, and at this stage will accomplish with a touch,

light as a feather, what later on you could scarcely do with a hundred-

weight of words. Believe that I am right, before painful experience

makes you see it for yourselves, and thus before insight only serves to

feed your discontent with yourselves.

But we will not in all this forget our little Gardeners. For it is so

very pretty to see a little Gardener—boy or girl, or many children—
playing at "gardening." "Wait on," "Take care of," are words

which we, dear Mothers, have said to each other countless times in

the course of our present communications with each other, and in

joint observation and sharing of Child-life. They must be important

for the life of our darlings, and they are. Say, thoughtful, noble

Mother, what more really important thing can we give our Hearts'

Hearts—for such our Children are—for their whole life than Good

Sense, Perseverance, Courage
—

yes, Courage
—to cherish life, and

also the giving of means, the showing the path that leads to it.

Hence, Mother and Father, dear Parents ! we may say to ourselves.

We are doing this, and have done so up to now
;
and so we may

hope, as you also may, that you, in your old age, will receive care

from children who are full of gratitude ; just as the boy yonder is

helping the old man with a gift as well as he can, though he scarcely

knows him.

But in care rightly given. Time and Place must be considered.

For all plants cannot bear to be watered directly on their roots ;

Lilies can bear it least of all, and easily rot if it is done.

I really think the little Girl, who is standing so thoughtfully

in her garden there, wants to say to us,
" Take care of the Place where

you cherish things ;" and in the same way the Weathercock, that is

being so easily driven about by the wind on the top of the hill which

commands such a view, wants to say to us,
" Take care of the Time."

"
Watering in the Sun's hot glow
Never makes the Flowers grow.
Not one of the tired Leaves

Can use what it then receives.

It has no strength to remain

Healthy through your kindly rain."

But, dear Parents, let us, in conclusion, notice one more thing
—

"
Is there anything Children love better to do,

Or rush to more quickly and happily too,
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Than to play in the garden, build, water and hoe?

They build a nice house with green boughs that they bend
;

They play with their dolls, and they put them to bed ;

In watering their gardens what trouble they spend,
In hope that each flower sweet perfume will shed.

Even briars and sticks lovely fruit are to bear,

And say
*
kindest thanks

'

to the gardener there.

What ought this to teach us, Parents, and what does it say ?

Like the Children, we should make fresh pleasures ever)' day.

Then our quiet deeds will show

That the way to this we know:

Let's build a Kindergarten there.

And give the Children faithful care;

Guard from what dangers may befall,

And from the body's, worst of all.

But more unfold, as best we can,

The powers God's gift has placed in Man.

Father-love gave the gifts as precious seeds,

That Man might raise himself to God by deeds."

Smell Song.
(See page 87.)

IN
commenting on "

Dza-Dza," or the Taste Song, we have, dear

Mother, already expressed ourselves as to the great importance
of improving the senses in general, and the sense of taste in parti-

cular, in order to bring the inner part or spirit of things near to a

human being's own inner self or spirit, through what is outer, and

even actually to perceive and know it in what is outer.

But the sense of smell is closely allied to the sense of taste
;
the

bond between them is close as that between twin sisters; they comple-

ment each other in the task of indicating and indeed revealing the

beneficial and injurious in things, primarily in connection with the

maintenance of physical life
;

but yet by no means only for life that

is chiefly physical, but really for higher and purely intellectual life as

well.

Difficult, very difficult, would it be, watchful Mother, to define

where the purely physical working upon the senses ends, and where

the purely intellectual begins. The improvement and ennobling, the

elevating of both these senses is, if rightly considered, really but as two

sides of one thing, and it is so inexpressibly important. It is precisely

on account of this close welding or flowing into each other of the

Physical and Psychical, the Bodily and the Mental, the Material and

the Spiritual, the Vital and the Intellectual, Instinct and Morality
—

this rooting of the Higher in the Lower as it might be called,
—it is

precisely on account of all this, Mother and nurse of early childhood,
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that the formation of the senses is so overwhelmingly important, and

above all the formation, ennobling and raising of the two senses.

Taste and Smell. These, rightly regarded, are but as two sides of the

same sense, and are really but one sense. For not only do these two

complement each other, but in cases where sight and smell, acting

together, leave a matter uncertain, the sense of smell clears it up.

For it is remarkable (and it has already been noticed in connection

with the sense of Taste) that all things injurious to health strike the

sense of sight as being of peculiar, disagreeable dulness and darkness,

and the senses of taste and smell as being in different ways peculiarly

dark, foul and nauseous, while they affect the sense of hearing by

dull, repulsive tones, as in the case of metals. This is why people

say : Its name sounds well. All this, taken even in its transferred

moral meaning, expresses the importance of forming the senses. Then,

secondly, it is further important to notice, that all things that are in

themselves good, healthy and ennobling, produce the contrary effect

directly they are enjoyed in excess, or at any rate produce disgust ;

for instance, the lilac in a close place. But excess always produces

weariness, and weariness loathing, as a warning to avoid excessive

enjoyment, because it hurts the health.

All this, dear Mother, might very well have been clothed in the form

of various smell and taste games, and have been set forth in your

charming talks with your baby ;
but the improvement of the sense of

smell is, as you, dear Mother, can easily see, like the improvement of

the sense of observation about Ripe and Unripe, so very important at

every stage of life, that without any seeking of mine, this serious part
of its meaning claimed a foremost place in my treatment of the

subject.

It is remarkable that the transferred use of the sense of smell into

the domain of morality has very frequently a bad meaning—"it

savours of hypocrisy." The expression for rtujiours (geriichte) seems

to have been formed from (geruche) sce7its, by inserting the /. For

instance, "Bad rumours are current about this man."
"
Mother, my head aches."

"
Why ! what have you been doing ?"

"
I don't know. I have only gathered a great many beautiful

flowers and put them in water."
" That's just it

;
all those flowers and those strong-smelling

plants
—

and, above all, those tall lilies which you have set up all

round you in a room that is too small for them—have made the air too

strong with their scent, and this affects your head through your nose,

through your sense of smell. One can do too much of what is good ;

and even what is good in itself needs a suitable space to work in, in
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order to do good to others. For you see, if it were not so, people
—

and you, too, children—would selfishly gather round them too much

of what is beautiful and good, and too little of it would be left for

other people to use and enjoy."
"
Oh, mother, the plants and flowers love us as much as you do."

"They show how riglu is done,

And bid us evil shun."

"Flowers, plants and children's glee,

Vou delight me when you bend

Down to me, and let me see

In the heart of each dear friend.

"Would you give me all good tilings,

Nurse my life in silence kind,

Ward off Danger's hovering wings,
Pure and happy keep my mind ?

"Teach me what it is you say,

Let not your mere name be told,

Spe.ik through Colour, Form, to-day;
What you say is never old.

•'Scents you fling upon the air;

Speak through them in language plain.

Love the truth
;
show me the snare

When enjoyment would bring pain.

"All my senses you would teach

Love of noble things alone ;

Strengthen power and will by each,

That my deeds be like your own.

"Plants, though you are small to see,

There's an angel in each one ;

You yourselves will angels be.

That I may not feel alone.

"Would you stir my heart within.

And to Father-God me lead,—
Him who bade our life begin

By a call of love indeed,—

"Let me gather some of you ;

It would please my parents so,

If I gave them just a few,

Love and gratitude to show.

"Nor when later on you die.

Can that take the bliss away
That I learnt to know thereby :

I can love with love repay.
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"Parents' love is pictured there:

Through their lives they gladly give

Deepest tenderness and care—
All their best^ that we may live.

"Tell me what there is to find

That you cannot well explain,

You can answer, quick and kind,

What we ask and ask again.

"All the love that I can show

Through your voices, love can teach
;

Listening, I shall learn to know

What it is love bids me reach.

"I'll never break your stalks in idle play,

Lest your sharp thorns should make me rue the day."

ti;
-.. tc -^ ><.'

The Wheelwright.
(Picture 36.)

THE
Fists are tightly dosed, and the Hands, held vertically,

move to begin with horizontally, as though describing semi-

circles under each other, so that the hands come alternately to the

front
;
this is just the movement of a Wheelwright while boring a

hole. Then at the words "round, just so," the two Fists move

vertically and wheel-shaped, alternately round each other, as a wheel

which is being rolled round.
" Let nothing be indifferent to you which concerns Man

; you are

a human being, therefore nothing that interests Man should be

strange to you," said the wise man of the world, and the Child is

practising one of the great truths of life
; just as it often happens, that

"A Child, in all simplicity and quiet, tries

What is called worldly-wisdom by the wise."

There is nothing done by grown-up people, that does not excite a

Child's observation, especially in the case of handicraftsmen.

We have already said, Mother, how important every work of human
hands is

;
that is why we cherish this sense, and cherish it early.

Let us cherish—be sure you cherish, Mother—the Child's pleasure

in creating by human hands :

"The Child already loves to see

What wonders human hands can do ;

Raise this into activity.

That he may be a Maker, too
;

'
'
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That he a human life may lead,

Creative, worthy of his kind
;

For work through stroii-j and thoughtful deed

Wins Peace and cheerfulness of mind."

And this little Game ought to give you, Mother, a small contri-

bution—a means to this end.

The artist has, to the Child's delight, richly set out this sheet. I

think that you will find no essential use nor peculiar kind of carriage-

wheel omitted, from the Wheel in the Barrow,—beside the Bale of

Goods which is drawn there, on the right of the picture behind the

Goods-waggon,—to the wheel in the Chariot of the Gods up above.

The artist certainly wishes to show us the importance of the Wheel in

all departments of life. Where would the human race be, what would

become of the human race in the stage of civilisation we have now

reached, if we had to do without the Wheel ?

This is doubtless why everything that is, or is called a Wheel, is so

attractive and so important to a Child
;
and later, he pays careful

attention to Advice, which is like the Wheel in application, peculi-

arity and use : it secures the easy moving of heavy things, however

reluctantly the Child might otherwise be to follow the advice of

elders, because he does not immediately recognise its worth and

imjjortance as he does the Wheel's.

And so, even in a transferred, figurative sense, apparently on an

entirely different domain, it is as important for a Child to know the

qualities and uses of the Wheel, as it is for him to know the con-

necting qualities of the Circle, the Hoop and a Garland.

The artist, no doubt, wished to bring this home to our hearts when
he made two Boys bowl their Hoops in opposite directions

;
and it

almost seems to me that in the end they will come to the same spot,

though perhaps unexpectedly and unwillingly. Does the artist mean

by this to indicate the various fortunes of a Child, a human being,

which the counsels of a Higher Power lead, each of them, to the best

advantage ?

What more can the artist possibly wish by carrying us back to the

legendar)- time of the old Heroes? For of course no artist ever

does anything by chance and without meaning ! Perhaps he wants

to suggest to us that it occurs to him, as an artist, that it is through a

Childhood such as this, which faithfully heeds Nature and Life in all

their tendencies, and carefully preserves their good, that the legendary
time of a nobler Manhood might return, cleansed from all its dross,

enlightened on its dark side, and purified as to its longings and

ends. Ought we to be angry with the artist on account of his

fancies, or his wish that they may be fulfilled ?
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But what does the Wheelwright here below on the right say, who is

trundling the Wheel ?

"
Tell me what it is you say,

Wheel and Wheelwright tall?

Do you teach my Child to-day :

'Take care lest you fall?'"

„ tl? -^ t;,;
. „ 1^

; -„ y .

The Joiner.

(Picture 37.)

THE
Fists stand. Thumbs uppermost, and slide along like a

Plane, which is making chips, first by shorter, then by longer

strokes, over a fiat surface
;
that of the Table, for instance.

What does this simple little Game point to ? AVhat is its meaning
as regards life? What is its inner meaning? The Child has already

been led by the Finger-piano to seeing sound combined with Number

and Movement
;
but Sound is not in inner union with Number,

Time, Measure and Movement alone, but also with physical form at

rest
;
and even, as in this case, Sound is associated with Material

itself. The Sound is deep if a long length of any material be

stretched, but high if the length stretched be Short and Thin. Long
and Short are therefore most important to notice in Child-life, as a

means whereby Space and Time can be illustrated and united, for

both can be Short or both Long. "You may certainly stay out of

doors awhile, but not too long." "You must practise, but not for

too short a time."

Just as an earlier Picture and Game furnished you, dear Mother,

an opportunity for watching and explaining Crooked and Straight, so

this little Song and Game should give you an opportunity for leading

your Child to noticing the many ways in which Long and Short may
be viewed, and the various meanings of both ideas. Just as in the

former Picture we found nothing expressed but Crooked and Straight,

so the whole of this Picture expresses Long and Short. Let him, to

his great delight, seek it out in likenesses and contrasts.

But the little Picture wants to lead your Child early to the idea

that outer greatness by no means always implies inner greatness, and

that the converse of this is true also. Giant Goliath, who plays such

a laughably important role in the Child-world, and dear little David,

witli whom Children always sympathise so warmly, can be made to

lead your Child to see this. And here, no doubt, you are thinking

of the little song of your Childhood that was written by that gentle,
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friendly Asmus, who used to be the Wandsbecker ''Messenger :"

"Giant Goliath was once alive,

A ver)' dangerous man."

This idea from the artist's own youth seems to have found utter-

ance here. If we will make all these feelings clear to our Children.

and through them to ourselves,

"Such clearness would be health to them and rest from strife.

Friends ! soon would here below be nobler life."

The Horsemen and the Good Child.

(Picture 38.)

WHILE
your Child is resting in your lap, and your left arm is

gently round him, the fingers of your right hand keep

moving, beginning from the Little Finger and going towards the

Thumb, representing the trampling of Horses and Riders riding as

though towards the Child, and alternately coming nearer or going
further off, so long as the Song lasts.

In this and the following Song we now enter chiefly upon the

stage of the formation of the Child's disposition, character and will.

Whatever has hitherto affected all this happened rather as a thing of

chance or aside
;
what is now done, however, is done with clear

intention and deliberate aim.

Knights and Horsemen, with an expression of free control of Self

and Will, and of ruling strength that is foreign, hard to bend, inde-

pendent, even if rough, and also the power of Nature,— it is Knights
and Horsemen who, on all these accounts, early charm the attention of

Boys and Girls, and soon stand out to them as a pattern, full of magical,
we might say ideal Beauty. Their judgment and opinion is there-

fore by no means a matter of indifference, but is a Something, and

something with a meaning to Children. It is therefore with these

Knights and Horsemen that Game and Song connect words, and the

path to that goal which Game and Song would like to attain in the

Child.

But the Motto warns us. Mother, to be careful, and we ought
to be. Separation has set up in the Child's mind between himself

and a second person a standard, a comparison, a weighing. At

this stage a Child is only too apt to substitute what he has still to

become for what he actually is, and so believes, or at least is glad to

make himself believe, that he already is what he has still to become.
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Indeed we ourselves, and other people too, lead him to this belief

by our assuming that a Child does not yet understand anything
about all this

;
we ourselves, in our love for Children, do not dis-

tinguish wliat the Child really is from what we already love in him
as a weak tendency to good, as something that is germinating and

beginning. And thus it is that we ourselves, by our own behaviour,

bring the Child to believe that he already is in reality what we are

loving in him beforehand as something that is just coming into being.
We do ourselves, as well as the Child, great harm by this insufficient

separation by us and by him of what already is from what has yet to

come into being. For the benefit of both, let us get thorough

insight into this.

The Child must certainly be roused to Good by inclination, love

and respect, through the opinion of others about him, and all this

must be strengthened and developed ;
but this must be done by the

efforts of others, and first by you, dear Parents, and first of all by

you, loving Mother, in such a way that he may feel that liking and

love are at his disposal only so far as he is himself really good—
only for the sake of the good he has already attained, that he

may feel that only so far as he is good is he loved by others. A
Child must soon learn to feel in your Behaviour, through it and

its results, that your friendly, loving Behaviour is extended to him,

not as to a small external person, but only to his thoughts, the

expression of his inner life, or very frequently only on account of

the good hopes that people entertain of him
;
and thus that when

Thought and Inner Life cloud over, when Hope wanes, then Love,

too, retreats.

When therefore. Mother, observation as to the judgment of others

awakes in your Child—when, separating himself and on the watch,

he brings himself before the judgment of others—then. Parents, and

all you who are working upon Children, you really have a double

task to perform. In the first place, as we have already said, in your

judgment about your Child and your behaviour towards him, you
must clearly separate what your Child actually is from what he

ought to become, and can become, in the future. Then, in the

second place, in your behaviour to your Child with regard to what

he really is already, you must clearly and distinctly separate the

outward and personal part of him from the inner germ and founda-

tion, from his thoughts and their motive
;
so that he may not get

a false opinion of his small person, and be confirmed in that opinion.

It is in a correct grasping or not grasping what is here set forth,

and in a thoughtful living it out, that the turning-point of a Child's

struggle towards Inner Being or Outer Appearance really lies. And
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so you see, Mother, how you have it in your power, at any rate, to

nourish and cherish this effort, and to do so in the earliest and most

playful Baby Games
;

for then the flood of the Child's later life is

still a tiny rill, which the hand's gentle pressure can guide at pleasure

in one direction or the other, but whose course, when later on it is

a stream, no power can fix.

But there is yet one more thing which early wakens your Child's

regard for what is good, his emulation and effort to reach it—that is

to say, to be good himself; and this is not so much the respect and

recognition which you show to the good in and about him per-

sonally, but far more the respect and recognition you show to Good

in a stranger, and to this stranger on account of his being good.

Ever)' distinction bestowed upon a stranger, which seems to a Child

right and merited, and within the compass of his own attainment and

effort, rouses emulation in him, and spurs it on.

" WTiat was the Song of the Child who was good, Mother, say !

That the Knights said they'd sing to the Children at home all the day ?"

THE GOOD CHILD.

" '

I've been a long journey, so leave off your playing ;

Come, sit down around me, and hear what I'm saying:
A song of a Child who was good.
You'll like it ; I knew that you would.

In its Mother's arms we found it,

Like a rose with moss around it.

There it lay, the dear good Child—
Merry, happy, never wild.

And this Child was strong, you know,

Busy both with arm and hand.

Building, making, learning so

To trust his powers, and understand.

If anything fell to the ground,
He'd pick it up, all safe and sound.

His playfellows seemed angels white and fair
;

Ah ! Mother's love was such an angel there.

Angels ! yes, a loving Mother

Kissed one cheek, and then the other ;

Kissed upon his brow her blessing.

Then, his love for her expressing,
Off he starts, his Mother serving ;

All he can do she's deser\-ing.

"Take it, Mother;" "Mother, see!"
"
Mother, you are kind to me."

Then he went on jumping, springing,

Everything to Mother bringing.
He comes to Mother presently.
And sits down, quiet on her knee,
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Lays his head upon her breast—
She is happy, he's at rest.

Lovely peace is all around him,
In her gentle arms she's wound him.

He was tired and glad to go
Off to sleep with Mother, so.

Sleepy eyes will close ere long ;

Meanwhile Mother sings a song ;

Softly in his crib then lays him,

Holding in his hand the plaything
He's been romping with all day,

In his eager, merry play.

Mother's eye is still and prayerful ;

Quilt she draws up. Hush ! be careful.

You may tell by Baby's smiling,

Angels are his thoughts beguiling.'"

" I'm tired too, now, Mother dear."
" Go to sleep then. Darling, here."

The Horsemen and the Cross Child.

(Picture 39.)

THE
outside of the Game is like the preceding.

Unfriendb'ness, Bad Temper, and Sulkiness, especially in

Children who are still little, people very often try to drive away by

bringing near them what is noisy or rustling, and therefore deafening.

But often as this is done, people rarely attain their end. No doubt

this treatment has something quite true at the bottom of it
;
but it so

often fails, because its element of truth is not recognised clearly and

its demands are not definitely complied with.

Discontent and Unfriendliness, Bad Temper and Sulkiness, if they
do not arise from bodily illness, are often due to some emotion that

was too exciting and one-sided, which, just because it was one-sided,

has been working too strongly upon the Child to allow of his being
able to free himself from its trammels by his own strength. It is

in such a case that sensible observation and care of Children must

come to give the right help to the poor Child who is himself suffering

from his Bad Temper. This is best done by quickly turning his

glance to some new thing that is une.xpected, but whose appearance
fascinates his attention. But this is by no means done by the noisy

and deafening qualities of the thing shown, which, on the contrary,

only too often increase the evil
;
but by the unexpected, surprising,

and above all the impressive qualities of the thing. Thus I have

seen that very excited Children, whom nothing seemed able to soothe,
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would become really quite quiet in the evening, by being shown an

unexpected i)eep of the Moon, while they were at once carried into

another room, and they would then let themselves be put to bed

quietly. In the daytime, I have seen the same thing happen through

any unexpected introduction to moving Life, as, for instance, to

Chickens. But the unexpected removal of a thing can effect the

same in your Child.

This little Game and Song will combine both, as it connects it all

for a second time with the Knights and Horsemen, who so easily

fascinate the Child's attention by their appearance, and also by their

words of power.

Motto and Game are in all else self-explaining, and indicate their

own spirit.

The conclusion of the previous explanation applies here too.

Hide, Baby!

(PiCTl'KE 40.)

THE
outside of this little Game is like the preceding, so far

as concerns the use of Hand and Finger.

In how many ways you. Mother, can hide your dear Child, or

he can hide himself, or at least fancy he hides, no one would pretend
to teach you both.

So far as its inner spirit is concerned, this Game is related to the

former, because it connects the bond of the Child's inner human

disposition with that of other people, and handles it carefully and

educatingly ;
but it takes even more intimate hold of his Inner Life,

because it makes the Child distinctly feel and realise the bond

between his own Heart and Character and his Mother.

It is of the greatest importance for the Child, and his life in union

with you, Mother, that the Feeling and Making-to-be-felt of this

bond should take place, so far as possible, through one and the same

intermediate standard of comparison
—in this case the Knights and

Horsemen
; otherwise the connection and bond with you. Mother,

becomes, too often, a growing-up side by side, which is both injurious

and disagreeable, and should never be allowed to arise
;

it is bad for

you and the Child from every point of view—physical, moral and

intellectual ; bad for bodily life, for conduct and for mind.

There is one thing more, dear Mother, which here presses itself on our

observation, and to which, as Educators who are anxious for enlighten-

ment, we must not refuse our full attention, although it has been

already touched upon several times in passing, and pointed oat in the
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preceding Play Songs, and in the Mottoes showing their intention and

thought. It is your own inner attitude in and to yourself, and

especially your innermost attitude to your dear Child,
—that is to say,

the view you take of his Being, his Life, his Action
;
what you regard

or disregard; what you prize or despise; how you regard and prize it
;

and in this regard and treasuring, how you take care of and use it
;

what you show yourself to be in yourself, in your Family, to your

own people, especially to your Children themselves, even when they

may be so small that you think they do not understand anything

about it. All this is in the highest degree important for your Child as

an active, though unseen, means of Education and Training. You are

to your Child what he is to you. You feel it in common, as you often

say to each other. All in all. Mother, consider what lies in these

Vv-ords, not only as regards feeling, but as regards knowledge and certain

action. Even the feeling can, if it be misunderstood, overstep its

due boundaries, and then, instead of doing good, it harms both your

Child and you.

"Mother, why did the Knights want to have the little Child?"

"Why, see, because it was a good, dear little Child,
—that is why

the Knights wanted to have it, too
; only its Mother loved it so much

because it was good, and did not give it to the Knights ;
she would

not even let them see it at all."

" And you, my Child, are very dear

And very precious too ;

God sent, indeed, a treasure here

When His love sent me you.

And if you're only good, my pet,

A gentle Child and always kind,

Your heart by happy courage set

Gladness and merriment to find,

The bond between us two will stay,

That makes us love each other so ;

And when the Knights come by this way
And want you, I shall say,

' Oh ! no.

It's right to guard such gifts ;
so ride away.'

"

"
I will be good—yes, Mother dear, I want to stay with you ;

Only please love me just as much, and be good to me too."

Hide-and-Seek.

(Picture 41.)

WHO does not know Hide-and-Seek? how your Darling plays

at hiding his face on your breast and throat, in your arm,

under your cloak or handkerchief, or in your lap ;
we have already
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spoken about it. Who does not know the Game as an ever fresh

and inexhaustible source of joy for your darling Child, and for his

somewhat older brothers and sisters ?

Since this Game is something that seems to grow up with Child-

hood and Child-nature, it must be—as we have already remarked on

other occasions—something that, from its being almost always at hand,

is of the highest importance for a Child's education and for his

develoi^ment ;
and so it is, dear Mother.

Yet the natural and original connection, and even oneness, of the

Child with his Mother's heart, life and action, can, even at this early

age, be misunderstood, and, if carried beyond wholesome bounds, can

do harm to you, Mother, as well as to your dear Child; we recognised

this in the preceding little Game.

But if Union misunderstood be already capable of doing harm, how

much more harm must parting in dimness, misexplanation and mis-

understanding do ? And, Mother, this is really the case. And yet

through this very Game of Hide-and-Seek, which is so pretty, and

delights your Child so much, you give him, without your in the least

guessing it, the first opportunity for this parting; and it is well for you

that it is you who give it. Only, you know also,
—you have felt it often

keenly enough throughout your care of Children, and it is no strange

fact to you in your Hiding Game,—that all Giving is linked with a

Taking, and all Giving grows out of Taking. Know therefore, and

be clear in your own mind about it, that you, in your mother-love and

pleasure, nevertheless are furnishing occasion for parting in this way :

your Child is to hide from you, and therefore part from you ;
he

would like to hide himself from you, part from you, so that you could

not, at least for a long time, see him or find him. Look, here is the

first germ of danger. Take care
;
do not allow it to be that the Child

finds such pleasure in the parting from you, in your not being able to

see and find him for a long time, as to make him hide more and

more from you, conceal himself from you for longer intervals, and

even at last, hide and conceal himself so that you really do not find

or see him. Be careful. Mother, when, in the course of his develop-

ment, your Child passes from concealing himself and his person to

concealing his actions from you. Be careful, lest to the pure pleasure

of hiding from you, and concealing himself, some action by chance,

j)erhaps unexpectedly and unsuspected, may link itself therewith

which your Child may perhaps like to hide from you permanently.

Here is the germ of danger which we named above, ^\'e will not

stay too long contemplating this danger, painting and analysing it,

but we will nevertheless express ourselves clearly about it. The

danger that threatens—the possibility, whose germ is here—i.s, that
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the Child may later on conceal and hide his doings, or himself in

his doings, from you, especially when he has reason to fear that if

you knew them, you would not only not sanction them, but would

thoroughly disapprove them, would scold and even punish him for

them.

I will not trace further the ugly steps which lie between evasion^

wresting the true state of Things and x^ctions, and real Untruth and

Lies, lest I should harass your motherly heart, but will rather turn at

once to your question : How can I, in the innocent play, which is so

much a ])art of, and one with, my Child's joyful, fresh and cheerful

unfolding, avoid all the ugly consequences that have been pointed out ?

Mother, only give good heed to your Child's idea and way of playing, and

you will find these means most easily, and in a form no less charming
than the Game itself Only see his whole being when he is hiding :

however deeply he hides himself, and however still he makes himself^

all the pains he takes to do it are the expression and anticipation of

the fact, that he will find you, and that you will find him again.

Only see how his eyes sparkle with joy when he has found you again.

But why does he hide at all ? He could always lie unhidden in your

arms, in your laj), or on your breast
;
and then he would always see

you, and you would always see him. Does he then hide in order tO'

remain hidden from you ? Does he hide in order to remain parted

from you ? God forbid ! Your Child hides because of the rising

feeling, the rising joy, the feeling that rises ever fresh, the joy that is

ever new, of being inly one with you, and of becoming thoroughly

conscious of this single oneness. See, Mother, how just as your Child

gradually enjoys hiding from you longer and more completely, so the

growing feeling keeps pace with it, and even raises itself to conscious-

ness, that he is inwardly one with you : how the pleasure grows of

finding you again, seeing you again, and of being found and seen by

you again. Now here, Mother, in order to keep clear of the dangers
we have mentioned, you must increase your Child's pleasure in

finding you, and his joy in seeing you again. Here, then, is the point

for avoiding the dangers we have mentioned. At the very point

where danger may be expected, where it threatens, there. Mother—
as surely as you are thoughtful, pious, faithfully and believingly

devoted to God—there, as it happens everywhere else in God's

world, help comes to you, and joy for sorrow. It comes in the

greater feeling of inner oneness, which is directly bound up with the

increased and amplifying outward parting, if rightly recognised and

rightly fostered. This is the point where the knot, which seems so

harmful, is untied, only to yield Health and Harmony, Peace and

Joy.
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"Only this Union is your goal, your end,

And parting but this Union desires.

Learn how to use this Law, oh, ChiUihood's friend 1

Your care will yield you Joy that never tires."

 < •- > '

B

B o - P e e p.

(Picture 42.)

UT why are we now to have Bo-Peep?" saj's somebody,

jierhaps, who is only looking at the outside of the Children's

Games, full of deep sense and meaning as they are.
"
Why must

we now have Bo-Peep? Is this, then, something different from

plain Hide-and-Seek, only I am to say Bo-Peep?" Certainly it is

something quite different from it, even if inwardly related to it.

Bo-Peep is an extension, a further development, of Hide-and-Seek,

just as the game Bo-Peep actually enters into the category of

childish games later than pure Hide-and-Seek does, ^^hat, then,

is the difference between the two, and what is the nature of the fur-

ther development in Bo-Peep? Only notice your Children's play

more closely, thoughtful Mother, and you will easily find the differ-

ence. In Hide-and-Seek, parting and union seem more separate, as

though in order that each may become the more and the more clearly

conscious of itself; in Bo-Peep, parting and union are, as it were,

joined. It is union in parting and parting in union which makes

Bo-Peep such a peculiar game, and so delightful to a Child by this

ver)- peculiarity.

But feeling and consciousness of union in parting, and of parting—that is, personality
—in union, is also the essence, the deep founda-

tion of conscience. And thus the call of conscience begins in the

quiet game of Bo-Peep and its call to the Child. And it is well for

the Child—health and blessing, peace and joy
—

if, all his life long,

the quiet conscience call is the forerunner of a speedy higher one-

ness of soul and mind, of oneness even with the Highest, that is

henceforth never to be separated again in feeling and consciousness.

Then the higher uniting Sun of Life rises clear, as in this Picture,

over the Mother's head, as though to unite her and the two Children

at play in a higher light, and never to set again.

" Dear Mother, how I wish I knew

Something that was quite certain—true !"
" Hear what your Heart says; then you'll know

In being good how glad you grow.
AVhat your happy Heart says, hear;

You know your parents love you, Dear ;
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You know God is your Father, too,

But keep this knowledge pure in you;

Keep Love and Faith and Gratitude,

And be they oftentimes renewed."
" Fm sure of it, Mother, I know all you tell;

J^ut don't vou forget me, dear Mother, as welL

The Shopman and the Girl.

(Picture 43.)

The Shopman and the Boy.

(Picture 44.)

THE position of the Hand in this little Game is not at all

difficult, and has long been well known ;
the drawing in

Picture 44 shows it, moreover, with tolerable distinctness. Three

Fingers of each Hand, which touch at their tips, form the Trades-

man's Store and Shop. The little Finger of the one Hand—the Left,

for example—remains free, and forms the Tradesman, standing in

his Stall or Shop. The first Finger of the other Hand—in this case

the Right Hand—forms the Shop-counter, by lying close to the

lower joint of the Left Hand's first Finger. The two Thumbs form

the two Buyers, who are standing in front of the Stall or Shop
counter. These Buyers are in the former of the t^vo Pictures

Mother and Girl
;

in the latter, Fatlicr and Boy. \\\ the Drawing,
both first Fingers, lying side by side, form the Counter; but this is

not necessary ; one Finger is enough.
Outside Life has its claims, and so has the Market of Life. When

a Child and a human being have clearly found, and have firm hold

over themselves in themselves, then they can also walk joyfully

through Life and its Market, and place hundreds and hundreds of

things in a relation to each other ;
a relation not only outward, but

markedly inward too
;
not only to each other, but to a whole

;
that

is, to Man's Being and Necessities. They do all this in order that,

in the various productions and needs of Man, they may find his Life

reflected as though in a mirror, and gaze upon it there, so as to be

able, from the results of this reflection, to choose and appropriate,

so far as possible, not only what is outwardly useful, but what gives

inward joy; not only what ajjpeals to them outwardly, but what will

give inner, ever-increasing happiness. It is this inward and really

])ious making-glad the heart which, however little it may appear, and

however rarely it may be attained in most cases, is the object that
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is dimly thought of in visiting the Market of Life. This is the

inner, dim foundation of a Child's joy and pleasure in the many-
coloured variety of the Market

; you need only take care that he

gets a lively feeling of this.

The visitor to the Market can choose what is beautiful and useful,

as life, sex and calling in life may need, for cherishing home and

family life. The Girl, the Maiden, the Mother, the Housewife, can

choose what is sensible, pretty, useful and likely to shield that life.

The Boy, the Youth, the Husband and Father, can choose what is

powerful and strong. What is good links itself with what is useful

and beautiful, germinates, buds and grows out of it
;
soft and hard,

yielding and strong, unite to form the most beautiful harmony of life.

From what is outwardly symmetrical and suitable, but separated and

lying side by side, or even intermixed, blossoms forth what is one

within, and there is mutual recognition. Thus the notion of inner in

the outer, oneness in what is parted, unity in diversity, the general in

the special, life viewed as in a mirror, oneself therein ; learning to

know outward life, and to find means of expressing one's own inner

life outside oneself,
—these are the grounds of that inner, unconscious

attraction and crowding to the Market.

Your Child, if he be a true Child, is content with very little of

what is outer ;
he will return home from the Market, and his heart's

idea is quite satisfied by a doll or a cart, a whistle or a sheep, pro-

vided only that in and through it he can find his own world, and

represent it in actual deeds.

Thus, in a Child's development, a visit to the Market always makes

a notch on the stick.

" When your Child first to Market goes,

Let some kind care be at his side,

That all he sees and all it shows

May be a gain that will abide."

.  < •• <i

The Church Door and Window.

(Picture 45.)

THE
lower part of the Arms, which are placed as upright as

possible, forms the Door-posts, and the Hands going out from

and over them till the little Fingers touch, a kind of pointed Arch.

The four Fingers of one Hand lie somewhat spread over the four

Fingers of the other Hand, and form a Window straight over the

Door ;
both Thumbs stand up in the air like small Bell-towers.

All the freely uttered activity of Child-life is symbolical, points in
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Explanations of Illustrations.

its outer appearance to some inner Being or Foundation
;
hence the

spiritual loveUness and the attractive good sense of all pure utterances

from Children.

What the Child himself guesses and feels quite unconsciously and

dimly, and is on this very account so apt to misapprehend, amid

Life's variety, he is the more glad to feel and to live out in Life's

unity, where it expresses itself to him
;
and this dimly-felt thing

is Life's oneness and harmony. The coming of people together in

assembly, thoughtfully, and to take counsel with each other, gives

a Child this feeling, as the result of the new stage of develop-

ment attained to and explained in the preceding Song. Hence it

is that Children are attracted by the Assembly-Life, and especially

by all the Council-Life of grown-up people. Hence, too, where

a family's going to Church has a real inner meaning and relation

to its Life, there arises a Child's being early charmed by going to

Church, his occasional genuine Joy in the prospect of a visit there.

The meaning of the words there spoken and sung does not cause his

Joy at first, or to start with
;

it arises from the speaking and singing

being done by all who are there, attentively and in assembly ;
from

the fact that in all the speaking, action and singing, a point is clearly

kept in view which unites all who are present in a common relation,

and thus it is the nourishing, strengthening and dawning explanation

of this Notion and Seeking, this Feeling and Life in himself—One-

ness, Entrance, Harmony, in a common Life—that makes him enjoy

going to Church.

But the questions the Child asks about the words and their mean-

ing must, as they arise, be suitably answered, out of the range of his

own experience, feelings and ideas, his own intellectual development
and necessities. The little Play Song tries to give meaning to all

this
;
and it gives this meaning, this reference, for two different stages

of the Child's development, a narrower and a wider, an earlier and a

later. Do you, sensible Mother, think them well over, and choose

from what is given, develope and lead it further
;

it is given for that

purpose. Only one thing must always be kept in mind as the most

important
—the fulfilment, strengthening, and perception of the

Child's Notion ; Harmony sounding in the Heart and re-echoing

thence, even as it is clearly mirrored in Life
;
Oneness and Harmony

with Life's own unity, foundation and source with

"The Life of all Life,

The Light of all Light,

The Love of all Love,

The Good of all Good Things-
God !"
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The Little Artist.

(Picture 46.)

THE
object is viewed thus : Your dearly loved Child sits as usual

on your lap. Either merely with the first Finger of your

own right Hand, or your dear Child's, you draw grai)hic sketches of

the simple objects either in the Air, or in Sand thinly spread upon

a Tray and lying before you ;
or on a Slate, if you like, and your

Child is developed enough for it. Or you can begin with the

Sand, go on to the Slate, and then to mere Drawing in the Air.

Each of these Plans has something true in it, and some grounds on

which it may be defended. Drawing in the Air will delight your

Baby, small and frail though he be, because it is a movement which

is certain and full of meaning.

Drawing seems to a Child to be an easy expression, and the first

revelation of the creative power within him ; hence it is always so

attractive to him, and he likes doing it so much. How should it be

otherwise, especially in the stage of development at which we are

here taking the Child ? He has taken in the idea of
"
Manifold," he

has a notion of the life of the
"
Individual," and of Union in Variety ;

he has already a small world within him, and he would now like to

represent this world in a way suited to his strength, and that seems

easy to him, and by means that are at his command. Drawing is

the step from mere looking at things to making a Picture of them.

Whatever a Child already knows from what Life gives and needs,

he puts into his Drawing, examining and making it pass in review

before his Soul and Mind, as though to look it all over, and to choose

Right and avoid Wrong in the needs of his own future Life.

But, above all, whoever will early know the Creator, must early

use his own creative power with conscious effort to represent what is

good ;
for the doing of good is the Bond between Creature and

Creator, and is the conscious doing of it, the conscious Bond, the true

and living Oneness of Man and God, of the Individual as well as of

the Race and of Humanity itself, and is therefore alike the starting

point and eternal goal of all Education.

Explanations of the Drawings on the Cover.

THE
true starting point, the purest source, and surest foundation

of all real Human Education, is the Mother, mother-love, the

Mother's whole essence and being, and her inner union with her
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Child
;
but only the Mother, so far as she is one with God in her

gende sense and disposition, which takes in and clasps with equal
Love both sexes, each with its own peculiarities in their early days.

This is why the first group shows a German Mother conscious of

her being, her calling, and her position, and therefore crowned with

oak. She is loving Humanity, which is growing up, and is present
in its two manifestations of sex, as Boy and Girl; she is nursing them
in her arms, and she carries them at rest in her bosom.
The Boy, stirred by a Man's spirit, even in his first utterances,

is struggling outwards
;

but he has all the while a notion of the

inner uniting meaning that dwells in what is outer—the unity which
binds all things together. This is why he holds in his Hand a Ball

hanging by a string. It points to the power which reveals itself as

uniting all things
—in Nature, in the Universe as 7veight, but in Human

Life as love, and thus even at the stage of Childhood, already shows

emblematically the effort and fruit of Man's Life.

" Truth al)i(Jes within deep places,

Clearness dwells in what is whole
;

If strength march with steady paces,

She will surely reach her goal."

Just as the Boy, according to his nature, struggles out into the

world from his Mother's arms, the Girl, on the contrary, daughter-like,

presses closer to her Mother, as though she would like inly to join
heart with heart; so she holds tightly Mother-Love and Mother-Faith,
and she is embracing her Mother outwardly as well

;
and from this

post of safety, looks down with childish innocence, ease and sim-

plicity on the thorn-strewn path of her Mother's Life, which she will

herself have to walk in striving to reach humanity's goal.

The Mother, feeling deeply the weightiness of her calling in having
to cherish two efforts so entirely opposite to each other in order to

give development to their appointed relation to each other, is looking

up with earnest piety, believingly and trustfully praying for insight
and strength towards the Father of Humanity, who has divided

Humanity itself into two such opposite halves.

And thus we see here a pious sense of oneness with God, a loving,

trusting, faithful disposition, and a steady, quiet effort united inwardly
for early and true care of Childhood.

The cherishing of this Trinity in the life of German Childhood

through Mother's love, Mother's Song and Mother's Play, is the special

task of these Mother's Songs, Games and Stories
;
and therefore the

artist intends the first Picture to show their spirit emblematically,
the source of that earliest care of German Childhood that is to be

made clearer through them.
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The first Picture thus represents
" German Motherliness, conscious

of her high calling, and rising wholly through it," without treading

too near the Mother-wit and Mother-life of other nations in any wa).

Just as the first group is intended to show the starting point, source

and germ of Education for German Humanity, so the second is in-

tended to exhibit emblematically the stage that will next be reached

as the fruit of such care of Childhood.

The Scene and the Treatment are wholly changed. What the first

group shows as cherished within, appears in the second as an outward

deed. \\'hat the Mother began, the Father is carrying out
;
what the

Mother planned with thoughtful management and cherished, the

Father improves by powerful action. He forms and leads his

Children with a consciousness of inner necessity, to meet the fight

for reaching those heights of life which are often so steep, those paths

which are often so high and impossible. With love and strength inly

one, and working as a quiet motive-power in his protecting heart, the

Father's eye is looking upward with deep thankfulness for the fair

success he has already attained, and he is full of a high, still happiness
that the Mothers prayer has been so amply fulfilled.

While his Daughter, believingly trusting to his guidance, is follow-

ing it, his Son is courageously hurrying on ahead of his I-"ather to

climb and reach even the furthest point of the heights.

The Boy from his earliest days challenges all the Mother's strength

to give him sufficient and suitable rearing, and she therefore carries

him on her right arm
;
but the Father must, on the contrary, early

lead the Boy to independence, and to conquering by his own power
the hindrances that he will soon meet. This is why we see the

Father leading the Boy, his son, with only a light grasp of his left

hand, leaving him rather to himself and his own power. The Girl

his daughter, on the contrary, needs, as she grows older, a Man's

fatherly protection on life's path, often unbeaten as it is, or marked

by pitfalls. We see how the Father's right hand is tightly clasping

his darling Daughter. She is following her Father unreservedly,

faithfully, quietly, and joyfully, wherever he may go, even on to the

steep heights of self-conquest. With sincerity and firm trust she

takes hold of his right hand, as she lovingly leans on him. And why
should she not?

The pinions of his spirit which had, by his proved trust in God,

been, like eagle's wings, a helmet and shelter to him in the hard

battle of life, are unfolding in order that they may bear to the Father

of men, those thanks which find expression in manly, earnest deed,

and that he may trustfully walk further on the path of life and see

into the future.
" Gentle character, clear head, noble deed," will
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surely make him attain that goal of German Humanity which they
bear within them; and thus the second Picture is intended to represent

emblematically : The German Father-heart, conscious of its noble

Being, its manly strength and its high calling.

The two Pictures on the Cover should together represent to us

German Humanity which has become conscious of itself in the

persons of the Father and Mother, as parents who have through their

Children become conscious, and who in this very consciousness, and

led through it, are to educate their Children and themselves thereby,

on the recognised path here laid down, by the recognised means

here set forth, through the care and formation of inner and outer,

of the Life of Feeling, Thought and Action, until they reach their

goal : Peace, Joy, and Freedom.*

*
Freite is an old German word, which survives as a root in a word still in use

by the people
—in Gefreiie.
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TRANSLATORS' NOTES.

KICKING SONG.

>OQUETRV—sin»i:;cs AWi-eii—that sort of playful teazing with a mean-

ing, where the child is just sufficiently puzzled to be amused by guessing
and tr}-ing to find out what Mother was doing it for. Examples—You

make a ball on a string dance just within reach, and then just out of reach
;
for an

older child you pass a ball quickly from one hand in front to your other hand

behind you, so that the child rushes round to \.ry and find it. Such play as this

is the opposite kind of play to the tickling and poking that most people practise,

mistaking, as they do, the child's convulsive, uneasy laugh for real enjoyment
of fun. Of course, only a person who is really intimate with the baby should liy

to play either the "
Kicking

"
or

"
Bump

"
exercises with it.

THE WEATHERCOCK OR VANE.

Frl. Heerwart on one occasion requested her students to translate this song.
One version thus obtained has become widely popular, and the spirit of the song
could not be better given :

—
Weathercock, weathercock, where do you go!
I go wherever the wind doth blow.

Weathercock, weathercock, what do you do?
I do my duty, and so must you.*

"IT'S ALL GONE, BABY; ALL!"

D'rum Idsst sich 's Kind bescheiden.

The child is content with what it is told, or does not trouble about the matter;

a child's moping would be the reverse.— (II.)

TASTE SONG.

No Mother would give all these things to loe tasted on any single occasion, but,

when opportunity arose, she would say something appropriate. The whole Taste

Song, therefore, should be regarded merely as containing advice to the Mother as

to her treatment when the child objects to sour, bitter food, etc, or as a mere

• Inserted by the kind permission of Frl. Heerwart.
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reminder that the child will sometimes distinguish one taste from another, and that

such a moment is worth a welcome.

Frobel's bold statement that the Senses, properly trained, are trustworthy

guides will seem to some people a mere fancy ;
to others, a useful hint

;
to others,

again, a deep philosophical truth. The passage needs study; it is unlikely to

yield its full meaning the first time it is read.

The Deadly Nightshade = Die Tollkirschc

The Spurge Laurel = Der Kelkrhah

The Oak Apple = Stechapfel

Henbane = Bilsenkraut

= Atropa Belladonna.

= Daphne Mezereon.

= Datura Stratnonium.

= Hyocyanits Niger.

" To disturb or destine them before they are ripe." Frobel objects strongly

to the interference of people at the wrong time of a child's stage of development.

The treatment of a child should run parallel with its stage ofgrowth—thus :

Baby . . . Milk .... Gift I. (soft balls).

3 years old . . Milk and different food . Gift II., III.

5 years . . . Milk, etc. . . . Gift IV.

6 or 7 . . . Milk, etc. Gift V. and VI.

I only put these things in this tabulated form to illustrate what is meant by

"adapting means and methods to the child."

Baby, infant, boy or girl, youth and manhood, all require treatment according

to their ages ; an overlapping results in failure. See School-lessons.

Average or

norma)

children.

' A child of 6,^ea
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A PENnuLUM.— "
It is proved from mechanical principles, that if one and the

same jienduhim be made to oscillate at different stations, or imder the influence

of different forces, and the number of oscillations made in the same time in each

case be counted, the intensities of the forces will be to each other as the squares

of the number of oscillations made, and thus their proportion becomes known.

For instance, it is found that, under the equator, a pendulum of a certain form

and length makes 86,400 vibrations in a mean solar day; and that, when trans-

ported to London, the same pendulum makes 86,535 vibrations in the same time.

Hence we conclude that the intensity of the force urging the pendulum downwards

at the equator is to that at London as (86,400)- to (86,535)-, or as i to 1.00315 ;

or, in other words, that a mass of matter, weighing in London 100,000 pounds,

exerts the same pressure on the ground, or the same effort to crush a body placed

l^elow it, that 100,325 of the same potuids, transported to the equator, would exert

there."—(IIekschei.l, Outlines of Astrouofity,-\^. \^^. Longmans. 1869.)

BECKONING THE CHICKENS.

"Health, Fun {Frohsiint) and Meaning" (Smtiikeit).

Frohsinn is cheerfulness, happiness of childhood. Siiitit[q cannot be translated.

Symbolical approaches it. It is sinnigXo decorate a birthday table with flowers.

Many Christmas cards are sinnig if there is some connection between the design,

the words and the person. If I gave you one with sky, boat and water on it,

it would not be sitmig, as I should not know what connection there is between

them and ourselves. It ought to appeal to our sense at once, without explanation ;

if, therefore, sinnig applies to an object, symbolical appears to be the best transla-

tion.—(H.)

t "H  

BECKONING THE PIGEONS.

Physical Strength {Lebenstrieb).

Lebenstrieb is more physical strength than instinct. The child (although uncon-

scious) feels that it has strength, and therefore it moves, acts, imitates. Children

at free play show Lebenstrieb. It is connected with organic growth. A rolling

snowball would become larger, but show no Tricb. Tricbe are also young shoots

of plants.
—

(II.) Cf.
" This bat (cricket or tennis) has no drive in it."

THE FISH IN THE BROOK.

" Which makes a child feel so at ease
" = so ivoklig

= entire absence of pain ;

snug and comfortable ; the outer circumstances being completely in harmony with

physical sensation, like the fish in the water. "Grow so strong and develope .so

merrily." Its development is happy; there is no hindrance nor pressure; there is

growth, according to Nature's laws.—(H.)

.\s Frbbel wants to emphasise the evil of what is crooked, he dwells only on

•his, and says nothing here about Curves—the rippling waves and graceful leaves
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LONGWAYS—CROSSWAYS.

Three whole pence {drei Drcie7-). In old German coinage—
I Groschen =12 Pfennige (about one penny).
I Dreier =3 ,,

I Dreier \% worth about a farthing; 3 Dreier zhowt three farthings.
—(H. )

Pence was the most suitable idea to English children.

THE NEST.

"
It seems to the child that all Nature comes forth lovingly in the wish to feed

and shelter them "
(the birds) ; and therefore the child, too, feels this towards the

weak creatures. If a child does not sympathise with Nature, it has either had no

opportunity, or its feelings have been stifled by people.
—

(H.)

THE FLOWER BASKET.

The whole theory of the Kindergarten is stated in this motto. The reason why
the youngest children should be under the care of highly-trained women is to pre-

vent this sad wasting of germs of power that, once lost or obscured, are so hard

to recover.

"Father's now, not ours."—Some children have a habit of giving things, and

asking to have them back, or of assuming the gift null and void when they fancy

to claim the object again. In such a case this song might be useful
;

it should be

prettily acted by a circle of children, who give a Basket to some older person. A
great many childish thefts are due to indistinct ideas about property, and not to

any vicious feeling. After all, three-fourths of home objects are used by every-

body in turn and in common. "Mother's basket,"
"
Father's chair," "Baby's

ball," are among the few things that have an owner. There is room for great

nicety in teaching a child the idea that things are people's "own things," and

yet how to be unselfish about
"
our own things."

THE PIGEON PIOUSE.

A Raven = eine Rabc. The bird that is familiar to English children is a Rook.

BEND YOUR HEAD, THUMB !

Vacuity = Gedankenslosigkeit
—

thoughtlessness, in the sense of "emptiness
of purpose." The great safeguard for character is a fresh, alert will. All Frobel's

little plays and all his teaching aim at fostering Will and Deed, and their constant

union
;
and all childish play that is not utterly debased shows them thus united

and thus constituting the child's
" work."
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THUMB! I SAV "ONE" TO YOU.

Counting out = ausziihlot, as in the game of Musical Chairs, where there

is one chair less than the company need, or where the person on whom the lot

fails must be "
blind man," or must go out of the room ; e.g.:

—
I, 2, 3, 4—Mary at the cottage door,

5, 6, 7, S—Eating cherries off a plate ;

Out goes she.

Her exclusion depends upon the number falling to her.

THE FINGER PIANO.

This lilile game is the merest suggestion of a long series of beautiful exercises

that have been since arrived at by enthusiastic teachers of song. Thus Mr.

M 'Naught, of the Tonic Sol-fa College, London, has a coloured modulator; he

sings a note, and the children at once name the colour corresponding to it. For

researches into sound and colour, see Helmholz "On Sound."
" A German lady," etc.—The day has long gone by for bandying reproaches

between nations. In our time, at any rate, it is enough to say that all nations are

striving after improvement, and all know they need it.

THE CHILDREN ON THE TOWER.

The Weathercock—The Coloured Ball.

The German line, Von der Kugel und deni Ba//, means, "About the wooden

Ball and the soft Ball," alluding to Frobel's "
first gift

"
to a child (soft coloured

balls), and his "second gift," which includes a wooden ball.

The general object of this song is to recapitulate all the little games a child has

learnt, and, as you mention each, you pause long enough to show it by your hands.

A little study will enable your hands and your voice to make quite a little drama
out of this song— the "children" eager, the "grandmothers" prim and stately,

the delightful climb up the Tower, the calasliophe, the safely and feeling of

thankfulness.

THE LITTLE GIRL AND THE STARS

The Two Planets.

1842. Jan. 25—occurred the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn.

1822. Jan. 4.
—This takes place but once in twenty years; it is always striking,

and the phenomenon may be observed during some months before and after (see

White's Eplunures).
As Frcibel tells this anecdote on p. 44, § 33, in his MenscJuTurzkhung (Edu-

cation of Man), published 1826, the anecdote relates to 1822— if indeed Frobel

is referring to any particular stars.
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THE LIGHT-BIRD ON THE WALL.
" Try not, or murmur not if tried in vain,

In fair, rememberable words to set

Each scene of presence of especial gain,

As hoarded gems in precious cabinet.

Simply enjoy the present loveliness !

Let it become a portion of your being !

Close your glad gaze, but see it none the less
;

No clearer with your eye, than spirit, seeing.

And, when you part at last, turn once again,

Swearing that beauty shall be unforgot :

So, in far sorrow, shall it ease your pain ;

Ii distant struggles it shall calm your strife;

And, in your further and serener life,

Who says that it shall be remembered not?"—
MoNCKTON MiLNES (Lord Houghton).

THE HARE.

It may be objected that, as this song involves the cruelty of hunting and kill-

ing, Frobel was not consistent when he inserted it, since what the children enjoy
is not the Hare's safety, but the emotion of pursuit {-dtdt' Bain). Others, again,
will defend it, urging that, our humanity being what it is, songs should be per-
mitted which satisfy its everyday feelings and ideas, and do not keep it always
on tip-toe.

"Circumstances which seemed to us yesterday," etc.— Cf.

" And tasks in hours of insight willed,

May be in hours of gloom fulfilled
"—

(MATTHEW Arnold;.

 XT -u If "L. tig
 

THE WOLF AND THE BOAR.

What we want chddren to understand is, that they must imitate animals in

their simple, matter-of-course way of living honestly, according to the degree of

intelligence within them, and not in the precise acts they do, which would often

be vulgar in human beings—1'._^-.,
a dog licks the dish, a cat drags the lishbones

under the chair, a pig puts its feet into its trough.

o /Jj "« 0ij
—^»—V^l

"

THE CHARCOAL-BURNER'S HUT.

"That Englishman."—The book Frobel mentions is probably The Hand:
its Mechanism and Vital Endoivments, as evincing Design, and Illustrating the

J'ozver, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, l)y Sir Charles Bell. Published as one
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of the Bridgewater Treatises, 1832; ninth edition, 1S74 (George Bell & Sons,

Covent Garden).
" German Princes."—This alludes to the historical event known as the Prin-

tenraub. See (brief account) Aunt Charlotte s Stories of German History, by
Charlotte M. Yonge (Marcus Ward, 187S), p. 182; (most lively account) Thomas

Carlyle {Works), an Essay, "The Prinzenraub: a Glimpse of Saxon Ilistorj',"

in the Westminster Review, January 1855.

Frederick, Elector of Saxony, had two sons. Always at war, his enemies at

length sent Kunz von Kauffingen with other soldiers to the Castle of Altenburg,

7th July 145s, to carry the two boys away. Kunz went off with Albert, Mosen

with Ernest. Kunz neared the Bohemian border by noon on 8th July, but, as

Albert was thirsty, stopped to pick bilberries in the wood. A charcoal-burner

suddenly appeared, and at once guessed this was the boy about whom alarm-bells

were ringing throughout Saxony. He fought Kunz with his long poking-pole

(Schiirbaiim) till help came, or, as he expressed it to the Electress, when she

thanked him,
" Hab ihn weidlich gctrillt ;" and he is called merely "Triller" in

the legal documents conveying to him and his heirs rights in the Saxon forest for

ever. This Albert is ancestor of the present Saxon house. Prince Ernest was

rescued on nth July. Twelfth in direct descent from him was Albert, the late

Prince Consort ; the Prince of Wales is thus thirteenth.

THE LITTLE GARDENER.

Many people will object to the morality of giving set forth in the Mother's

remarks to the child about the old man. Those who object should merely sub-

stitute something they prefer saying about the picture.

Around this little song may gather scraps of information about flowers, as time

goes on—^.^. , Lilies will rot if allowed to stand in water, but the hardy white

Spirea, so popular in our large towns as a plant for the house, delights to stand

in water.

SMELL SONG.

ITazi represents the sound made on smelling, just as Dza represents the child's

cry on tasting anything.
"It savours of hypocrisy" = Er ist in Geruch der Scheinheiligkcit. Cf. Er

iteht in einem giiten Geruch — " He bears a high character."
" Bad rumours are current about this man " = Es sind base Geriichte iiber dusen

Mcnsclun in Umlaufe. Cf.
" That man is in bad odour."

Geruch applies to odour perceived by the organ of smell
;

Geriicht to the rumour

about a person, scent and report being both floating in the air.

The philosophy of this song sjiould be read with that of the Taste Song. So

closely are these connected, that Dr. Lange in his edition (1865) places Smell

directly alter Taste.

THE WlIEELWRKJiiT.

i^a,/= Wheel, and Rath = advice. This gives point in German to what

Frobel says about advice being like a wheel.
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THE LIGHT-BIRD ON THE WALL.
" Try not, or murmur not if tried in vain,

In fair, rememberable words to set

Each scene of presence of especial gain,
As hoarded gems in precious cabinet.

Simply enjoy the present loveliness !

Let it become a portion of your being !

Close your glad gaze, but see it none the less
;

No clearer with your eye, than spirit, seeing.

And, when you part at last, turn once again,

Swearing that beauty shall be unforgot :

So., in far sorrow, shall it ease your pain ;

li distant struggles it shall calm your strife;

And, in your furiher and serener life,

Who says that it shall be remembered not?"—
MONCKTON MiLNES (Lord Houghton).

THE HARE.

It may be objected that, as this song involves the cruelty of hunting and kill-

ing, Frobel was not consistent when he inserted it, since what the children enjoy
is not the Hare's safety, but the emotion of pursuit [vide Bain). Others, again,
will defend it, urging that, our humanity being what it is, songs should be per-
mitted which satisfy its everyday feelings and ideas, and do not keep it always
on tip-toe.

"Circumstances which seemed to us yesterday," etc.— Cf.

" And tasks in hours of insight willed,

May be in hours of gloom fulfilled "—

(MATTHEW Arnold;.

THE WOLF AND THE BOAR.

What we want chddren to understand is, that they must imitate animals in
their simple, matter-of-course way of living honestly, according to the degree of

intelligence within them, and not in the precise acts they do, which would often
be vulgar in human beings—.-.^o-.,

a dog licks the disli, a cat drags the fishbones
under tlie chair, a pig puts its feet into its trough.

" ?>  - 3> '
--i!r-'

THE CHARCOAL-BURNER'S HUT.

"ThatEnglishman."—The book Frobel mentions is probably The Hand :

its Mechanism and Vital EndoivJiients, as evincing Design, and llhistrating tlie

J'oiver, Wisdom, and Goodness of Cod, l)y Sir Charles Bell. Published as one
210



Translators Notes.

of the Brklgewaler Treatises, 1832 ;
ninth edition, 1S74 (George Bell & Sons,

Covent Garden).
" German Princes."—This alludes to the historical event known as the Prin-

tenraub. See (brief account) Aunt Charlottis Stories of German History, by
Charlotte M. Yonge (Marcus Ward, 187S), p. 182; (most lively account) Thomas

Carlyle {Works), an Essay, "The Prin^enraub: a Glimpse of Saxon Ilistor)-,"

in the Westminster Review, January 1855.

Frederick, Elector of Saxony, had two sons. Always at war, his enemies at

length sent Kunz von Kaufiingen with other soldiers to the Castle of Altenburg,

7th July 145s, '° carry the two boys away. Kunz went oflF with Albert, Mosen

with Ernest. Kunz neared the Bohemian border by noon on Sth July, but, as

Albert was thirsty, stopped to pick bilberries in the wood. A charcoal-burner

suddenly appeared, and at once guessed this was the boy about whom alarm-bells

were ringing throughout Saxony. He fought Kunz with his long poking-pole

{Schiirbaum) till help came, or, as he expressed it to the Electress, when she

thanked him,
" Hab ihn weidlich gctriilt ;" and he is called merely "Triller" in

the legal documents conveying to him and his heirs rights in the Saxon forest for

ever. This Albert is ancestor of the present Saxon house. Prince Ernest was

rescued on nth July. Twelfth in direct descent from him was Albert, the late

Prince Consort ; the Prince of Wales is thus thirteenth.

THE LITTLE GARDENER.

Many people will object to the morality of giving set forth in the Mother's

remarks to the child about the old man. Those who object should merely sub-

stitute something they prefer saying about the picture.

Around this little song may gather scraps of information about flowers, as time

goes on—f.^. , Lilies will rot if allowed to stand in water, but the hardy white

Spirea, so popular in our large towns as a plant for the house, delights to stand

in water.

SMELL SONG.

iriizi represents the sound made on smelling, just as Dza represents the child's

cry on txsting anything.
"It savours of hypocrisy" = Er ist in Geruch der Scheinheiligkcit. Cf Er

stefit in einem gtiten Geriich — "He bears a high character."
" Bad rumours are current about this man " = Es sind base Geriichte iiber diisen

Mensclun in Umlaufe. Cf.
" That man is in bad odour."

Geruch applies to odour perceived by the organ of smell
; Geriicht to the rumour

about a person, scent and report being both floating in the air.

The philosophy of this song sjiould be read with that of the Taste Song. So

closely are these connected, that Dr. Lango in his edition (1865) places Smell

directly after Taste.

'-*—»—*—

THE WlIEELWKKiHT.

Rod = Wheel, and Rat/t = advice. This gives point in German to what

Frobel says about advice being like a wheel.

-• 1 [



Translator s Notes.

THE JOINER.

Children reared in London or any large town rarely see trades or workmen.

Thus, if Frobel's songs seem far-fetched, an attempt to make songs on things

children really do see will show how difficult the selection is. Children should

be shown a real plane and its use. So many operations formerly done by hand

are now done by machinery in a way that is too obscure to yield any useful illus-

tration to children.

The Wand^hccker Bote ("Messenger") was a periodical published about a

hundred years ago, in Holstein, near Hamburg (Germany). It did good work

in its time. Matthias Claudius (1740-1815), a poet and literary man, settled at

Wandsbeck in 1771, and issued the Alcsscnger ixi various dates until 18 14. It is

very amusing, honest, shrewd and refined. It is worth reading by anyone who

wishes to see what kind of book Frobel mentions so affectionately.
" Asmus

was the name under which Claudius wrote. For a brief but very appreciative life,

see W. Ziclhe's tract, Berlin 1S62 (British Museum
;
latest edition of Claudius,

1841).

THE HORSEMEN AND THE GOOD CHILD.

The key to many a "spoilt child" is here. He was given credit for a great

many virtues while he was a charming baby ;
for some reason or other the credit

was withdrawn
;
he is in the position of a man who cannot meet his liabilities ;

he gets dismayed, frightened and soured. Or his virtues are not of the kind you

were used to accredit him with : he is sturdy, plodding and shy ;
whereas you

fancied him graceful, brilliant and bold. But the whole topic of Character : its

Bliases and Mystery, needs more than a brief note.

THE GIRL AND THE BOY AND THE SHOPMAN.

Visiting the Market always makes "a notch on the stick."—This expression

seems to allude to the old methods of reckoning liy making notches on a stick,

either to count money or time. Shopping is really an exercise of selective power,

of practical intelligence in fitting means to ends. No reasonable grown-up person

wishes for the whole contents of any shop, but many children do, and need careful

training out of the idea that mere possession or mere quantity yields happiness.

"Your child, if he be a true child," etc.—The testimony of persons who have

lived among European nations points to the existence of a spirit we know hardly

anything of in our English present-giving
—

viz., every gift is shrewdly appraised
and valued strictly according to its price ;

its utility to the receiver is scarcely

noticed, still less the giver's kind thought ; present-giving is a mere social tax,

and the children calcii up this sordid idea of a gift as readily as the grown-up

people do.
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OPENING SONG.

A MOTHER,

m
WHO FEELS HER LIFE IS ONE WITH HER CHILD'S LIFE.

^ =F

So sac - red and dear,Oh Ba - by.my own,

m I N ,

4-^ -:—:-*-4-^
;'

' p/^s p

m w =^f^^ :?=i» * ^-3»-

j/" ritardando.

g—1^gz *  3t:
/* ^

Just whisp-er a word from your heart in my ear,

t>  -•- -*- -if > S-- • -2? S-

-^ r ^^
-cz^-a ^glg^=f^ ^^_Ls-

1 1-

^ a 1/ g;^^I^^^^^^̂

I
a tempo.'

5=si It
-> T>gm m fjr X 1^

What is it to-wards me like warm light comes streaming? Like

dawn in the spring-time your tints are all beara-ing. What is it to

^^^
1 . I ?^ ^

Froebel's
" Mother's Son^ h Games.'



?c:^^^ tlr
-1 r I r ".^^^t=t::

!

I

fc3-1 ii.'—
'-'

1

f

wardsmeLikewarmlightcomesstreaming? Like dawn in the spring time your

dolce.

6=^^
3tzz:i: ^ ^—5<-

tints are allbeam-ing. "It is my Faith thatbeamsout in my eye: Happen what

^ Efeil>i i, N •ij J-.^^ 4—=^-
E?^^^==i^=^^ag: g % "^KJ ?S*?=s* ^=5^

doke.

m

^h=^^

«»» - pre ere do.m z^inzia
! JqSi^c: ir-r- ::p=(!t-V—*- 3^ ^US=

out in my smile ; With Mo-ther a - round me it's light all the while. And

S=^ Ha i^ • ii » m :p=5=

=*^

S
sefn - pre ere do.

J^ta^-e: 3c=e VyF E^ Sir J ..h-

P^ :*=:

Froebel's "Mother's Songs & Games."



IS^^^-•^ mm m- m N
! I

I

ISJC::^ ^3S y—y
Hope it is makes me cling to your breast

; The foun - tain of life flows for

^M
ritardando.g^ a tempo.

J H r I r ^' -I -''
I

J

me, and I rest" Come, Ba - by, heart's dar -ling, Let's trust in each

-g—3g 3=t :lf«:.

^^ r »r^Tf y
'

I r~7Vri^-^^^^ =fs^=I=
-g* *-

o-ther; I'll read life in you, you shall read in your Mo-thenWhen-

i
3=

A« frr - seen • do.

:t=inp
—(- 1—1—w—I

—I—I I
—

I
— ":««: It* '

'
ip"

'—^
i" 1

—'-' ' r

ev - er your thought on my do -
ings is dawn-ing, My love for my

Froebel's
" Mother's Songs & Games."



dar-ling will give me soft wam-ing. And tell me thatFalthaodHopcaad

m ^^ m ere^^y=g= ^
i r u^=2=•<si m-

Love Were fos-ter'd well in my own sweet Dove. And thus in Be -

|^t=f=r^j^ij :' ^"^f^^=^^^^lt

^5EE
:& 351.

P
^?^—^-^ F «-

Si* ^ P

^
\f

*^ * I
' i»—i

—
I I

i^ I

I i

—
j- ^

^
liev-ing, and Lov - ing.and Hop-ing, All Heav-en be - fore him in

^^=i ^^^^^^mw $-^J-{-^
do.

g—S-:rg=^i^EEi =«=^S^ I
* »*- =t;^

T

^Sii3 i^
childhood lies opening.

'X

^^̂ ^^^^^x^^^^^^^^^^m
P un poco ritardando. pp

ffg
S=P2=

fa^^s—g
I
*'rg.

>—f

Froebel's
"
Mother's Songs & Games."
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GAMES AND SONGS.

KICKING.

(See picture No. i, page 13.)

i

Come! you lit - tie kick-ing toes ! Flax and hemp we will pound with blows,

4 u

^3t
Sr-' '

— ' ^ ^^*=^ ^»^^rr
S -^M'=FI H

-Vr- rfi

EEfitt J%-r..-%-\-^ ^rtSr

(i

-gi •>
^

1> ^
Kd- 9  -^

Oil for Mother's lamp there flows, See the flame ! how clear 11 grows, While

-^—I 1
—

I 1— I 1
—

I
^i^ 4= 4 U n: Irr^tjt

"18*^

St y- m \-
-^

» I

m IC

f̂=f^ff=^^.

u I
I --i

*
I ! .^r=P=t=t ^^

1 i^—- 1

 

I -^1

Mo - ther's love, so clear and bright,Guards lit - tie Ba - by all the

-fAl.—^-' l-r-4 -,—I 1-

~

giJ -f- ^iz:

night.WhileMother'slove.soclearandbright, Guardslit-tle Ba - by all the night.

^ ^:S=^ ^:^ =pf^ W-M-t r

* • ^=-1^E ±
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BUMP!
(See page 15.)

^ias^l-XLj-^r J ;-iJ Hi J-44^ =!!t^

Bump ! see how my Ba -
by's fall- ing, Glad love lifts him back re -

call-ing.

m -1—t- 4—n
5^ g«i w *

w j-31-j^Ifes^^^EI ^rtijV^T

^ i Is:. 5*=R^:K^ ml \-

^=5

^±=4=ifc -4-
=r=^ j^ *

3E =i=^ ^^i:-* • *<

P
How you laugh and how you smile, Mo-ther's eye keeps watch meanwhile,

--I 1_^ ^,^ ^4-2EE^
-jtnzzmi Es: j—g'-fF=H

-r

îi
-1/?=-

:ff=:^ t=P= -r
—

F-

$ =s= :^ ff I t J^f **
I J—iS- l J ^'jlldi^j^«i *'i*r :^=^

So that no-thing hurt or tease him, So that eve - ry thing may please him,

^ A P

»=t=f^5i»= 8=*: ^—^ =il=±
-*-' *-^-

^£ I
* r =S:^

=^

^ :^»- -^=r%=^i

Bump ! see how my Ba -
by's fall -ing. Glad love lifts him back re -

call-ing.

1=

i^E^g^^.^1* J hd r M ,•* I i —hi
—

^&
—

I

^ fe^ ^
Froebel's
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^ i^
4- ^ I

r

r=^ ^*' Jil f
'

.Ml

Mind and bo -dy thus un-fold-ing,Thought is in all things wise rule hold- ing.

i-J. h 4- ^^5
^'

t'-H J,?
i r j I ! i^^) jm  ^ *=i£:

^fei'* - 35^m-r-=i- ^

THE WEATHERCOCK.
(See picture No. 2, page 17.)

^ * » .^3^ t f I f > =r
As the cock, up - on the Tow

^1 i f zTjtt I f g g^
er, Turns in

1  :

f I *

^^^^s^ a g

,



ALL'S GONE!

(See picture No. 3, page 19.)

P̂ E^=3^^Fg^i^^E ^ ^^=:^
-g—gir^q:

.S: *• g: 4? ^ -ai- g: ^
It's all gone, Ba -

by, all ! There's no more soup at all I Tell me, then,where

^^^3
^^^^^^y^^^^^^^

^
CT^^i^^

gifegj

i ElfE
-^-IJ^-K 3s=^ q5=tSt^^m:

-N S
=?=S E^ j^—N—.^-4^q.

«=L-^r^-«-S^ fE^
. _^

-- -
i^ .- -^

-a*- ^
13 It gone to? To your mouth, that's where it's gone to. Lit - tie tongue has press'd it back ;

m^^m^^. M
jg

'

g) g-r* *» J g:

^^=pd^38^^^_*?!iit

^
i:feg=i:

r=£=fc=^
il^=f=£ ^F^ =^

-.^-^r-s^

qs^=S:S=f5=:Js ;f='=='^

* -it
3|=ai:

J
• * -S: -J:

Throat that swallow'dwas its track
;
Well di-gest-ed 'twas beneath. Though chew'd by no

^*Z
r^^-

if=S^
:ir-r ^=^=^i=^zh=S^

-it -S--

g^i
5=i=

3^e^^-^- ji

...
.̂^

[

sj -=i-^

-0—^

m
=S=JE E»^^i^ ^^E^=«sq=s=?5:

^ g g~^~~^^~^ ^ E^^SE

lit - tie teeth. Hap - py Ba -
by's nice -

ly fed, White as milk and

^^^^^^^^^^
(«+: 1-

-Isr^' :j5=|i

Froebel's
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^^ ^
ro -

sy red. Hap-py Baby's nice-Iy fed. While as milkand ro - sy refL

w^^^r^
^ 3=3: 3: ^^

5

TASTE.
(See page 20.

)

1^ -^f * F a ^-•— fcs
—ti—a^—3—^— JV^_.S- >^

Si^EtS3^5C=Sc: =r^ > > i^ -l»<-

I. Openyonrmouth.mylit- tie pet,Somethingveryniceyou'llget;Bitethissoft,ripepurpleplum ;

i=¥=^ ^^->^i*i
jgtyiyzyng3e?33^

-»* / 1
'

— - ~  

3 ^ ^ ?3^?5

'^r-T^ -5, 1,.
—^ —  —

gr

UsayoartonK;uein tast-ing some. WbaCs the taste? dza,dzal Ifs nice, Sweetthin^ will the tongue en -tice.
f

=ii^=3.
g-^_^ f^^^^l^;^^

-ff3-
-g-^r^ S n l S*' r-

^t=ir-

! *t«^ ;=^: 1 '-{ '

•*> -i3^ F>^^=^i "T-^^

2. Bite this ro- sy ap- pie here It is al- so eat-en,Dear.Oh !yourmouthisdrawnlikepa-per.

p^
=n ^^ ^HKs-T C- r:^^

Sl=*: a^ »it JJL^l^^

^5 • •
e- ^ • q=gc ti—^ y -i ! r : 'i

—
=t"

Froebel's "
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^^^^2^^^s -N -^ '. -^-Ni^^^^^^§ -K-N-—Ji-

W: ^m
When it's burnt in fire or taper," Sour !"you, say ;

' 'Tissour I find ; Give me sweet things.Mother kind !

'

^^eS.^
IjT-* ^T*"*^

BSt-*-

='i'=r^
fj^' ^»3 =ff^^=5^=4=

-I——I——h-

=f=fezat^~^1S-^==Si^^^^^^
,^

- - ^ w.
'—''—r

3. Bit-ter Almond ker-nel, try ; You ^vill like it by-and-by. Bitter things do good, I think;

sI i>»—l^"

:5sc=s=
=gF=F=?^lg^

ja„.-J
-

^^p^a^a^F=*:^

^t?
m -m-m-

u—^-
::^ ^=f:J-z:f:d

--K- -1S-1K=fe

'5i=T^^a?i^^
^-^^^^^^m -ff—\

^  ' ' -

-p
—^—^"^—

1>
—

i"
—'—"—p

—•—^*—~p"
Tho' your mouth will rather shrink. Bitter things you'll often meet, But life soon will make them sweet.

^^^^^ S^^3E^ 3

4. If j-ou eat harsh un- ripe things. Plea-sure af- ter e - vilbrings.Unripe things you must not touch, dea.-;

g=i aFg=g^
=if^3

liziU:
=ii=ff: ic=^:

-t^ 1 *

Froebel's
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They will hurt you ve-ry much,Jear,Nothing,Dear,is good for you,That is nol ijuitc ripe all through.

6

TICK TACK.

(See picture No. 4, page 23.)

=S=S^
S i m m ' ' i

* ' m >

't^ 'y, '»̂
'^ {"- jj-^ziz'^~z-,~=MEs3^^

On- ly see I On -
ly see I Like a Pcn-du- lum go we. For our arms go to and fro,

^ ^rrs-l-l+^^EiESZ^t i^g-g—h^ J * *

s^i
S=^t=^ i

' g
^

EE -^-!w

^ m. I ml m-r-W

Not too fast, and not looslow. Fortheirstrokegocs there and back,Alwaystickand always tack.

^^^^^d^ "CJ 1 -1 1 n=4 HHU'S^
> >' * *

^^

Froebcl's
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;-nr:^ ^ ^^^p?
s—g-

->—IS—N—
* -S—Pi^

:S=:f=£li
Tick, Tack, Tick, Tack, Tick,Tack,Clock,pleasene-ver tell me wrong. But the right time

> ^
^=a? 1 *i~

I i-ipq
5e=

1 I =?-

»' g s * 3C=;i=
=1—^^

i^^fei
-4t—.-ffi

fei^:t=i=t
^r-LF^'^-ij^L'^^ i

J
I L

N N -^
-%-

1^

by your song. Say when my child mustsleepandeat,Play,bathe in wa - ter fresh and sweet,

p^^^i^^^g^^^f^
^ I

^
^ I ii-I I

 

! I

He'll be clean.then.as he should, Strong and al-ways do-ing good. See our arms go

J \ 1-^N -J J gt=H: ^P ^

T!*^:-

ip=r

I i r I

T * i
ifc- ^ i

—>s—N—h»—^^—^^--j» j^ i ^ h _r I _^
—^

3^—-^=M=:

there and back ; Always Tick and al- ways Tack, Tick, Tack, Tack.

*

"*! -1

Froebel's "Mother's Songs & Games
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iM OWING GRASS.
(See picture No. 5, page 25. )

* /» ^ I ^S 33

i'e - ter, go the mea-dows o - ver, Mow, and homeward bring the clo- ver

4 =N=t: ^ ^393=*=>=r n^i^-trt
•^ -p-

r^ ip
c f f^EEttif

^ ^ —
1^7
—

^
'

-It;- ;

- 1^ I 1
^— » _l ji

n^ K J 1

g J J *1 _ 

By it oui good cow is liv -
ing, Milk and but - ter so she's giv -

ing.

-A—. ,
—

,
—.—^

—,^_,_j=T=i—I
—^-

-VI _g. K
:=J5=

^^^ i^3E * i ?*
Milk the cow at once, please,Jenny ; Bring the milk home. Don't spill a

-
ny,

i 9 ' iFf^^
P mf

w

$

Cows must give us milk for mak-ing Those nice rolls tl»e Ba-ker's bak -
ing.

4-

i ^i=^=ig
=^«=

-I m ^^^ :f-Lf_»-

^U^—fe£
•r •* mrXz

'r i>
I 1*

It
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i^^^f^^^^g^^^^^^^^
Strong-er grows my Ba - by ten - der By tho -er-vice peo-ple ren-der,

-I .^t 1— 1.
I

1 1 ^'^^^T^J"^**-

ps^i^^^^S^g^i^^^^^^^
j4_..

=»=i=*
i»t- t^«==«: -Wt- -r ,

1*- I?*—^-
Stcs±

^

1* ij y 1 1--

SpEE^S^^

^ !- .•«V-^

Strong-er grows my Ba - by ten - der By the ser - vice peo -
pie ran - der.

>—-I- ^
•

^
=*=5r

n.m—^—

^p3^^^^^^^ 1^S=^-

i^^t:
»==::«q

P«— 1«-

53g ^ <
Slower.

-fcL.

i
^ ,^ i

vT I h-

»=d—a-^^=l Igfefga^Pd-—ji i m
Pe - ter, go the mea-dows o - ver, Mow, and homeward bring the clo - ver.

i
Zf=%Z zizE^ES=§z -^—9-

P

P 1 1?'

^—w—fg==F -f I ^ P—i^-=f*HH* =^~l* 1*
-

!-^
"

»
"~
P

^ ^S3=iT IT r
r

Thanks to you for your good mowing ;
To our cow for milk are ow -

ing ;

|ig-^"=5^^
=1- ^ -J—•-

-*—«-
S

r=^=»^J=y ::g—̂ < I

^^ ^^^^ :?i * -y-

:§
Froebel's
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Thanks for milk-ing to our Jen - ny , Bak - er baked us rolls, how ma- ny ?

^3j=t
Js=t= =si=*l=^^^=F J : I ^_ii'_i—f-(^ ->

— J
'«/

^ E 1 tM — 1—^ •••1 • '

^ •!

p ^i 'ri.'':j'=

-U

ti i^fs^^»—
i

—r
Mo - ther's made your por - ridge.dear, No - bo -

dy's for - got - ten here.

N-, !
!>. 1  1

N-

8
BECKONING THE CHICKENS.

(See picture No. 6. page 27.)

-> ts-

5=^ =>=:^:=i^^ ^-^-r

Beck-on chick- ens ! they'll draw near. Say "I'm glad to see you here.

m 1^=1 11&:^^=f * JLl«,'^^^^*^i=t:^

9

BECKONING THE PIGEONS.
(See picture No. 7, page 29. )

-A, > -.
». r^ (W-N

Tne pigeons are wishing to come near and see you. Beckon and say" lam so glad to see you,'

^t=^
» *

-i -1
i i^n^^^ *rT-i --t

15
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THE FISH IN THE BROOK.

(See picture No. 8, page 31.)

r-^^ ^—N-

:S=f g=j[=F~^
"

^ i^"~P^-
I I >* ^E^ J—^+j^^i

>-n

^sE^g^

Here in the lit - tie spark
-

ling brook, These fish are

^ fe^ ^^ SS-

p

=*=H»^

5=
JzirSEgr ^=^^==g=^^ :*:* * g :i J* —m n =!-

play
-

ing ; Come, and look! They swim up; they swim down ;

=^c=r

^ ^=31^
-?-—Hi-—•-

Noneseem to wait. See ! some are bent ! Oh! now they are straight.

:* -\
—

rT=^
:«=*=

=C==^
^^ORI

-:5l:
—*-

/

^lc=%-%
% -^

\—i—«l ug=-t
—

I

—
r «^=^

^-^-
Froebel's

"
Mother's Songs & Games."
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LONGWAYS—CROSSWAYS.
(See picture No. 9, page 33. )

^^^^^m ^ss^^
See one slick now 1 lay a-long, And then a - cross I lay a stick ; Through

=IC|: ^ K i
9=S^F§ T^

P

m ^^^

>=:^ > K-, m =5^S^=K :3S=iv^

both Iborewitha gim- let strong,And then drive a peg in, long and thick.Your

^i i
^-g-^-^g ^^^-^^=^^^^^=1

=l^=v^
f=S=

J-^ -m m
n I

-4 ,v J*T-
f-—--J-—

^—^ =S=F*: ^^^^^a
^=^ nzr ^^ >^-*—g- S5

ii ir
-^

—
Jf

palm will form a board quite well, The tar -
get's rea- dy now to sell

;
What's

I
i

t > :
"

•'4^ ^ ir!=

^S=*=
^-*'

(
*" * J- r^=S=

^?^

<e? J s-0
^ =&=fc^ iU '0  

^^^J^l* -^_JLjUJt|=*-t-Tl'-s^- Pt^=^
-V^glJtllZ-^ u

the price? Three pence clear. Why such a price, Sir ? It's far too dear, Sir 1

^ IKE
-^-jFg^^ "f=^=e—1

m/ -— ^=1 /
m fi-^ -ur0r m^

Froebel's
"
Mother's Songs & Games '
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^EfB^^JU^ .^^t-fi *-$MU~f~M
\ u ^ J- -ta-f-

Just a pen-ny cost you the bars cross-way,And a penny cost you that nice flat board,And a

*; i> ^w
J J J-tt:

v-^-^

pen- ny for workman's skill you pay, Don'tbuy if this you can'taf- ford.

-N—^—K-&;iS=(-
i^i^ -*r-?- ^^^^^^

.^^^^^J^:^

S

12

PAT-A-CAKE.

(See picture No. lo, page 35.)

s^ S=i=§=«=«= i—I
g-

'

hJ
—

:g-—*
I

Ba - by wants to try and make us Such a cake as he can bake us.

^=^«=«

^
^^3^^^^N

,S -j -J—}-

^ o E^ -* g -T'
—r

: a* Ur-

Froebel's
"
Mother's joiigs & Games."
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^mrn-n-'vm^-T^n
1 J j ., Jr:^=t-=i^>3=^

Pat your cake; I'll show you how ; Ba - kersays: "It's quite time now
,

=1 1—^^ ^iE3

^=t l-f ,
< ^^

Bring the dough,as you are told, Ere my o- van gets too cold."

N I

—
\

—
I I I ». I ^

»—«—«—«—»^ElE^ 4-

>~ -1
—i»—r te"—r

p

^

-N S—V—N
-|

* * -—;i3
—

i^
—

^

^-t
"—•—^—•—sr—5-tp'-

Ba - ker, here is a nice large cake. You for Ba- by so kindly will bake.

^^ -N—r

. J '^=t^ s 9
—p% ( ,

) ^-
iJ—1 J * < : 1 f=i=^—=1 1

—-] I

— I* '
—

I
—

3i=Sf

m/

w ^^ su *

i? i < i
-N h 19«« h L—'»—ra—pi*—N—I r-m—s s n> fk—— N .

a!:r:=S=

Deep in the o - ven,my lit - tie one, Push in your cake, it will soon be done.

j.> * -
-J- J ^ '^^ 3^ -g-j^-j;-

Froebel's "
Mother's Songs & Games."
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13

THE NEST.
{See picture No. ii, page 37.)

Ss LmJ-:-^^
I !

^ M g^-g-^—r'zr4:

In the hedge.just where it's best, Lit - tie bird has built her nest.

There two ti - ny eggs she lays. Then she sits there ma - ny days. Now

A H- -J==S

i=jh=« s—i-l 9—i=%=ug .% 9
I

g-^-g-fr—gnig

1^ *^ES=t 3:̂
S¥ ^=:«; s^

-i»' S-

^
theyarehatched And we can hear Two ti - ny birds cry, Moth-er dear J

:ter=z-rs

i
J-^r:^

g=*>=^ ^^ ^
Peep, peep,peep, peep, peep, We love you peep.

i i^

peep^E^ 3^^^
/3

e^ z£=£=££: ^ A 4». ^
Froebel's "Mother's Songs & Games."
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THE FLOWER BASKET.

(See picture No. la, page 39.)

Make a bas - ket, we'll be -
gin it, Pret -

ty things we'll

$^5E
f I

> I I
—

:aE

v./

i
-f?!*%-

! i^

<-f-l^^ > : ^ I »
1
—

put with - in it ; Flow'rs we'll car - ry, you shall see, And

^

$
-* U^ 3S=
'* m di=S=*z

they'll be glad as well as we. ... Fa - ther 1 see what

» m tz r=^. : '^
\ 9 i t ^

Froebel's
" Mother's Songs & Gamec '
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ES^?E
'^—^''—gzsi 9^ ^

^ x

=>=^
flow'rs we're bring - ing ; They're for you, and hear us sing - ing ;

3E ^ =^^
E^EJE

«=
IP-TTTtlzrW:i=iS.

-=—=1-

La, la, la, la,

1—
la, la, la, la. Fa - ther s now, not ours.

^^M -g-^—f- ^s=s=d^ 1
—p—^:

:*=t4=

pp f^^
15

THE PIGEON HOUSE.
(See picture No, 13, page 41. )

"^h—^
—d



=fc=i
-^=L^ "I f .^

.«  C„1J I 1 :>_ «way they soar. They fly to green field and spread - ing tree, Where

::ac
J- ^ ^ ^*ir

—T—^
lit - tie birds are glad to be ; But soon to thdr roost they

ij
,

I
-n I

—
^l—'—

I
I
— h ,

-J !
!

1

,

,^-,
-*>- ^^ p -t 1-5^ n»t:

i
±=i: ^ ->—-N- -^—ty-A—N ^^^^3^^ ^ bJ 1' r«r=^-z±r * ^

come once more, And then I close tight-Iy my pigeon house door ; But

r
I

i

—-H-

•—» »
=*!^=^ 4- -P

^3^ ^=S^
?^

^-g-j»~ qs=it -^—=^-

:3f::

I
^^ ->—S—I-

1 *1 «i J 3t fe^^ !=S->—Nr

J ' "^-^ • z f •» ' - *^m-r-g: *—ibH =f^tr v:=f^ *r^
soon to their roost theycome once more,And then I close tightly my pigeon house door.

(

Froebel's
*' Mother's Songs & Gamei.
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13

THE THUMB A PLUM.
(See picture No. 14, page 43.)

-!*>—!!!»
—

(»^t d=
.5: piz:^ S: *1 «! *

i =^.^ D
Hszaiz :sc=5=g=^> '

^ "^ -*

This is, this is, this is?— This is your ht-tle round thumb.dear.Its

-I-

^- ^#1g= -=t-t^ t^-t^ *i *
l •>-T-^r^^»^~»"

/ P

rrrz =}_

!^S
^=t= a=

-ir-
^ ^

>« •

j
^—j^ h - ^

|
v-

r^=^«l—«1'—^^^-
3=? :f=Sz g g—ir -n-p:

just like a ht-tle ripe plum, dear. And this, and this, and this? First

>rt
-•1—i«^—*l—^
Z^—^—ai- i :*= ^

P ;«/ P

^:;±i
*s£-g^ i^ ^^ -=—^

£z_« a—-g g-

EJE^S

fin -ger points and stands upright. Tho* it can bow and be po-lite. And

4- H ,^ J—J- n ^ i- J
Etizrg=l^^

—
p
—I^ f lj:

f*'*^"

"'/

ISe ^ •I ^ T-

is-44-^^¥^^ ^Es;
::^=^ 3=-=i-

this, and this, and this? This fin -
ger's tall -est on your hand,Though

^3^ E^

"^—^-
ES^ ^^-q-H -

^•^

3^ =1=

Froebel's
" Mother's Songs & Games."



i^^
\ ffc, KJ}g:

I . K

"""^S
\̂-^»^- ^ES -f—f

it but in the mid -(11651311(1 ; And this, and this, and this?^^ M t

s
Ring

Bn^^ =•=3==^=F
£*• »" "^

^^ b^ r -<
=^

p

fin -
ger lit - tie Rings can hold ; It should be clean and bright as gold. And

=fv:

-Sr-Sr^-^:-^ ^ > -1 >
 

-»-*-*-

-I =*-

-j^jj^i p a»——* ^— ii»
^-•—r

this, and this, and this ? This lit - tie fin - ger's least of all.

$

It

=s=r 3^1^ ^: rg=g—8=

fJ «/

^7-7?-9 m-

i^g^^ -»—^s-

E^Ij^rfc

ends their row.both great and small ; It's true. Oh ! yes ! it's true; For

^^^=W=^=^^^
--f^

E*^=^=±

=?s=s=Ŝ rnrj:

in

Froebel's
"
Mother's Songs & Ganve».'
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zt::=r-

-* -^- -9- :s: •» ^
me, as well as you.

=1 -11- :t
3g=±-^ PJ=

How - e - ver diff-'rent may be,

^m ^==:nr=^z eS
-I-

The

-iv--.

ril^^r^^^St

g:iE
--i-

-ar .jjL

PCS;

m/

-q r 1; •1 P n~

I
:gi=S=

—N—I-

iJi^C ^^^±*^ I r

L<
'

J-
-*

r ^^
-=i—p-

-i^S-V-

fin- gers' gifts, you see,

I

They all live and a -
gree. To

i
-jv—r
:a=q^Si=*=Si -q I- H

-\—^

^=E^^-V-T 3=|«
'«/

^^=^ -=l—e-
-)« ^- ^^=^ -=1—f= =1-

i
J^ . N I 5^g 1'^ N > 1 *1 :lv=fs: ^S =1—r J-=;—p-

*. b»- f=^=*^
a.,,f_^i

geth-er and yet free. How - e - ver diff-'rent may be, The

:^^I
I ^m -I r ^ zH^^di ::^—^

^F=^ * ji g ^ J-

mf

5-ii?=P^ 1 r ^ ?^^^ -=i—f=—^^5=*=

^^Us^^&^^^m.
r=s=st 1 =1-F-^ ^Tr—

-VT k '-J-

fin - gers'gifts,you see. They all live and a - gree To - geth-er and yet free.

±=i
^H7*a* *j |- T '

I-  

-I .m. ^Jm d^^
±?«5=?Wi: ^^E

- s -

*l 1 -I

3t±3t^
^ifc3^•^ =tarp=^_pr^ I^E-1 r -1-

5^
Froebel's

" Mother's Songs & Games."
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17

m
BEND YOUR HEAD, THUMB

(See picture No. 15, page 45.)

-N kn L fe i ^i :*=* •^ J" J:*i==S:
 m ^;^=^ m—^

Bend your head.Thumb; First fin- ger stretch, now; Mid -
die, you bow; Up! Ring

i :il=^ :«:3=r
-{^ »:;r-aH

5=^
^ • m w m \ J ^

^m ^ :^Pt:

1^ .:±

^ jn fv. ^f5r=d!b ?5==ts:
*!

< -i * a^
^^3E ^^Bl ^—n-a=i=^ -if

—
?-

fin - ger, come ; Lit - tie fin - ger bend. Be o - be-dient, friend.

$
' t d$^ %\ t ^ ^^^

—
ry

-

^E* -=i—^
i

^J PP

JSfcr:
•—^-s-

^ ^
i* i»^

-»^-f -T^ ^ ->^

The bow you all make at your grace -
ful, kind greet -

ing, Shows

,* f s ^—i *—*^
-* :sr

^?^2^ -S =t: -Scz

$ =y=T
Ji Is—1^—f*—f«

—f*—N- A N P N—< S * g -»r-a
-

:3E=i-y—y- =3=3=^=3=f J. » I-y !^
~ W

just how good friends should be-have when they're mecLiog.The bow you all make at your

w—^—r

$
^^=<=F :*=«  1 *-

i^;±>^
^^ P -; n i r »

-, i
Froebel's

" Mother's Songs & Games.*
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=ei -K^v-

t^=^
^^^g=J=^-^^=P

graceful, kind greeting, Shows just how good friends should behave when they're meeting.

-=1:1^^
I I

-

i^=<T^
^~C"

-I—
I

—
I

—-I-

e£E

^—sr

=g=P=E£ ^ -=!—^-

18

THE FAMILY.
(See picture No. i6, page 47.)

trt ^ -5-K
=J^HE igU*^-^-,.^:^^:^ 3E 3EES^ ^1=:^ ^ 1-*r—it

See, here is Grandma-ma, And here is Grandpa- pa. And here is Fa - ther,

gffi
=—N-

3fI=S-
-1 -I 1^ E^ a^

e^E ^ qv ^l^i^^in^ =^

^:^b=^

Andhereis Mo-ther, Thisislit-tle Ba-by dear.See thewholehappyfam-i-lyhere.

jr-^-
g=^ 5=j

E^=Ff
^ :J=iC

=^1=ĵsiiJ;
-«i(-^-

^^ * - ^ ^r

^M: :?e=l^

\
^̂ =i=4 S=dS=fe:

^=i^-l-5^-^^^^=^=^|^g^^^g=^g
This is lit - tie Ba - by dear, See the whole happy fam-i -

ly here.

t
t--=%^=^- =^

-* " *—
:iJ:

-^—^ a>
-=»f:

:ii:
—^ '-»f-^-»^ -r—^—SE

=5^

Froebel's "Mother's Songs & Gaines."
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MOTHER, KIND, AND DEAR.

(See picture No. 16, page 47. )

See Mo - ther, al - ways so kind and dear, See Fa - ther.brave and

^
=r

rH g i i-<—r ^y=rt
^^1^

i ^ i=g=<=
and stout,mer

$

ry here ; >ee Bro- iher, grown so tall

I I&=«^ ^^J=t ^ E|=^£

^:: ::it:

fe^^3^i^jL^7^t-fl|^
=3=fv: M!^
-g—F^ ^-5»—S=—?—Ui3 ^- -—

i 1 • -W- *~'
See Sis - ter, tak - ing Doll -

ly out. And here is the Ba -
by, still

l^i^a 3E^ ^^^•> ^

Js=»:
i >*cg ^=5 :i=K ^

i
?=i^

-*.—^-

*  J J g *^ ^ ' y *bl 3=:^^»=« g l b*'. "J

lit • tie and fair, We've seen such a nice, hap - py Fam - i - ly there.

^m E^^ ^^,^
 

tl« =^=ggg:^r=:;=i=i:
•1 I

1^^
29

Froebcl's "
Mother's Songs & Games."
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THUMB, I SAY "ONE" TO YOU.
(See picture No. 17, page 49. )

J=*=g^
r=^r^F?

-^^-j^p—j

Thumb, I say One to you, And my forefin-ger's Two, My mid-dle fin-ger's

S=^:*3^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^3^^E
SEE ^ =S=
S^: 1 1—I-

=^=fE S :^=it 3^ -jp—g-^-^—^ ^EE?^M—\ -J . g- ^
Three, Ring fin-ger Four must be, My lit - tie finger must be Five, that I know,m -rr^-
;*-

Wl =r
-^-q-J- =g:;=^: ^^^-ig->^ i«^SEE

-r
/

^=»£
1** I utf

—^srif :?=^ 3?=e:

Jf=^^^=r=^^
Now they all to bed must go, Not one stirs while sleep- ing so.

::t

^Stz:5*=|' ^-f•
-g- ^^- : -3-'

i^E?^
p p

!^^ J ^

I^
IS
—

s~ ^^^±̂ri±^^^^m ^
Hush! lest one too soon be wak-ing. Hush ! lest one too soon be wak-ing.

^^^m%E^^^^^^̂ i=i=

pp

ite-T

Ba ^—
fE^ -r -p •!*•

=«==i= ^^^^4=*:
-* m-

Froebel's
" Mother's Songs & Games/
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THE FINGER PIANO.

(See picture No. i8, page 51.)

^t :|t=js: m p=f
—t
—r 9 § §

See my Ba - by dear ; your hand's a pia - no here.

pE s—f g—f I
* "^ * f i   g f~* •<—e-

f^^^j^g^^^ r I r i=g=»u=i^=^^i-V —
t^ ••—a^

Press each fin - ger down a - lone, you will hear a pret
-

ty tone.

I^^ ^M ^ :M=t-M-9

^ ^^£

*=qs=^s=*=:=r-^ f4=^^^?=* J" g"^ ^§^3EiE
?^—n-

-r
La la la Li la,

-^—u-
la la la la la,

^EEE i=^^^f^^^^=i=d
=I=r^

la la la la,

g^^^^
^ Jb ^

->^

^^^ s—^-
:«= ^^=^=¥4 ^t

1
—

la la, la la!la la, kx la, la la la la.

f—rf-

Froeljel's
"
Mother's Songs and Games."
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-S-.-> s: f
\ ^ k— 1^—T^-r—^ N

\ ->>-, ^ N k-, N ic ,—.

V  

lP»—"-1K—^ -— -—^ «
1>-

La la la la la la la la la la la la la la la la la la

^S ^ I
F

^fe-t7 jl-j—g—giZf—r—r
f> fK

- h N- m ^ h Nm"h-*—*^ =»—1—»—*i -fc*
—"—" ^P-'->—ti.

—
t?

la la la la la la la la la la la la la la la la!

^JeE9=i=^^g ^^^^=4=^i=r=^—^%̂

-T 1» i U- -1 -,• ^=*-

i^ N--9-i s '^ ^ N—N h i

fN f 3v=rrp
% «L=:gi=:ii)-

tmw

Well a - lone my child can play ; Sing him, too, a song to -
day.

-=i— ;

Eg-
—g i

—g—t- : A-

m^s=l ^
^ %z

—zs:==^x=i^ ^ j^^^^^i—>-^
-f.
—^=g =^=g=^

.j_,

—_— ^—^—^^—^—^ _,-

Qui - et -
ly my child's at play. Sing him, too, a song to -

day.

4:
—

\ i i F

i i ^^—^—^

m^^^ :t==qr
-V-

Froebel's
" Mother's Songs and Games.
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THE HAPPY BROTHERS AND SISTERS
(i(See picture No. 19, page S3-i

Just se« tho»eh«p-py Bills and boys IThejrTe run. jump*d.andslupp'd«nd made a noise, A

"'/

I ^ !^ ^ '^ '*'—""

"^VW- ^-g=^
longday's work hai. quite tired them out.They want somerest af-ter run-ning a -bout. But

^ -P^^^ ^ r r* N I

(

be - ing tired won't do them harm.Each sinks up - on an - o -ther's arm, And

i ^-*-r -N
—

r 3=it ^^t=^

t-%—^^—^ ' X ^ *• >
r

q=r: ^^^=^
:a?:

* w ^^^ =W=^:
-* k-

^ F^«^
I^

soon quite fast a-Sleep they'll be, And wake to - mor - row,you will see. But

^^^ i ^ zim ^S^f-^-^i^-v^=^=^ r
"f >^^Ei

T* "^ -* » u u

33
Froebel's
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3E n;
—

N-

i^.^i=^^^.=,^^^L^^:^^^^^3

ere they lay them down to sleep,They ask that God their lives will keep ;
That

Vki S=-=?s=
s: 3i=r:!=^

,«/

(^^l=r^z=:g::^ ^ 4=3c:
=t=*: * U-

is=E,;=t^

ilg^ =S=Zf!Ca-iv :^=--»:

He whogives them life and rest,Will guard them just as He knows best; And

:J>crz^

gdz^i^^i^^^a^-^^j^^ ^-^s»-

p^p^f^ •=t—?— (

Hig
' ^—^ -*--r ^ b^

r.
then they close their tired eyes

—God is ev'ry where—He will takegood care—And

i
ivzq:

^=«=r

=J5=T
* d g:

5T=T:

j_ 1-—g ' m *-

=1*^;

in sweet rest each sleep
- er lies. And now, Ba -

by, you May

__| , . . .-^ : . 1

S^—5il»-

pp

:t
:^J *- =t=^ ±: itzi -i»» K^

Froebel's
"
Mother's Songs & Games."

^
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shut your eyes, loo, And s]eep,dear,sleep,dear; Kor Mo- ther is here,

r
And

i-i ;»c»-.'i-^t 3EtJ|:3=-*^Ti—"H^—-J.

lift , .



^M
t--=s--

iErfz m >—s- -J^|8 g~
-6* i^

please be caught at last. Bird 1 Don't fly a- bout so fast, Bird ! Oh 1

^^^^Ns^^i"^n:r^ «j-ki^^
Quicker. a tempo.

m3j: ^ ^-^—(=- -^—^'

^?S=»^ES tiiii^trKYtm §Alm^ —-T =—

^w g-

Bird - ie dear, Oh ! Bird - ie dear, won't you stand still at all ?

±1^i=im̂^ Ŵ-J-4.1
^ -^fcl

E«=E ^ i :]=^ ^

Mother. Slower.

-J ; -8—^ ^
=r

!a—ST

^^i. m
The bird is on -

ly shin - ing bright, You

^ 5^R 1

— «
-j ^- -I H "q

can - not catch it with your lit - tie hands,

£^ i
But

^

^E

-*—J- -* Jr

Froebel's "Mother's Songs & Games."
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by your eyes you seize the light ;
Your heart is

« i ^mi I ff '^.

^?=3a==g=

glad, and it un - der- stands, It's true of so much that we

JSfei^a=s

t=tx±
see while we're liv - ing ; Hands can - not hold what great^ ^=^ -9-^-^ ^ 3&«E

P

ga2^

pleas
- ure is giv - ing ;

But a fin - er sense eas ly

i?=f=^
-g—S- ii »

—
«

' g

t<?^^^ ^
Froebel's

" Mother's Sodks & Games."



s =^^ P*

EfEl:

->->-

35=«=r

^«
holds it tight, And that's a great gain to both hands and si^ht.

* *^^S =5k=S=5:

I^ZI
*̂=&

r«=ji ^=i^

^^E£ ^^ =«=P=
I

S^E^S=S=-9^^^

24
THE HARE.

See picture No. 25, page 65.)
 N -^

-^ J  <'

J
1^

Jump -
ing comes the lit - tie hare, Up - on the wall so fast ;

=rq^
-f^g : f ^ E

t̂=Jc=p
In your hand you'd catch him there, But look ! he has run past.

^

>-=5t»~%-
->-

!^-^
^ ^^^:

See his long ears up he's prick - ing ! Does he hear us pass?

S-
--—«»-

p-
.J

^
^—^——• pp >

^
(5 h-^



Quicker.

W l ^m Sd &^>=f- ^^**-i-^—^«-*-^-«>-»-

Puss - s short blunt nose is \vrink-ling, His shy lit - tie eyes are twinkling

I I

»* It* q** 9 m m ^ ji*H

^
-»fc ^. -<- ^^- -^ -*- -<- -«

|
« f i» : r=:c:rSi

-t t J^

3^^ w n p _-.

^5 ? tf
LZ*C

^—sp
—

-^ti^
—-— ^—u-

On the ground you see him cow - er, For he's in the hunt-er's pow-er.

^ at^3tt
Mi IBHife* 1 ~l ' hM  ' ^'  g i

:3«

—P
«./

i^

^S 55==!^ ^!=«:
i" ?- ^^=i^^^Ei f=f-^-g-g*—k 3&lfi

Bang ! the cm - el hnn- ten's shot him, Scared him, but not real -
ly got hirn.

Iw E«-KizrS-f: ^ f f t
< I s-r ^^^T^q

Ei^g=r

^^

5 M .^ J-
: —; » ' m *-^it ^ 5=*^-li^—r

See! how fast a - way he's springing! Puss - 's song I've fin-ished sing-ing I

1

i -W ' •
-4-

r*—H' m
mf

^
Î
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25

P
THE WOLF.

(See picture No. 26, page 67. )^
^^^^i

=i=b,
"> V tiT-

3E

In the pine woods.dark and wide, Where wild an - i - mals caii hide,
^^^^^TT^W^

=fc



This the hunt-er will not bear ; And wqlTsa thief who does not care ; The

'i^^^l^^ n—^rM
r^^^

^=W J!«- -TtJj^ mg—-3^ii_^ it=:)

irj^JLJ-^^:^^^ Lightly.S^ ^—N-

^zM VH^ 3J=ta=SC
bun - ter shoots; Hark! hear his gun! But the wolf a - way has run.

S^t Ep~>^ 1^IZ X̂Z ir=ĝrr^S:
/

P

Zi^ZI^ :^-
P

-4—

Allegro.

26
THE BOAR.

(See picture No. 27, page 69.)

^ -r=fs:

-y->-f-f-^-Ey
Tra ra, tra ra, tra ra ! From the oak-wood,green and wide,

'MW^
8^ 5i -*!

•
f- 1

::iiSii-n: S-qzzz^
ir«^tid=r^

^^
m. 1

I

i fr ?ii
i3=rt=

^ -I—^ ^EE^
:f f y I :S~*~>

-«! 4-
^^ *- i^=^ I ' J~g ^

Where wild an - i - inals can hide, See a boar comes wand'ring by,

I I _ I

®^::r=^:=rM-t-f-*-y
^^3^5
1^ * ' '^

—
y^

s^ m to
-=) I -^

It:

8i/a..

p'rocbel's
"
Mother's Soags & Games.'
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Up and down, how fierce his eye. He's so hun -
gry, he's quite pin -ing,

=^^^
i^rSzS-—g:

^lA-=^
-izxzzm. «L

=i

^
"^ i tjJl- ^

g ^ >,i?^
faa^g^

5S::

1^
^

-^i^
^

So on a - corns he is din -ing.Watch his cheeks and hear him crunching;

-J
=F

li^S3E3EESE3
vtf

-l>^-l?l*-
-=; ff •\-

f=^Pr

)—I- i
J^E

N=^
SbJz:g^E^E=g=8^tF'-i S—.JL-

Hewouldstandand go on munching, But he sees the hunt - er yond-er ;

1 ^-A.

S =̂«=ŝ :»: if^zir:

-I i»-j-* I J J-—^-^

9

1 * 1-

E^^^3EE3^
-4--

» J

So he's off a - gain to wander, Tra ra, tra ra, Tra ra, tra ra.

;^l=3=

ijilgj^^fe^ ^1
;» w/

^ %:

P

SE*3=^<^~
^f==^^—I-

ii^^
4-^^^

y±g-^-g— 4
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27

THE LITTLE WINDOW.
(See picture No. 28, page 71.)

Titmr, ^\ s-

» ^ f T=y ^ . —I ji —•r'* •
jl g i^

ee, Ba-by,lhroughmywindowsclear,Thelightpeepsthroughto us in here.

^î ^rz^ctc =N=tiqi=3

Would you de -
light

^ ?-
in whatis bright. Always be sure you're good and pure.

^^P^

28
THE WINDOW.

±z^ E^ 3<=|5:

(See picture No. 29, page 73.)

-N~ i I s
—

F^"—v
i rs ^

I>̂ HI i^-n=^* » *•

See.howthrough the win- dow clear, Light comes peep-ing to us here.

$
-N =^

», > E^5^^3?-?^

i^g 1 a -=)—•-
it-

feE3S^^ -PS—V ?«—K- -PS-J^ Jsc^t§—Tf-^ *^:^Pi?=^^f^ :»^ > f
It says"To EJa - by I willgo, I shouldlike to please him so. ""Shine I

4.3

Froebel's
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ppg EiE5^ =g=J=^ =t^
j^:^ * ii

' I j;t! V
pret

-
ty light, with - in this place, Look kind-Iy in my lit -tie face."

i
l^Eg—>-^g-hg—r- =« ^p'N*-

I a* --I 1 a)
—^-«i « •>—

p^=^^=^ =;=n-

!a=^ -l^a^_N_
, *l *i =r :*: ff=J'| ^-S-g^—

' 1
—CJI  —' *' •—;

—^, 1 "=t

" Ba -
by, I have come so fast, From the sun to you at last,

jf^ 1 K 1
l _i ! I

•— >-
I

\-
•> -T

Ef gj^qg^ g I

*
It ^ -^•-4-*^ :^g—<=

5aE=St ^u-i-K-j r i-

P "'/

B^^ -i f -r-

:T=:

i ^—^ 1 ^ —
1 = ^ ^ 1 ~T 1 m^

-i»
—

*s f^
Quick- ly all that long, long way, That I might see my child to- day.

_N-,—, IS—I
—

Pi ^-
=i:

=^^ ^ ^ ^ -j^i 3^3^»
/ #

(^j==g=
»—-:P=«:^

^ * • g-g- -g ^ J
t^-
—-  f u i *—•

'r^- ^^?=^

:q^^^-4^-d - s i—! N—I—^H

I-

(

Love me, dear, with all your might, Ne - ver shrink a - way from Light.

I—» fS r~^ J , _ K ^ , 1 _J I

—j

i^ya s=q=

*i -g* *i -i5;i:^=:::;=ZD.
-t- -.V-

s^-
._:(?_ sg—F"-rf—g:

1 m -U fc IW=|I
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29

THE CHARCOAL BURNER'S HUT.
(See picture Na 30, page 75.)

?^:f^S «—



i
«=i!=;i=*^m ^ V

how could we ev-ermake Horseshoes and knives, Spoons, forks and such things as we

I i-

rflz=?|:
-n?-

^-^—^--•I— 1 Bl 1-——^ Si=8=>=g=g: 3E 3E-a*
—

a»i- ^ M

^=B=^ -U
|g-j«t-

^=^
'^

=l=r:fcc

^^fc^^^^te^ife-^

I

need all our lives, If the good charcoal burn-er with soot on his cheek. Did not^
^^:^S^^^3i^:^5^^^gEg=i^=j1^^=rf^^

^^=w:. =£=^ # It2=±

^=^
d^=^

burn us wood care-ful-ly week af - ter week, If the good charcoal bum - er with

=FS=«^
P

-»-^Sr
S= ^^^^S Ei^SwTJ^

pi^S^EiE SE53 f 1 t-g-j.^3fr-=i- -s^-v-A-

itSz h^4^tz^4^,^̂ ^^-U-

soot on his cheek, Did not burn us wood care - ful -
ly week af - ter week.

^ ij=|=g= J?
gz-±i^

:i:

P

¥^ -^—=1- -*—•- ^
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i
fc=b

w trn^ 1
—I*—m-

r:fc ^^
Come, Ba -

by, and let us then give him our greet - ing ! With

s—r
fl*i -1 ^3^ :^5=5=:5=

* *
'"/

^^

#*=i^"^



^^=f5==^rf
^=g--:^=^^ ^i5^^=^

I

m-^-^
*=^ :1^==f5s

^^j:jz:^=S=^
man is he; The Up -

right he lays low, Wliat's Long heShort- ens

4 ^V

^ -m -1 g=  

I
1 P-—^ r -1

i -=l-p:
-b<—J~i 1

—
^

P
^E

zjmjrjr^
-^—1=-

3E

A Round thinghe makes Flat, A Rough thing Smooth like that; And

:^=P=
|

>: ^^£ -=i—p^ :S-
:«=:«3^j ^-gr±^

;../ p

^ ^-x^=^ . ^t.

tnf

1 r 1 =^ :P=^=P

i
-j?^-^ =^=s=

Crooked things Straight he can bend ; His clev-er-ness has no end. But

•1 r

•1 r 1—^^ A—f= =1-S^

m
\ r^5=>: ^ -N

1 I- 8P

s^-^-j-^H-
-=5 P-

y I jizigi:^^
'

^j~

things a-part won't doj He wants a whole quite clear.

m1 I- »—1 gi gi ** E^ -«i—=1—^-
35^^=^= ix

—
r

^ :^:==^=^
-J *^ •1 r =?-

Froebel's
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^9=g=§^f f * w^ F^ it:5=5J: i

^gj

won -der what, don't you? From beams, from beams, A house stands

4 .  I I-.—, i.-r-^;:=^ ^ r,—1-^—?» 41^^m^^fm^-fizj^̂ ±1 r J

^;T=r

^•.
' ^=B ^^i=P- ^ 1 r 1-

* • -I

^^^^^^^ =5=P= :5=P=^E^^Ei^
here. A good child theremay dwell, His par-entskind as well. Who

-K-\— I , ,
^

|s^S ^^s-ti-*^
 1 r

"'/

^ -1 I- -I ^ y J
^

iii
:^=P=

J^m ^^~9 1 "T"



31

THE BRIDGE.

(See picture No. 32, page 79. )

n^ iS=j: ^ :S=i.

By brook - let fresh flow - ing The flow - ers are grow -ing ; This

^
'"/

EE E^

1^^:

^i^
-N—^

~i=^^^^f=^9̂ ^~f-^s^=^^=m
-fea

child wants to cross To ga -ther green moss. He's long-ing to ga-ther the

SH=E
SU=^S?zi^Ji ^^i^*Um&-4^«: -^—T^^-jl ^ ffe

P

Sl^
5«E-

;3p

im^^^^^^^.̂̂ =^^^^ ->—N-

i?=i£:
^-g g—g::

^ N N.^S^i^
"^•—5 --i^

flow'rs on the edge, But deep is the wa-ter and thick is the sedge, Please

(
M^^ ^ =s=i^

s=S:
1- -< w--^-'* S N^-^*"-^ ^ 1* 1J*^^ ;^ N

rf—f=re^
Car-pen-ter build nie a bridge, if you can, I'll thank you, I'll thank you.You

v p
—r 3

-^. ^ * -5---gf:~r^»-T
3̂E^^^3E

«"»<—^-

!J*S3EE:fBim
p p

Jt p=3-a- ^
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i
_-K 1. !> N

:! ^ ,v A-
-w—Sr J *

r*
kind cle-vcr man 1 How rice! I can go, right a - cross, to and fro I What

»==*=»

T' „^ iEl :5~
It—i^

love- ly flow-ers I can find ! Oh ! Car-pen- ter, you're good and kind.

f —  Ss''*'

m :^=t=t w~m
•""•"•^ JZ

W^^ S~^
—

S5-I

32
THE YARD GATE.

(See picture No. 33, page 81.)

i su>
^r-/=g=^=1 ^til S : >_^r

-
. r

5 '

What can this be ? A Gate, I see! With- in the yard it's

' I V ;̂ ™S _ ]
—

t S—^ 1
—^—I-

^fio=q^pj=^ ^^ 1 ,' : ^i^^^zj^^^
mf P P

mm^ rt=

lead - ing me, The young colts are prancing. Hop, Hop, Hi, Hi, The

51
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S > tj N V
:«= ^ g g

-ti^=^
i^^m^^s ^»--f- T=^ S^=J

hii

Pi-geonsare fly
-
ing,koorr.koorr,koorr,koorr,Thegeeseloud-ly cack-ling,The

9=±=^=S—S—i~-f̂ =±:d^^:S=^
S^

P W
^£ 1

r|=Jz==«=
g r- ^

=fe;=5=tii ^i^^^
ti±=5^

^
ducks are all quacking, Just hear the hens clucking,And hear the cock crow, cock,

ii^ES^t gj-s—ff- '=Rg=p=^3:j ^^-^g=Lii2t

^g^^^E u * fefe :^

^P^ :^=^

5^5 6=1—-ssa
cock a-doo-dle doo,

i*^»r fw
l*~ i

* » -1

cock, cock a doo-dle doo!

iji =ff=^q

^^=^=S
r-g-

§:E

f S^;:^
?5: ^^ ^-
>

' ' ^ u w* U
The bees are all hum - ming, summ, summ, summ, summ. And

i=

mf P

^ ^

^^fe i:
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y+f ^ if: i ii r r«rzg=

i

hear the cow low moo— moo— The Calfthfreis leap-ing, The

^-^1^ ^ i  > 30s^ss—tr
slow and soft.

^ *=5:

*]
ij ^^?=^^rp^

^'^--HS-^i^ ;
> s_.j.ir^^ - A f^-jv-d-^

: c
^

Lamb there is baa- ing,The sheep yonder bleats ;
The pig gruntsand eats. We'll

^^=^-=i=^^^^;=^^,^^

fit^^-



33

THE LITTLE GARDENER.
(See picture No. 35, pAge 85. )

L L^-cBrf^'
3^:e

:::g [^ P^--
j^ I

—*i-

Let us to the gar - den go I All the plants want tend- ing so !

1^

Wa-terfrom the can we're holding, Soon will help the buds' un-folding.

i* ^iJEg =i^

^ sz*
—p—» -V—4V- 5^

^3^E? ^=^^ :!* =*!=*:
V -.- -'.*.• ^ jr

15=^ -^v

* :•"

Each un-does its lit -tie liead.Andgreets you with a spi
- cy smell,And

at:5=S
i^ijE

=^=^
:^==it -»-:

—»—rs^
—•

Eg E^ 1fP=
:?sr::^: =P=^

yL«: -> N-
=«^» 1^^8^5^'JS^

^==f—&f pi^iiU:
*=?!_- :i^:

-»-X

*"^S"
^

fills the whole airround as well ;There's sweet re -ward in do - ing good.

l^i^^yii ^ • *-ĝ
=^- =e i:q=:zr;̂ 1
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34
SMELL.
(See page 87. )

-^ ^ -^
Come,my lit -tie pet, and sec Flowers fair as fair can be, Oh! how ve -

ry

-\—rsij =r~:
—n y^^a ^^

-'"-«-il^

sweet they smell! Hatzi ! What's the cause? you cannot tell,Hatzi ! Some kind an -gel time has spent

m
To delight you with the scent."Though you can't seeme," hear itsay."! spread the scent for

*  '
' 1 g^

i^i*3^^
J}- 1 1

-*—I , I W-S->a m-

!!« g S

^^ JJ—N^ 335 -N ^
y=g=*=

J5—V.
^fe^«=^

*t: i^S3E i«=*=
you to - day ; Now Ba - by. let me smell it, too, dear ;

I like it just as

P^i ZM . m g^^fc^ la
—

^g—r ;*1=:5?
?==^==n:

> * >-

^^ \ -1 Ji— J -W—q
—W-:—a—J=at=3i

much as you, dear, Ha- tzi, Ha- tzi, Ha -
tzi, Ha-tzi, Ha-tzi, Ha - tzi,

s .c

^^ -1 -I -

qg-r

5o
Froebel's
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35

THE WHEELWRIGHT.
(See picture No. 36, page 89.)

im
-> tv:

3^1^^ fK==S=
#1

•

^^-gj
—g—^ ^5=^^1^ -•- -it-

^"
-^

Let us to thewheelwrightgo ;
What he's do -

ing we will know.

! I

=^ g ^ :g^ ^^^|=^i^
*r ^r "S- -i«—1»—•-

s
=^

3r=pfr

'5=s^-^K-

=5ra=^^=«=
-1^ 1^—>—^

IN ^M=Z^i=^Z

On - ly come and see What great pains takes he That by bor -ing straight and fast.

^^^ ^ J S f
I

J^ 1 I

Sf-^=^^z —
I

—
I

—»—-=j

»—•—s—

He may gtt a hole at last. He has done the hard - est part,

=d=^i ^ -1
!

/.

J; r>g- -S^"^"J- ^ :i: ?S- -S^
i

;«y

d=i=J:
i|^ ^

^^^^ ?=r
5S=*=

=^-^^ ^^^^hS=

s=r=9^ -^ •- ^i^=Sigf
Put the cart-wheel on the cart. Nowsee it go, Tumroundjust so. Turn

^^s^=s=^i=i=^^ E^^I^S^

^ ^3^ -W \m
-

T F :t=
Froebel's
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izM^SS^ ^^^
round, turn round, tum round, It turns round, just so, Turn

^p^ rf rTtfi^>Ml-j^4-^^
I nJTi *^^^r^^a^^ ,

f p

zBzsz ^

round, turn round, turn round, Tum round, round, round, round, so.

^ ^^

:*c

36

P

THE JOINER.
(See picture No. 37, page gr. )

=S=^
_v- ^^ =J=^=s:

:C>» •
S»

^

Zish, zish, zish. The Join
- er's work - ing his plane.

^^^g^ 4- -L

±1^.

f f f ;^ /

^g^;p^5^^ 1^•t r-

Froebel's
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11==^
*^—g—g-g-g ^iEESE

->_-N-

SEii^^=l^?^
Join -

ei", plane the ta - ble flat ; Leave no holes, be sure of that.

tt=^^ A 1 j - ^^
-9-=^--

mf

-r
—

y-
P- -^

=t
ii -I ::^

^^1 rh. ^ ^=?£

W^ -w—-—^-
3^=ii=^ ^=¥

Zish, zish, zish, Hear the Join-er's plane, Long strokes send,

J' f ff f f f

^
(,-0

I
/»-

;^
Sz/a. ?iva.

g N h
- ^ ^rrJsi

::l5^-i: Ps:

i

Straight from end to end. Working al- ways with the grain, For-wards and then

§^ -*i-:ir-

^E§*E
:y
—*= =ff=*:^^^

$
ft=:$t==t

t==r ^^ -is fk-

5^=^=?^
qsi^ls: ^-

i" -| i^ -1 -» ^ -J. .s'

back a -
gain, Long strokes send ! Plane the ta - ble, my frien±

f^

IS-p jg *-

in/ f

^=^:
-* ^ ^- ^ ^  

^j.-

-I =1
^''
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37

THE HORSEMEN AND THE GOOD CHILD.

(See picture No. 38, page 93. )

Setose ^ ^
»

Five Horsp-men come ri - ding with all . . their speed, .-Xt our court

-^7ir -P i
m/

=itzS:

^-^%-^-
m m 4»—lit;

ur-T
—r

^^i^pi^^p -?S—1^
=!s=

yard each stops his steed. "And what do you wish, youHorsenienbold?" "To

1^
I J"^J^ '^

1

'
^s=^

-Tpi=r^*=*=? ^ ^^3^1
Ĉ'-r^

see . . your child; he's good, we're told; He's gen - tie as a

i
^ ^.-g>>

—* 3}=:=aC
ITTgi . g I * 9> I > J 1 J

^E^ ^
^

g4,J2-^

%va.^

59
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^^
-V-r 1^ 1^ J T

:««=
r«i=;

bring him down to us, dear Mo-ther, That we may

i 3 ^^^=^^̂=^=1-
-J u

fe5Jt=it: 3t=-if: :»H^ V ^-

»./

^ =J?=ff: rfe:- N—w # ^:; =1-

i±ir %«=

U I U
learn to love each o - then

" ' ' Here he is
; you've heard what s

^^g^jtj^ |l?j 9
,^J4J

^
I

'
I

^ *\ m ^m-i-^Hr S«: E5E

p

3E# • I*^^ i f==t

^
i ri /ir:^^^=i£=*

F
3E ^

true. He de - serves much love from you." "Child, we're

St=*r 5feE^
=63=

S ^5g=g= i5z±:S-

glad to see you here, Mo - ther's made you sweet and dear ;

ps^=f#E^ ig=b2; z9-Sr

^Lnti
i^

-5r :it-
8va..
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^—s

=4<c= 3E J=^"^J' l J Mfj ji ^
Peace and hap -

pi
- ncss pre • serve.

A-

You who love from

t '^mig^^^r 3E

m
mf

iI£ » 1

^^V^lTTTp^^-rf^ !

p f^1=^-*''-l-J

I

us de - serve.

X-

Home- wards ride we glad news bring- ing ;

^^^^=ff=F -j»'.

g££^S ^-- •i --1 ^^-*—m-. B«=trj=:^

-*. ^
«W-«-*r

" Ba -
by's good" you'll hear us sing- ing. Homewards ride we

^^^^ J nr.

^^̂ ^̂ H^^^^^^mm^
glad news bring-ing ;

" Ba - b> s good "you'll hear us sing-ing.

-ft- F-«4^-^i—I
—r ^ i

—
I » .

-—t-

8»». ^-
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88

THE HORSEMEN AND THE CROSS CHILD.
(See picture No. 39, page 95.)

^^ Sw ^d=g= 35^ =^^1*:

t ^' t^ ^

Five Horse-men come rid - ing uith al! their speed ; At our court-

i ^^^-0̂
^ E^E ~^^-̂

^ ^
yard each stops his steed. "And what's your wish, you Horse - men

te==J: 5^^3E ^
s ^ s^ '

:j-
—^ '

'J.

s/p

m ^s^=»
Iriia

u' 1 r^zziqi

^i 36^ 4- ^ si

P ^ *i ^ :3^ ^!^

bold?" "To see your child; he's good, we're told." "He cries so

^^^ ^ i-lM b».
=3=ai
:*=W:

=P W
=^1—y-i-fr::^^

much, I am sor - ry to say, I can - not bring him down to day, He's
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p ^ ^E^iA^^^36^^
sul - ky and so cross, I fear Tlic house will soon not

i -g-^-Jt:

l-P^
I ^ I

—^—•
s.p^^=3^

:i i 1 -jb^Ei
:S^ -*^f-*-

^S'Z3 ^3=5= -y-f-V
—b=^ •) y

^^ E^ iq^^S ^=^FJ '

.^

hold us here.'
• ' Oh ! how sad 1 That grieves us so ! We

^m* ' *

-(=

is :pe=

=s=t=^ =HZ # JS==it1^
3a=s:

•^
'

•*

fe^ .h-.Fq
Quicktr.^ =»c::^ P^ ^

came to sing the pret
- ty songs we know. We'll ride a

^^^ V -\S—S-
=&5=

OI. H ! =f=F
:2J^

-=r

^^^ 3^
way and seek else -where Some chil - dren much wor - thi - er

m§^^=f ^.a T
^ =fs=s=SE
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dl5^=^ ^=^
• I gy

* • ^":^
I

^ ?==^:

:*t: iig^
4>«T

of our care. We'll ride

i 1 ^-N N

a - way, and seek

^i^i^ - :^ ^ d: S= *l
•

'

«F

else-where Some

-IS >ii

^ :««:

g ^
^= ^|£

j^^y-^r^^-g

children much worthi-er of our care,Some children much worthier of our care."

Sva.

39
HIDE! BABY!

(See picture No. 40, page 97.)

:fci^. -N--K-
^El =s;=ij ^iPm^g> S 9—^^ :i1==^

^" ^ ^ u T^L^ i^ ^ ^
* ^' » ^~g^

^^
Five Hor^o-iurn arecomingfuU gal- lophere,They wanttogetholdof my Ba-by dear;

-» • ^ *—* " d *—*—"-

Hideyourhead,Darling;Theywon'tguess That you're hi -ding beneathmy dress.

^- -J- -J- -J- J- -«»- -^- .^
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g

Horse-men II ad - vise :

-y ^ J,

Ride on, if you're wise

^^^ j

^
J ^

I jr3T"3^=i> * » 

1/

-1
—

sat

^ 1^ I 1—
rszzjc:

^ *=ts=
T* » --^3; ti»-

A word will spjcak my mind : My child you will not find.

1^^—



Lfer^: ~m—. • y m ' -^—

ride fast a - way, and don't stop, and don't stop. They ride fast a -

^^
-15 ^ i'> ^,J ^

> r*. g; _j*
!_-k—J-|V!^

- way, and don't stop, and don't stop.

:St-bS^^

Now look up, my Ba - by dear; The

^
p* mf

^^"

^7 '

^~ s -"
i^

"^—r—^ '^ ^ 3?Z
•i f- E^l^

^=^=}^==^

Horse-men are no long - er near. Now look up, my Ba - by dear, The

i2=tt:

^^=^- :?c^ ^ ^^^^
l^^^^^^i p a ^*i ^ —== n

-^
—-^

Horse - men are no long - er near, The Horse-men are no long - er near.
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Slow.
-l-

HIDE AND SEEK.
(See picture No. 41, page 99.)

^.— H—I-^^W 1 y ? g i 3E^V i?

Ba-by, my Ba • by dear, Where are you ? Far or near? Where's Ba- by?

1.1
I ^ J-g—1 =c?5? i a^E

-I-S^fi3E

Me 'J r 1 r i 11 113
=g?Fh

^ i ?=F ^
Do you know?We all do miss him so.We've searched; I fear to  

# ^ I S

3^^ 3i^
-I—

iC^^ n r •<
I

^iF=^ ^

i =t=K J—-h . ^-^. K
I

—S -fr"< *H—a »z^ --^r »— -V^r—K £i#
'jt-S—*j E3 ŝ^s^: ivi '^1^ :

day,That he is gone a - way ; gone a - way, a - way, a - way.

^^ M-(* > T^ I S- Muj"- NS^^ •HE ^^
P PP^ mz m : iKsl

?^

* ' * '«— ^ '
1^ ta

-r^-3^^*—5»
 ^^ ''

—
if - ^-5

If you found my child for me. Oh ! how grateful I should be. Why!

M ii ! iJ I » ! !-»+i « i ^-»—w—*-

I— •
-»• m -^

:S=!5:£ r (
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i^i^^
my dar -

ling ! there you are I

$
I I

"

^^^ -I-

AU the time you were not far.

-I 1-

^^3^ % ^^ f^^tSE

(li

ff

^
mf

^=tE: ^^Sr

g /-^ slower.

li" :

—J * T I g! *i-
1=^
jntijr

5^
$i==gz==9z =g^^&ri

All the time you were not far. It of - ten happens in life, my

l^g^^^^^a#^^=p^j^]igi^#s#^

i
dear, We ov - er - look what is ve -

ry near, It of - ten happens in

rgdzgz

1 ta^^— -T
—H 1- 3 =n:^^=F

IS=ti=^::i^ 3E m
mf p

m :j!f^e:-

i=ijl:
-=i—=1-

zieiii

-=i—=1-

^—-.-j"-q=35=F:;^-r^ir~3 J-i l
i:^

W=-r ^^:^=^:

I

life, my dear, We ov - er - look what is ve - ry near.

^iE n-t
-^-=i^;*='

=^-^

fe-fe ^ ^^^ ^m P ^ i i
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BO-PEEP.

(See picture No. 43, page loi.)

I^^g ^^^^^ •* ^ I

^
Bo- p)eep, Bo-peep, Ik) - peep. The Cuc-koo's call- ing, hear him I Bo-

3!=3i ZHZ 1= •1 ^ I i

^p SEC ^^3E •< h ^g: =^=f1 i

tt

/, % J' N^



^^^^^ p̂=S==S={r:=g: E^BE
-t»«
—

j^
—t^ ^

t*
' ' ^ - ^

now my child's found him,how glad they'll be IThey'lI stay both together so hap- pi
-
ly. Bo -

-^
S iS p=^^^

* »
'. % m ^f£^=S=-^^g~S aciS: i^

~»—»^

/^

^ i u u ^f^-^
^s^ i^ ^ ¥

^- ^^—N  h ^ -^—V- P^^-« *^ •—Rtr-5=S: ^^ ?^
peep, Bo-peep, my lit - tie child ! Bo - peep, Bo-peep, my child I

U U
1 *l

?=
1 r -^ J I *-

m
> K-

p pp

M^S N >

i 1 l^-3g:
=?SJ

f :is=3(? -9 S ^^ -=l—1=-

42
THE CHURCH DOOR AND WINDOW.

(See picture No. 45, page 107.)

^^m ^* J

See through that win - dow, Dar -
ling mine, Peeps in - to

P^ S^=
=1= ^* 3EJJ W *

^r ^-^
mf

-^

^-
P

m^ -i=-^3=-

i ;i ? ^^:^ ^^=3 ^
Church the bright sun - shine ; And see those great tall

^ t T I

^^rZ2Z

»f/

S ^
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fc^

:2a:

4-

3t
-N *i*-

m • ^ Jr-

doors un - close ! It's through them in

g l j^fj l

to churcli one

i =̂53=

m tp^ P •I >• m^

i j I J ^
I l"4=^^^^^

goes. But all who en - ter take good care To be at

^ w4=e=
4. ^'t^ =^*=^

;j

^^-— * »-:^ * g f
-^^ ^*

rr^n^rr

i
i=± -S s *^—^^i^*— '

I J ^ T <-^ ^^ * -m-

=iSfr;=f;

ten • live while they're there. When you're old - er

^^-I-

we'll go hand in

i 1F=^^^I^ ^ * ^ ^ V -%S—%-

^m —m- ^S-^f-
\ !

- ^-

?^ S

gN=^=^^^ ^
s-^jg!. -•-

' s V.
m *'~—g fa

^
hand ; You'll like the or - gan deep and grand, lu lo la

-I-m iw- «=^ ^
/

^ 1@ 33= n^ «

Efrt.
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S=z^
:*=; ^3= T 1=5

lo

i
S=^

la lo lo

#
lo. lo lo lu la lu

3
:3^z: 3E

^

^=P2:

?^ S2=

^ ^ ^3=gg
lo.

p -a-

-(=2-

#
• • •

I
^— '——

lo. And when the bells ring out their

-S ^ 1 H-.-^ ^-A

-^—ST =^ =9=
=t =1M=

inf

££:
•P- -e-

/

m=^ -(s--

^:i=

peal

=g=s^ p
^^g^^^N

From yon der tow - er how glad we feeL

m =!=FJ J J^=i?z

Ding, dong, Bell, Ding, dong, Bell, Ding, dong, Bell, Ding ,dong, Bell, Ding, dong, Bell,

-•'
1 -^ qiS= -• m- -*-

m"e:^ ^ =F=%= j^a
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J=p
It m p

Ding, dong. Bell. Ding, dong, Bell, Ring.

I

To your heart thro'

t ^ £E ^^
. . my

IS.
-

list -
'ning ear.

^= P

Joy will come to you,

^m^-
--S=W^9 * sr

>f

^̂ ^ I
r-

iSz:

i
i=^

E^[^

dear. Lu lu lo la lu lo lo lo.

^ ^^=^^ F^
/a;?

Ŝ ••^ I-

1221

p =K==r I » i ^^^^=«^
Ding.ding.dong.BeU, Ding, ding, dong, Bell, Ding, ding, dong, BelL .
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CLOSING THOUGHTS.

I St

Soprano,

2nd
SOPKANO.

ISt

Alto.

2nd
Alto.

Piano.

-1

i -«^3-^ J I J:=^g:^
«=!= :*=^

What-ev - er Mo - ther wakes and tends and thinks, In cneep -
ful.

a;
SBgSES -£=»- * ' *l

3:^
-^

,

:^

What - ev - er Mo - ther wakes, tends and thinks. In cheer -
ful,

&
SE3 *<

' * • -J.
It

:t
-^-"-^ -tJ * ' *—pi-•S-'-^- -Gi- m m 9 m w w w '^

plr-

What-ev - er Mo - ther wakes, tends and thinks. In cheer -
ful.

pi
;^ j'j: J '

j.^f^^^g^ Ss>-

VVhat - ev - er Mo - ther wakes and tends and thinks. In cheer -
ful,

P -J .

.w«s--s^
=iaq ^ĝ~r~^^~g~t-

=t=^^
1^ 1

^53^^ «—ai—m-
P

I
^ '

rfl

$z: Ef^^t^

-r s

I
-s-*- rft«

=iCc:

^ 4=tt I I

ear - nest song and play, What her love

=1= =^=4-
^ I J . .

|-f4^3^:^zz::j^
=j

122:

ear nest song and play. What - e'er her love

t ^ ^ iSt^i^ 1 1^

ear - nest song and play, What her love

i -2?-
 1 I

I n r
3 -it

• .it -s:
^ p J

:-x±-

ear - nest song and play,

Sr- ^ ^
What her her love

^ =^

:^ ^ !:.-*- J^^^S
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^ JJLgJ-/J^=^

I

girds round 10 • day, Works, bless -ing, on - wardthro'a thou - sand

1£P= m m f =|s=fi rp^a I r
ZiT^T*

::p -T b* i

'
f

girdsround to day, Works,bless -
ing, on-ward ihro' a thou - sand

^:
=i:

» N
i

l>
••

>» :^> * 3*^q» '
* *"

-ir-g-
^, — ^^- .

- - s) Be-

girds round to - day. Works, bless -ing, on-ward thro" a thou - sand

i ^JS^^i:

A I

fc N =IK=qK IC :x:

J -» -J- -•- c •—
girds round to - day. Works, bless -

ing, on-ward thro" a thou - sand

^mm -g^-^^g:

-*>
—r

^3R^
-ci
—

r

-A 1-

3^^^EE*

W^
#. ^- Jt

lt331 :^3^ SEv~-' r r—r
3^

F^fc^ ^ » .-^
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